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Abstract
Wind turbines are normally designed to withstand 20-30 years of life. During this period,
the blades, which are the main rotating structures of a wind turbine, are subjected to
high fluctuating load conditions as a result of a combination of gravity, inertia, and
aeroelastic forces. For this reason, fatigue is one of the foremost concerns during the
design of these structures. However, current standard fatigue methods used for designing
wind turbine blades seem not to be completely appropriate for these structures because
they are still based on methods developed for metals and not for composite materials
from which the blades are made. In this sense, the aim of this work is to develop more
accurate and reliable fatigue-life prediction models for composite wind turbine blades.
In this project, two types of fatigue models are implemented: fatigue-life models and
damage mechanics models. In the first part of the project, a probabilistic multiaxial
fatigue-life model for composite materials, which takes the variability in the material
properties into account, is proposed. In this model, novel probabilistic constant life
diagrams are developed, which can efficiently estimate probabilistic ε-N curves at any
load level and stress ratio. However, due to the low accuracy level of current multiaxial
macroscopic fatigue failure criteria and damage accumulation theories for predicting the
fatigue-life of composite materials under multiaxial and variable cycle load conditions,
the proposed probabilistic fatigue-life model seems unsuitable for wind turbine blades.
Based on this limitation, in the second part of the project, a damage mechanics-based
multiscale approach using a 2D finite-element-based cross-section model for analyzing
wind turbine blades under fatigue is proposed. By using this approach, reliable predictions
about the effect of off-axis matrix cracks on the structural response of the blades are
obtained. These results establish a basis for the development of an extended model that
allows predicting the off-axis crack evolution in the blades and includes other types of
damage, such as delaminations, fiber-related damage, etc. Furthermore, and following
the framework of the proposed multiscale approach, a microscale fiber-related damage
evolution study for on-axis UD glass/epoxy laminates under fatigue loading conditions
is also presented. This study provides significant information for developing future
fatigue models that allow predicting the catastrophic failure of multidirectional composite
laminates and, therefore, possible failures in wind turbine blades.
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Resume
Vindmøller er normalt designet til at holde i 20-30 år. I løbet af denne periode ud-
sættes vingerne, som er de vigtigste roterende strukturer på en vindmølle, for stærkt
fluktuerende belastninger som følge af en kombination af tyngdekraften, inerti og aeroe-
lastiske kræfter. Derfor er udmattelse en af de største udfordringer ved konstruktionen
af disse strukturer. De nuværende standardmetoder, der anvendes til beregning af ud-
mattelse i vindmøllevinger, synes imidlertid ikke at være helt egnede til disse strukturer,
da de stadig er baseret på metoder udviklet til metaller og ikke kompositmaterialer, som
vingerne fremstilles af. Derfor er formålet med dette arbejde at udvikle mere præcise og
pålidelige modeller til forudsigelse af udmattelse i kompositvindmøllevinger.
I dette projekt implementeres to typer udmattelse modeller: udmattelse levetidsmod-
eller og skademekaniske modeller. I den første del af projektet foreslås en probabilistisk
flerakset udmattelse levetidsmodel for kompositmaterialer, der tager højde for vari-
abiliteten i materialegenskaberne. I denne model udvikles nye probabilistiske diagrammer
for konstant levetid, der effektivt kan estimere sandsynlige ε-N-kurver på ethvert belast-
ningsniveau og spændingsforhold. På grund af den lave nøjagtighed for de nuværende
flerakset makroskopiske udmattelse svigtkriterier og skadesakkumuleringsteorier der
bruges til at forudsige levetiden for kompositmaterialer under flerakset og variable cyk-
liske belastninger, synes den foreslåede probabilistiske udmattelses levetidsmodel ikke at
være egnet til vindmøllevinger.
På baggrund af denne begrænsning foreslås i den anden del af projektet en multiskala
tilgang baseret på skadesmekanik ved hjælp af 2D finite element tværsnitmodeller til
analyse af vindmøllevinger under udmattelse. Ved at anvende denne fremgangsmåde opnås
pålidelige forudsigelser af effekten af tværgående resinrevner på vingernes strukturelle
respons. Disse resultater skaber grundlag for udviklingen af en udvidet model, der gør
det muligt at beregne tværgående revneudviklingen i vingerne og omfatter andre typer
skader, såsom delaminering, fiberrelaterede skader osv. Desuden, og i henhold til rammen
af den foreslåede multiskala tilgang, er der også fremlagt en mikroskala fiberrelateret
metode til undersøgelse af skadesudvikling i UD-glas/epoxy-laminater under udmattelse
belastninger. Denne undersøgelse giver væsentlig information til udvikling af fremtidige
udmattelse modeller, der muliggør forudsigelse af katastrofale svigt i kompositlaminer og
dermed mulige fejl i vindmøllevinger.
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that were not published in journal papers. Part I contains Chapters 2 to 5. In Chapter
2, a brief description of different concepts related to fatigue in wind turbine blades is
given. In Chapter 3, a probabilistic multiaxial fatigue model for composite materials is
proposed, and an evaluation of its applicability in full wind turbine blades is presented.
In Chapter 4, a multiscale approach for fatigue design of wind turbine blades based
on damage mechanics models is proposed as well as its implementation in a real wind
turbine blade. In Chapter 5, the main conclusions and contributions of the present work
are presented.
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• Paper 1 entitled Assessment and propagation of mechanical property uncertainties
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
1.1 Problem statement and motivation
The importance of energy in modern society is enormous, and how energy technology,
supply and demand, and policy change every day seems even greater. In fact, one the
greatest challenges for mankind nowadays is maintaining the worldwide energy supply
while, at the same time, drastically reducing CO2 emissions and continuing to lower the
cost of energy, CoE.
One way to continue supplying energy with a percentage of CO2 emissions lower than
that produced by conventional energy sources is the use of renewable sources such as
wind.
Wind energy offers a sustainable option in the pursuit of renewable energy, which can
be reflected in its rapid growth in recent decades, see Fig. 1.1. As seen in Fig. 1.1, in
2016, the global cumulative installed wind capacity grew nearby 1937% compared with
2001 and is expected to continue growing by 40% by 2021 [25].
Despite this rapid growth, which has made wind energy one of the fastest-growing
sources of electrical power in the world and one of the lowest-priced renewable energy
technologies available today, [25], it remains necessary to decrease the CoE produced by
wind turbines to make the wind source more competitive, with respect to conventional
energy sources.
The CoE produced by a wind turbine during its lifetime can be defined as [33]:
CoE = CoT + CoI + CoM
PP
(1.1)
where CoT is the cost of the turbine (i.e., total cost of foundation, tower, machinery,
nacelle, and blades), CoI is the cost of installation and transportation, CoM is the cost
of operation and maintenance, and PP is the power produced during the turbine lifetime.
Then, if the aim is to decrease CoE, a decrease of CoT, CoI, or CoM or an increment of
PP has to be reached.
One way to decrease CoT is making designs closer to the limit of the materials, which
would result in a decrease in the amount of materials to be used. In the case of the
blades, this decrease in the amount of materials would allow obtaining lighter structures
and, therefore, the possibility of designing blades with longer lengths. Considering that
the power output of a wind turbine is proportional to the blade length squared (swept
area of the rotor), increasing the blade length would produce an increase of PP and
therefore an even greater decrease of CoE.
Because wind turbines are conventionally designed for a lifetime expectancy of 20
to 30 years, the blades must be designed to withstand the high degree of fatigue loads
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Figure 1.1: Global cumulative installed wind capacity 2001-2016 and expected global
cumulative installed wind capacity 2017-2021 [25]
to which they are subjected during this period. In this sense, accurate and reliable
fatigue-life prediction methods are needed to improve the structural design of the blades
and, therefore, decrease the CoE of the wind turbines.
Wind turbine blades are mainly made of composite materials; however, current predic-
tion methods suggested by the IEC 61400-1 international standard [80] and certification
guidelines [60] for designing these structures against fatigue are still based on those meth-
ods suggested for metals. This assumption could make the current standard fatigue-life
prediction methods for wind turbine blades inaccurate and unreliable, as the fatigue
damage mechanisms developed in metals are completely different than those developed in
composite materials. This possible inaccuracy and unreliability of the actual fatigue-life
methods can be reflected in the conservative design of current wind turbine blades.
In addition to the actual fatigue behavior of composite materials, there are other
factors that are not considered in the current standard fatigue-life prediction methods
for wind turbine blades, e.g., multiaxial stress states, effects of manufacturing defects,
and the stochastic nature of the loads, material properties, and the geometry. All these
omissions could make the current methods even more inaccurate and unreliable.
To start considering the above-mentioned factors in the fatigue-life prediction process
of wind turbine blades and, therefore, contributing to decrease the CoE of the wind
turbines, the development of fatigue-life prediction methods for designing the composite
wind turbine blade structures has been chosen as the research subject of this Ph.D.
project.
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1.2 Scientific objectives and achievements
The purpose of this Ph.D. project is to develop more accurate and reliable fatigue-life
prediction models for composite wind turbine blades. The developed models should
consider the fatigue behavior of composite materials. In addition, the multiaxial stress
states due to the intrinsic anisotropy of the composite materials and the stochastic nature
of the fatigue phenomenon should be also taken into account.
The final achievement of this project is to better understand how the fatigue damage
initiates, propagates, and affects a typical wind turbine blade.
The present work is part of the Danish Centre for Composite Structures and Materials
for Wind Turbines (DCCSM). The vision of the center is to develop a coherent, multiscale-
based understanding of the mechanical behavior of composite materials and structures
for wind turbine blades. The length scale goes from a nano- and micro-length scale
(material) to structural length scale (full blade). The work package related to the present
work deals with the structural scale, and the testing and modeling for predicting the
structural response and failure of wind turbine blades.
1.3 Thesis overview
The thesis is divided in two parts. The Part I of the thesis provides context and
background for the research carried out during the Ph.D. studies. This part is organized
as follows:
• Chapter 2 contains a brief description of different concepts related to fatigue in
wind turbine blades. In this chapter, the type of fatigue models to be applied in
this project along with the fatigue factors to be considered during the analysis are
defined.
• Chapter 3 presents a probabilistic multiaxial fatigue-life model proposed for com-
posite materials. An evaluation of the applicability of this model in full wind
turbine blades is also given. This evaluation demonstrates that some limitations
found in the proposed model affect its applicability in the fatigue analysis of wind
turbine blades.
• As an alternative to the model proposed in Chapter 3, Chapter 4 presents a
multiscale approach for fatigue design of wind turbine blades based on damage
mechanics models. The implementation of this model in a real wind turbine
blade considering the effect of off-axis matrix cracks is also presented. In addition,
a microscale fiber-related damage evolution study for on-axis UD glass/epoxy
laminates is provided as a first step toward the development of future models that
allow predicting possible catastrophic failures of wind turbine blades under cyclic
loading.
• Chapter 5 provides the contributions and conclusions of this project, evaluates
the main contributions and impact of the thesis, and proposes topics for future
research.
4 1 Introduction
The Part II of the thesis includes all the scientific papers related to this thesis. This
part is organized according to the following chapters, each corresponding to a different
paper.
• Paper 1. Oscar Castro, Kim Branner, and Nikolay Dimitrov, Assessment and prop-
agation of mechanical property uncertainties in fatigue-life prediction of composite
laminates, Journal of Composites Materials (2017). Accepted for publication.
• Paper 2. Oscar Castro and Kim Branner, Damage mechanics-based multiscale
model for wind turbine blades under fatigue: Part 1. Effect of off-axis cracks on
the blade stiffness degradation (2018). In manuscript.
• Paper 3. Oscar Castro, Paolo Andrea Carraro, Lucio Maragoni and Marino
Quaresimin. Fatigue damage evolution in unidirectional glass/epoxy composites
under a cyclic load, Polymer Testing (2018). Submitted.
Part I
Background

CHAPTER 2
Fatigue in wind turbine blades
Fatigue lifetime prediction of wind turbine blades is a challenging task because it requires
not only the identification of the different factors that are involved in it but also how they
interact with each other. Some of these factors are, among others, the intrinsic fatigue
behavior of composite materials, presence of adhesive joints and sandwich components,
multiaxial stress states, high number of load cases and possible load combinations, effects
of manufacturing defects, stochastic nature of the loads, material properties, and the
geometry. However, most of these factors are not considered in commonly used fatigue-life
prediction methods, as suggested by IEC 61400-1 international standard [80] and DNV
GL certification and design guidelines [60]. In this chapter, a brief description of these
factors is given in order to identify how they relate to each other and how they are
leading to new design trends of wind turbine blades against fatigue.
2.1 What is fatigue in materials?
Before discussing fatigue in composite wind turbine blades, the meaning of fatigue in
materials and the basic terminology used to analyze this phenomenon are described in
this section.
In materials science, fatigue is a structural damage caused when a material is subjected
to external cyclic loading. This damage is characterized by being localized and progressive,
which initiates when the state in a point in the material (for the case of metals), or points
(for the case of composites), reaches a certain threshold. This state can be described by
different variables such as stress, strain, or energy dissipation. In that critical point, the
damage initiates with a microscopic crack that grows until a macroscopic crack is formed.
The macroscopic crack grows for each cycle, causing deterioration of the mechanical
response of the material. Finally, the material fails when the macroscopic crack reaches
a critical size and the damage propagates suddenly causing the material to no longer
continue to carry loads or perform its design function (e.g., vibration characteristics and
deflection limits).
In order to study this type of damage and its effect on the material response, a basic
terminology of fatigue can be defined by analyzing a constant amplitude cycle load and
assuming the state of the material in terms of stresses, see Fig. 2.1. As shown in Fig.
2.1, the load is composed by N cycles. During each cycle, the stress varies between a
maximum stress, σmax, and a minimum stress, σmin. Based on these two parameters, the
variation of the stress over time is often defined by two of the following variables: the
stress amplitude, σamp, the mean stress, σmean, the stress range, σrange, or the R-value,
which are defined as follows:
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Figure 2.1: Basic fatigue terminology
σamp =
σmax − σmin
2 (2.1)
σmean =
σmax + σmin
2 (2.2)
σrange = σmax − σmin (2.3)
R = σmin
σmax
(2.4)
Having defined these basic concepts, the following sections will analyze how fatigue is
developed in the wind turbine blades, how fatigue is currently analyzed, and what are
the design trends against fatigue in this type of structure.
2.2 Fatigue loading sources in wind turbine blades
Wind turbine blades are exposed to static and dynamic loads during their operational
lifetime, which is expected to last 20 to 30 years. The main sources of these loads are
the wind and the effect of the gravity on the moving rotor, which fluctuates over time
and introduces fatigue loads on the blades.
The fatigue loading of the blades originated from the wind (also called aeroelastic
loads) comes from the natural variation in the wind speed, the vertical wind shear, see
Fig 2.2, and the wake effects. The natural variation of the wind speed includes short- and
long-term variations. The short-term variations, such as gusts, are a sudden and brief
increase in wind speed followed by a lull, whereas long-term variations are daily/annual
changes in the wind speed caused mainly by pressure gradients and terrain conditions.
The loads on the blades also vary during the rotation of the rotor due to the increase of
average wind speed with increasing height over the terrain, commonly known as vertical
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wind shear. Moreover, in a wind farm, the wind blowing toward a wind turbine can
be also affected by the wake effect, which is a loss of momentum (or speed) and extra
turbulence due to an upstream wind turbine.
The blades are also exposed to gravity, which produces fatigue loading due to the
rotation of the blades, see Fig 2.2. These loads are becoming increasingly important in
the design process due to the progressive increase in the blade length, which can reach
values nowadays up to 90 m. This is relevant considering the fact that the design lifetime
of modern wind turbines corresponds normally to a number of rotations in the order of
108 to 109.
Furthermore, the blades are also exposed to centrifugal forces during rotation of the
rotor. However, the effect of these loads on the fatigue life is not normally considered
during the design process due to the low rotational speed of the blades, which are typically
from 10 to 15 rpm for large rotor blades.
These loading conditions lead to establishing structural requirements of the blades in
terms of stiffness, specific weight, and fatigue lifetime, to guaranty the integrity of the
structure, as described below.
2.3 Blade structure, components and materials
Blade structural requirements are directly related with the external loads acting upon
them. Each type of external load generates internal loads, which have to be accommodated
structurally in order to guarantee the integrity of the blades during their operational
lifetime. This has been done by designing several load-bearing components, such as shear
web, spar caps, connections, and trailing-edge reinforcement, as shown in Fig. 2.3. From
Figure 2.2: Aeroelastic and gravity loads on the wind turbine blades
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a structural and an economic point of view, these components make the wind turbine
rotor blade an integral structure with a complex and multifaceted design.
The aeroelastic loads, for example, produce a flap-wise bending moment on the
blade due to the difference of pressure between the suction and the pressure sides.
The flap-wise bending moment is carried by beam-like structures, which consist of two
spar caps separated by one or two shear webs. The spar caps are mainly responsible
for carrying the flap-wise moment and, therefore, are made mainly of unidirectional
(UD) material, which has high axial strength. The pressure-side spar cap material is
subjected to predominantly tensile loads, whereas the suction-side spar cap is subjected
to predominantly compression loads. The two of them are under high fatigue loading
conditions due to the variation of wind speed, wind shear, and gusts. The gravity loads,
however, produce an edge-wise bending moment that is normally accommodated by axial
reinforcements (i.e., UD material) near the leading and trailing edges.
The UD materials used in wind turbines can be either UD prepreg laminates or/and
UD non-crimp fabric (NCF). The prepreg laminates are UD fibers pre-impregnated
in a matrix by the manufacturer without a completed cured process, see Fig. 2.4-a.
These materials have usually high fiber content and good mechanical properties; however,
they are expensive due to their production and manufacturing methods. To address
this economic limitation, the wind energy industry is increasingly using more UD NCF
composites (see Fig. 2.4-b). These materials are made of normal UD fiber bundles
reinforced with backing fiber bundles, which are oriented in a different angle with respect
to the UD fiber bundles. In this sense, these materials have a lower fiber content (≈ 90%
of fiber) compared with the pure UD materials (e.g. UD prepreg laminates). However,
the backing material provides higher strength, ease of handling, and lower manufacturing
costs to the UD fibers compared with the prepreg laminates.
Furthermore, the combination of the aeroelastic and gravity forces leads to torsion
and shear loads that are carried mainly by the shear webs but also by aerodynamic shells.
The shear webs and the aerodynamic shells are made of sandwich materials with biax and
triax skin layers (i.e., ±45◦ and 0/±45◦ laminates, respectively) normally made of woven
Figure 2.3: Internal loads and structure of the blades
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Figure 2.4: Normal composite materials used in wind turbine blades
fabric materials (see 2.4-c) and cores made from balsa wood, honeycomb structures, and
polyvinyl chloride (PVC), among other materials.
Besides this, the load bearing components are usually molded and then glued together
in an assembly process. This makes the adhesive joints a critical part of the blades
because they are responsible for transferring all the internal loads along the load-bearing
components.
2.4 Fatigue in composite wind turbine blades
2.4.1 Fatigue damage mechanisms of fiber composites
As shown in the previous section, the wind turbine blades are made of different composite
materials, such as woven fabrics and UD prepreg laminates and/or UD noncrimp fabric.
The UD prepreg laminates and the UD noncrimp fabric composites can also become
multidirectional (MD) by orientating the UD plies in different directions. All these
materials are used in different locations along the cross sections depending on the internal
load type they must carry. And each of them exhibits different fatigue behaviors due to
their internal configurations.
In the following sections, a brief description of the fatigue behavior of both UD and
MD prepreg laminates and the UD noncrimp fabric composites is presented. However,
no description of woven fabric will be given because, on the one hand, it is not normally
used for the design of the blades, and, on the other hand, damage mechanisms presented
in these materials are still not clear.
It is important to note that the damage mechanisms described in following sections
have been identified during the last 40 years considering only tension-tension loading
conditions. Even though a lot work remains, these identified damage mechanisms are an
initial step toward a full understanding of the damage mechanisms involved in the other
loading conditions.
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2.4.1.1 Fatigue damage mechanisms in UD and MD laminates
The development of damage in MD laminates, such as MD prepreg laminates, is illustrated
schematically in Fig. 2.5, which is based on observations reported by Reifsnider in [58].
As shown, the damage evolution can be divided into three stages. In the first stage,
several off-axis cracks in the matrix initiate and propagate along the fibers in plies that
are not aligned with the principal tensile-loading direction. The off-axis crack density
increases with the number of cycles until a saturation condition is reached. During this
stage, a high drop of the stiffness is presented due to the fast increase of the damage. The
second stage initiates when the saturation condition is reached, which is characterized for
the initiation and propagation of delaminations. During this stage, the damage increases
almost linearly, thus leading to more stable stiffness degradation. Even though the
off-axis cracks and delaminations are not critical for the final failure, they do contribute
to the property degradation of the material and can trigger the fiber breaks. In the third
stage, fiber breaks in the 0◦ plies initiate due to the high longitudinal stress. During this
stage, the damage propagates rapidly until a critical condition is reached, which leads
to the laminate separation. A deeper description of the MD laminates will be given in
Chapter 4.
In the case of UD laminates, such UD prepeg laminates, the final failure is reached
suddenly without any indication of stiffness degradation due to the absence of off-axis
cracks and delaminations. So far, the different damage mechanisms involved in this type
of laminate (i.e., fiber breaks, fragmentation, fiber/matrix debonding, and coalescence of
Figure 2.5: Damage progression scheme for composite materials proposed by Reifsnider
[58]
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isolated fiber breaks) have been identified qualitatively; however, it is still not clear how
they interact with each other and how the final failure is reached. A better analysis of
the fatigue behavior of UD laminates will be given in Chapters 4 and 8.
2.4.1.2 Fatigue damage mechanisms in UD non-crimp fabric
The development of damage in UD non-crimp fabric exhibits some differences than the
one in prepreg laminates. Zangenberg et al. [81] established a damage progression scheme
for this type of materials (see Fig. 2.6), which was recently expanded by Jespersen [37]
based on a 3D x-ray computed tomography analysis.
As shown in Fig 2.6, the damage evolution of UD noncrimp fabrics is also divided
into three stages. In the first stage, some off-axis cracks initiate and propagate in single
backing fiber bundles together with UD fiber breaks located in those regions where the
backing fiber bundles touch the UD bundle. The amount of off-axis cracks and fiber
breaks depends on the local variation in the bundle structure in the composite. As in
the prepreg laminates, a high drop of the stiffness is presented during this stage due to
the fast increase of the damage. The second stage starts when the saturation condition
of the off-axis cracks is close to be reached. The saturation condition seems to depend
on the bundle thickness, the local bundle, and fiber architecture. The saturation process
of the off-axis cracks is accompanied by UD fiber breaks that continue progressing into
the thickness direction of the UD fiber bundle, even after the saturation point at the
end of the third stage. During this stage, the property degradation is slower than the
one in the first stage due to the saturation process. The damage progression in the last
stage is still not clear. During this stage, the fiber breaks continue to spread farther
away from the backing fiber bundles. This fiber breaking seems to be connected also
with intralaminar splitting that grows until the remaining fibers cannot carry more load
and the final failure takes place.
Figure 2.6: Simplified version of the damage progression scheme for UD non-crimp fabric
composite materials proposed by Zangenberg et al [81], which was presented in [36]
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2.4.2 Multiaxial loading conditions
The wind turbine blades are often treated as typical beam-like structures under separate
loads in the edge-wise and/or flap-wise direction(s). However, in reality, the wind turbine
blades are always under multiaxial stress states caused either by global multiaxiality
or local multiaxiality. The global multiaxiality refers to the combination of gravity
and aeroelastic forces, which results in a load component different than the traditional
flap-wise and edge-wise load components. This real load component also induces torsion
on the blades, which contributes greatly to the cross-sectional shear distortion. Moreover,
because the wind turbine blades are made of composite multidirectional laminates,
especially the shear webs and the aerodynamic shells, they are always under local
multiaxiality due to the intrinsic material anisotropy (even if they are under uniaxial
loading).
Both types of multiaxilities produce local stress states that are responsible for
generating the damage mechanisms that lead to the global property degradation of the
blades and their final failure. Unfortunately, so far, the damage mechanisms developed
in composite materials under complex load conditions (e.g., tension-torsion, compression-
torsion, nonproportionality bi-axial loads, etc.) are not yet known, which makes the
development of precise methodologies to predict the fatigue response of the blades under
real load conditions difficult.
Some experimental studies have shown that the multiaxial loading conditions could
negatively affect the fatigue response of the composite materials compared with uni-axial
loading conditions. For example, in [2, 65, 55], a considerable decrease of the fatigue
strength was found in specimens under combined tension and shear loading conditions
compared with specimens under only tension-loading conditions. In this sense, it is also
expected that a combination of compression and shear loading leads to a detrimental
response of the material. However, so far, there is no data related to this type of load
due to the difficulty of applying compression on specimens without causing buckling.
Under this view, a decrease of the fatigue strength of the blades could be expected
because a shear component may be present during the operation, as previously explained.
In order to evaluate the response of the wind turbine blades under multiaxial stress
states, a description and analysis of the most accurate approaches and criteria available
for life prediction of composite laminates under multiaxial fatigue will be given in Chapter
3.
2.4.3 Variability and stochastic behavior of loads
As previously explained, wind turbine blades are subjected to fluctuating gravity and
aeroelastic loads that produce internal loads that fluctuate cyclically. The cyclic behavior
of the internal loads mainly depends on the rotation of the rotor and the variation of
the wind speed, see Fig. 2.7. The rotation of the rotor produces internal loads with
high-amplitude cycles, which can be assumed deterministic and are easily calculated,
whereas the variation of the wind speed produces internal loads with low-amplitude
cycles, which cannot be assumed deterministic due to the stochastic behavior of the wind
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and, therefore, are difficult to predict. For this reason, stochastic load predictions should
be carried out during the design of the blades considering the variation of the wind speed
and the turbulence intensity for each type of wind turbine.
The variation of the internal loads in the wind turbine blades may have a detrimental
effect on the global properties of the composite materials and, therefore, accelerate the
final failure of the structure. In [23], for example, it was shown that load sequences from
high to low amplitude levels result in shorter lifetimes of cross-ply laminate than under
load sequences from low to high amplitude levels. However, and despite its importance in
the design of structural components, the effect of the variable amplitude loading conditions
on the fatigue response of composite materials is, thus far, not well understood. In fact,
most of the existing analyses that aimed to identify the fatigue damage mechanisms of
composite materials have been carried out under constant amplitude loading conditions,
and few of them under specific variable loading conditions.
Moreover, the damage accumulation theories applied in composite materials are still
based on those created for metals, even knowing that the fatigue damage mechanisms
are completely different in both materials. One of the main reasons for this lack of
knowledge is the need for a high number of experiments in order to validate all possible
combinations of load sequences, which demand longer times and high costs in terms of
human resources and raw material.
For wind turbine blades, only a limited number of standardized variable amplitude
load sequences are available. They are mainly the WISPER (WInd turbine reference
SPEctRum) [31], WISPERX (shortened version of WISPER) [31] and NEW WISPER
[47] load sequences, which will be described and analyzed further in Chapter 3.
2.4.4 Stochastic behavior of material properties
The fatigue behavior of the wind turbine blades is normally estimated assuming the
material properties as deterministic. However, the composite materials exhibit high
Figure 2.7: Cyclic behavior of internal loads of the blades
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variability in their properties due to the inhomogeneous nature of their constituent
materials (fiber and matrix) and to the manufacturing process, which can significantly
affect the fatigue strength and the property degradation of the blades.
The variability of the material properties due to the manufacturing process can be
related to cycle curing, bonding defects, fiber volume fraction, and imperfections, such
as voids. The random scatter in these factors can affect the fatigue response of the
materials at different levels. For example, in [43], it was shown that the detrimental effect
of the presence of voids on the fatigue performances in composite laminates significantly
varies with the void area fraction. For [0/902]s laminates, for example, the life to crack
initiation was reduced by 80% for void area fractions only of 0.34% and by 98% for void
area fractions of 6.7%.
This significant variability of the material fatigue response suggests that the stochastic
behavior of the material properties should also be considered during the structural design
of the wind turbine blades. For this reason, the effect of the variability of the material
properties on the fatigue response of composite materials will be analyzed in the following
chapters.
2.5 Current design methods against fatigue in
wind turbine blades
Different models have been proposed to analyze the fatigue behavior of composite wind
turbine blades based on fatigue models suggested for composite materials. These models
can be grouped into three types of models: fatigue-life models, phenomenological models
and damage mechanics models. Each of these models has advantages and disadvantages
that make them more suitable, or less suitable, for better fatigue analysis of wind turbine
blades.
In the following, a brief description of these models is provided.
2.5.1 Fatigue-life models
The fatigue-life models are simple and straightforward models based on empirical relations
that can be easily implemented for the fatigue analysis of wind turbine blades. In fact,
most of the analysis presented in the literature about fatigue of wind turbine blades
are based on this type of models [48, 39, 79, 70, 35, 15], including the current standard
lifetime prediction methods suggested by the IEC 61400-1 international standard [80]
and the DNV GL certification and design guidelines [60], see Fig 2.8.
The IEC61400-1 standard suggests the evaluation of different design load cases
related with normal power production, transitional, and parked conditions, such as power
production (DLC 1.2), power production plus occurrence of fault (DLC 2.4), start-up
(DLC 3.1), normal shutdown (DLC 4.1) and parked (DLC 6.4). These loads are normally
calculated from aeroelastic simulations according to the wind speed and turbulence
parameters of the wind turbines.
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Figure 2.8: Current standard fatigue method for wind turbine blades
Based on the aeroelastic loads, flap-wise and edge-wise moments may be applied
independently along the blade in order to obtain, for each of them, normal stress (or
strain) time series in different points along desired blade cross sections. Using the rain-
flow-cycle counting method, these normal stress (strain) time series are then converted
into blocks of a certain numbers of cycles, ni, with equal amplitude and mean values.
Based on the load conditions of each block of cycles, the number of allowable cycles, Ni,
is obtained via the Goodman diagram, which suggests a linear relationship between the
mean and the amplitude stresses (strains). The number of allowable cycles can then be
found as follows:
Ni =
(
Rk,amp− | γm,shorttem.Sk,mean − (Rk,t−|Rk,c|2 ) |
γm,fatigue.Sk,amp
)m
(2.5)
assuming Rk,amp = Rk,t+ | Rk,c | /2, where Rk,amp is the amplitude of characteristic
structural member resistance for N = 1, Rk,t is the characteristic short-term structural
member resistance in tension, Rk,c is the characteristic short-term structural member
resistance in compression, m is the slope parameter of the S-N curve, γm,shorttem is the
reduction factor γm for short-term verification, γm,fatigue is the reduction factor γm for
fatigue verification, Sk,mean is the mean value of the load and Sk,amp is the amplitude
value of the load.
The last step in the lifetime prediction is the calculation of the damage accumulation,
which is based on the linear Palmgren-Miner rule:
D =
∑
i
ni
Ni
6 1 (2.6)
where D is the total damage, ni is the number of load cycles in the fatigue load
block i, and Ni is the allowable number of cycles for the load amplitude Sk,amp and mean
Sk,mean in block i.
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By applying this standard model, the cumulative damage and lifetime prediction of
each ply from a given blade’s cross-section can be easily obtained; however, this model
does not provide detail about stiffness degradation of the structure and does not consider
either any physical failure mechanisms of the material. In addition, the fact that linear,
uni-axial, phenomenological, and mainly deterministic approaches are used in this model
lead to the conservative designs of the current wind turbine blades.
To provide better solutions for composite materials, and thereby for wind turbine
blades, some modifications to the described standard fatigue-life model have been
proposed in the last years, such as new constant life diagrams and multiaxial macroscopic
fatigue failure criteria. A more detailed description of the fatigue-life models and their
modifications will be given in Chapter 3.
2.5.2 Phenomenological fatigue models
The phenomenological models are also based on empirical relations, but they do predict
the material property degradation in terms of stiffness and/or strength. However, the
evolution laws used for the property degradation predictions are not directly related to
the physical damage mechanisms developed inside the material.
In [62], the fatigue lifetime of a wind turbine blade under operating and external
loading conditions was estimated by using this type of model. In this study, the estimation
of the fatigue lifetime was based on a stiffness degradation technique developed in [61],
which used the Hashin’s criterion to predict the failure of the plies. Even though the
Hashin’s fatigue failure criterion was proposed based on different damage modes found
during the failure of composite materials [30], it does not really consider the evolution of
any damage mechanism developed in the material. Moreover, even though the model
proposed in [62] was based on the stiffness degradation of the material, the stiffness
degradation of the entire blade was not estimated.
Perhaps the most critical limitation of the phenomenological models is related to their
applicability, which is restricted only to the laminates that were tested to develop the
model. This would entail a non-viable experimental effort for applications on wind turbine
blades since these structures are made of several types of laminates, which thickness and
layup change continuously along the blade. In this sense, based on the opinion of the
author, the phenomenological fatigue models are unfeasible for wind turbines blades and,
therefore, will not be analyzed in this study.
2.5.3 Damage mechanics models
In contrast with previous models, the damage mechanics models predict the fatigue
lifetime and the material property degradation of composite materials (and by implication,
of structures made of these materials) based on their actual physical damage mechanisms,
such as off-axis matrix cracks, delaminations, and fiber breakages.
A recent study [46] proposed an interesting multiscale approach based on damage
mechanics models for predicting the fatigue response of wind turbine blades. By combining
computational micromechanics and continuum damage mechanics in a 3D finite element
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model, the evolution of off-axis matrix cracks in different regions of a blade was predicted
in this study. In addition, the effect of the off-axis matrix cracks on the structural
response of the blade in terms of tip displacement was also predicted through its fatigue
lifetime.
As shown in [46], the damage mechanics models along with multiscale models are a
potential approach for developing more accurate and reliable models for wind turbine
blades. However, these models are much more computationally intensive than the fatigue-
life and phenomenological models, which makes their implementation in wind turbine
blades more difficult in terms of computational resources. A more detailed description of
these models and their applicability on wind turbine blades will be given in Chapter 4.
2.6 Design trends against fatigue in wind turbine
blades
In the last years, multiscale approaches have attracted significant attention in the wind
energy sector as a strategy for the structural design of the blades. With the multiscale
approach, different analysis models at different scales, such as the microscale (material),
macroscale (test specimen), subcomponent scale (blade sections, spars, shell, etc.), and
full scale (wind turbine rotor blade) are sequentially coupled (see Fig 2.9), thus giving a
better description of structural response of the blades [64].
This coupling process demands some challenges in terms of developing high-fidelity
models in all scales, which must be validated against experimental testing, along with
developing consistent and computationally efficient interfaces between the different scales.
These challenges are based on current limitations presented in the different scales, which
should be addressed simultaneously.
In the micro- and macroscale level, for example, more accurate fatigue models of
composite materials under multiaxial and variable load conditions are still needed.
Development of these models at these scales (micro and macro) is a challenging problem
that has to be solved in order to make a better fatigue characterization of the blades at
higher scales. Thus far, the fatigue behavior of composites has been studied by using
fatigue-life and phenomenological and damage mechanics models; however, none of them
adequately address the above limitations. In addition, as discussed in the previous
section, each of these fatigue models has other limitations that constrain their application
for the fatigue analysis of wind turbine blades.
Besides the fact that the fatigue models must consider the effects of multiaxial
and variable load conditions, they must also be applicable to composite materials
under different fatigue loading conditions (i.e., tension-tension, tension-compression,
compression-tension, compression-compression), which are presented in wind turbine
blades during their lifetime. Moreover, the stochastic behavior of the material properties
in terms of nature variability of the constituent materials (fiber and matrix) and the
imperfections generated during the manufacturing process (e.g., voids) must be also
considered.
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Figure 2.9: Multiscale approach for designing wind turbine blades
In the subcomponent scale level, one of the current limitations is the lack of more
generic analytical models that can predict the initiation and propagation of cracks in
the different joints located in wind turbine blades. The development of these models is
extremely challenging but, at the same time, necessary because the structural integrity
of the blades depends largely on the joints, which are the most likely locations for failure
initiation. Another important limitation in this scale level is the complexity of replicating
the load conditions and mechanical behavior of the blade substructures at the laboratory,
which makes the experimental validation difficult for the analytical models.
In the full-scale level, the fact that the fatigue models in lower scale levels are
still not accurate is a limitation itself because they determine the fatigue model of
the full structure. Furthermore, the scaling laws are currently unknown or poorly
understood. Besides, there is also a big challenge for the wind energy industry, which
needs to develop fast and efficient fatigue test methods that better match the variability,
multiaxiality, and stochastic behavior of the loads to which the blades are exposed to in
real operational conditions. This challenge is currently being addressed by DTU Wind
Energy in cooperation with different industrial partners in the wind energy field, and
DNV GL through the BLATIGUE (fast and efficient fatigue test of large wind turbine
blades) project, which is supported by the EUDP (Energy Technology Development and
Demonstration Program). The BLATIGUE project is primarily focused on developing
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advanced multiaxis fatigue-testing methods and multiaxis fatigue exciters for large blades.
2.7 Fatigue factors considered in current project
Since the aim of this project is to develop accurate and reliable models for designing
wind turbine blades against fatigue, the fatigue factors described above, or some of them
must be considered in the models proposed in this study.
As a first step towards the development of models that allow predicting the completed
fatigue response of the wind turbine blades, in this project special attention will be given to
the effects of the stochastic behavior of the material properties and the implicit multiaxial
stress state of the composite materials on the fatigue response of these structures. This
will be done by using both fatigue-life models and damage mechanics models.
In the next chapter, a probabilistic multiaxial fatigue model for composite materials
considering the uncertainties in the material properties is proposed; whereas in Chapter 4,
a multiscale approach for fatigue design of wind turbine blades based on damage mechanics
models is suggested, in which the multiaxiality state and the property variability of the
composite materials can be also considered.
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CHAPTER 3
Probabilistic multiaxial
fatigue-life models
As described in the previous chapter, a better design of wind turbine blades against
fatigue could be obtained if the stochastic behavior of the loads, the material properties,
and the multiaxial stress states to which the blades are exposed to during their operational
lifetime are considered during the design process.
In this chapter, a probabilistic multiaxial fatigue model for composite materials
is proposed. This model is based on fatigue-life methods and takes uncertainties in
the material properties into account. Fatigue-life predictions of different glass/epoxy
laminates are carried out to validate the proposed model against experimental data.
Based on the obtained results, an evaluation of the applicability of the proposed model
in full wind turbine blades is performed at the end of the chapter. This evaluation
demonstrates that the low accuracy level of current fatigue-life criteria and damage
accumulation theories for predicting the fatigue lifetime of composite materials affects
the applicability of the proposed probabilistic multiaxial fatigue model in wind turbine
blades.
3.1 Probabilistic multiaxial fatigue-life model
approach
As described in section 2.6, three types of models can be used to analyze fatigue behavior
of composite materials: fatigue-life models, phenomenological models, and damage
mechanics models. Compared with the phenomenological and damage mechanics models,
the fatigue-life models have been used extensively to model fatigue behavior of composite
materials (see summary in [55]) due to their simplicity and capabilities of considering
variable amplitude loading conditions, different load conditions (e.g., tension-tension,
tension-compression, etc.) and complex stress states (i.e., multiaxiality). Moreover, they
can be applied to any type of laminate configuration if the mechanical properties of the
constitutive plies are known.
The fatigue-life models for composites were originally inspired by deterministic fatigue-
life models developed for metals, which assume a symmetric and linear fatigue behavior
of the material from tension to compression, see Goodman diagram in Fig. 2.8. These
assumptions perform well for metals due to their natural homogeneity; however, they
lead to inaccurate estimations for composite materials whose fatigue response is different
under tension and compression loading conditions. Furthermore, these original models
only consider uniaxial stress states, which further limits their application in composite
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materials because they are, in most cases, under multiaxial stress states, as described in
section 2.4.2.
Despite these limitations, the fatigue-life models for composites have been used
extensively for the standard design of wind turbines blades, as described in section 2.5,
which has resulted in conservative designs.
To provide better solutions for composite materials, some modifications to the original
fatigue-life models have been proposed in the last 40 years, which are illustrated in
Fig. 3.1. One of these modifications has been the development of more sophisticated
constant life diagrams (CLDs) as opposed to the classical Goodman diagram shown in
Fig. 2.8. The CLDs provide a graphical representation of given fatigue lives and their
corresponding safe regime of constant amplitude loading at any R-ratio. All the proposed
CLDs aim to consider the differences in the fatigue response of the composite materials
under the different loading conditions by means of an interpolation process between
known S-N curves and static strength data, see summary in [76, 77].
Another modification to the original fatigue-life models is the development of deter-
ministic multiaxial macroscopic fatigue failure criteria (MMFF), which take the effect
of the transverse and shear stress components into account for the estimation of the
material fatigue lifetime, see Fig. 3.1. Most of these criteria are adaptations of static
criteria, in which the failure tensor components are substituted by the corresponding
S-N curves, see summary in [55]. A more detailed description of MMFF criteria will be
given in section 3.3.2.
Based on the described original and modified deterministic fatigue-life models, proba-
bilistic fatigue models have been proposed in order to consider the stochastic behavior of
different parameters, such as loads and materials properties. These models have been
proposed mainly for the design of wind turbine blades (see, e.g., [69, 78, 71, 44, 3, 20]), in
Figure 3.1: Deterministic multiaxial fatigue-life approach
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which the materials properties are assumed as stochastic variables, Xmat, and the loads
are assumed as model uncertainties, XL, see Fig 3.2. These models also take into account
additional uncertainties related to the different steps along the fatigue calculation process,
such as uncertainties in calculated stresses, Xst, rain-flow counting method, XRFC , and
cumulative damage model, XCDM .
The probabilistic fatigue-life models are based on reliability analysis that relates the
uncertain demand S and the uncertain capacity C by considering the following C − S
limit state equation:
g(X) = C(X;Xcapacity)− S(X;Xdemand) (3.1)
where the demand and the capacity are functions of the stochastic variables X (i.e.,
Xmat), and the variablesXdemand andXcapacity, which are related to the other uncertainties
(i.e., XL, Xst, XRFC , XCDM , etc.).
In most of these models, [69, 78, 71, 44, 3, 20], the reliability is estimated assuming
uniaxial stress states and, only in [20], a probabilistic fatigue-life model for multiaxial
stress states was developed. In addition, all of them consider the stochastic behavior
of the material properties through probabilistic S-N curves obtained from experimental
coupon tests under specific loading conditions, i.e., only under R = 0.1 or under R = −1.
This means that the applicability of these approaches is limited to the loading conditions
that were tested to develop the models and no variable amplitude loading conditions
with different R-ratios can be taken into account.
Considering the fact that the wind turbine blades are subjected to several loading
conditions and complex stress states during their lifetime, a probabilistic fatigue-life
model that takes into account variable amplitude loading conditions and multiaxial stress
states is proposed in the following sections.
Figure 3.2: Probabilistic multiaxial fatigue-life approach
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In the next section, probabilistic constant life diagrams (P-CLDs) built based on
the uncertainty in the fatigue properties of the materials are developed. The model
uncertainty in the P-CLDs, XCLD, is then used in a reliability analysis for fatigue-limit
state of composite laminates under variable amplitude loading cycles and under uniaxial
stress states. In section 3.3, the XCLD uncertainty is also propagated through multiaxial
fatigue-life criteria to quantify the probability of failure of composite laminates under
multiaxial stress states, XFFC .
All this process is carried out analyzing not only the level of accuracy of the estimated
model uncertainties along the fatigue calculation process but also the level of accuracy of
the methods in themselves (i.e., CLDs, fatigue failure criteria, and cumulative damage
model). Based on this analysis, an evaluation of the applicability of the proposed
probabilistic multiaxial fatigue-life model for the design against fatigue of full wind
turbine blades is carried out in section 3.4.
3.2 Assessment and propagation of mechanical
property uncertainties in uniaxial fatigue-life
models of composite laminates
Paper 1. Oscar Castro, Kim Branner, and Nikolay Dimitrov (2017). Assessment and
propagation of mechanical property uncertainties in fatigue life prediction of composite
laminates. Journal of Composites Materials. Accepted for publication.
With the aim of evaluating the advantages of considering the variability in the material
properties during the fatigue lifetime estimation, Paper 1 (see Chapter 6) presented a
probabilistic uniaxial fatigue-life model developed for composite materials under constant
and variable amplitude loading conditions.
The variability in the fatigue properties (i.e., ε-N curves) of the materials was
determined from fatigue coupon tests. ε-N curves (where ε is the normalized stress
respect to the static stiffness, ε = σ/E0) were used instead of S-N curves. A log-log ε-N
curve based on the Basquin equation was assumed to fit experimental data and model
the fatigue behaviour of the material, as follows:
log εamp = logK −m logN +  (3.2)
where N is the number of cycles to failure,  is the fitting error, which was assumed
normally distributed with standard deviation s, and logK and m are the intercept and
the slope of the curve, respectively. Note that Eq. 3.2 considers the applied stress level
as a function of the number of cycle to failure (i.e., log εamp = f(logN)), which is the
opposite of what is proposed by Basquin equation. The form of Eq. 3.2 was assumed in
this way in order to facilitate the propagation of the ε-N curve uncertainty in constant
life diagrams (CLDs), see more details in section 2.1 of Paper 1 (Chapter 6).
The parameters logK and m, and the parameter s, were estimated by the maxi-
mum likelihood method by maximizing the LogLikelihood function L(logK,m, s2) =∑n
j=1 log(p(log ˆεampj|log Nˆj; logK,m, s2)). The slope m was assumed deterministic and
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the parameters logK and s were assumed uncorrelated. The parameters slogK and ss
were estimated using the following covariance matrix C, see, e.g., [41]:
C = [−H]−1 (3.3)
where H is the Hessian matrix of second order derivatives of the log-likelihood function.
Then, the variability in the parameter log εamp, slog εamp , was expressed as
slog εamp =
√
s2logK + s2 (3.4)
and the variability in the normalized stress amplitude, sεamp , of an ε-N curve was
approximated to the following expression:
sεamp ≈ |εamp(ln (10)slog εamp)| (3.5)
Moreover, the variability in the number of cycles to failure, sN , for a given normalized
stress amplitude εamp was expressed as
sN =
1
m
(K) 1−mm
ε
1/m
amp
sεamp (3.6)
Based on this, probabilistic fatigue-life diagrams (P-CLDs) were developed by propa-
gating the determined variability in the ε-N curves in existing constant lifetime diagrams,
see Fig. 3.3. The uncertainty propagation was carried out using the first-order Taylor
series, in which the quantity z = f(x1, x2, ..., xNx) depending on Nx stochastic variables
is linearized as follows:
z − µz =
Nx∑
i=1
∂f
∂xi
(xi − µxi) (3.7)
where all higher-order terms were assumed to be negligible and µz = f(µ1, µ2, ..., µNx).
By using this method, the variance of z is estimated by the expectation of the squared
deviation (z − µz)2, i.e. E[(z − µz)2] = s2z, which can be expressed as
s2z =
Nx∑
i=1
( ∂f
∂xi
)2
s2i + 2
Nx−1∑
i=1
Nx∑
j=i+1
∂
∂xi
∂
∂xj
sisjρij (3.8)
where s2i = E[(xi − µxi)2] is the variance of xi and ρij is the correlation coefficient of
xi and xj.
For the construction of the P-CLDs, the normalized stress amplitude of an unknown
ε-N curve, ε′amp, was assumed as the quantity z in Eqs. (3.7) and (3.8). The function f
and the parameters xi depended on the interpolation method used by deterministic CLDs
in each of the tension-tension (T-T), tension-compression (T-C), compression-tension
(C-T), and compression-compression (C-C) loading conditions. Assuming deterministic
the stress ratio R′ of the desired ε-N curve and the stress ratios Ri of the known ε-N
curves, it was demonstrated that the normalized stress amplitude ε′amp of the desired
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Figure 3.3: Probabilistic constant life diagram (P-CLD). Thick lines represent mean
ε−N curve, thin lines represent ±1 standard deviations from the mean.
ε-N curve can be estimated as a function only of the normalized stress amplitude εampi
of the known ε-N curves; see more details in Paper 1 (Chapter 6).
In this way, the parameter εampi was considered as the stochastic variable xi in Eq.
3.7, leading to the following equation, which was used to estimate the model uncertainty
sε′amp in each region (i.e., at T-T, T-C, C-T, C-C) of the deterministic CLD:
s2ε′amp =
2∑
i=1
( ∂f
∂εampi
)2
s2εampi (3.9)
where ∂f/∂εampi is the partial derivative of the interpolation function used by the
deterministic CLD with respect to the known normalized stress amplitude εampi and
sεampi is the variability in the ε-N curves defined in Eq 3.5. In addition, the variability in
the number of cycles to failure, sN , for a given normalized stress amplitude ε′amp from an
interpolated ε-N curve was estimated by Eq. 3.6.
By using these P-CLDs, any probabilistic ε-N curves at any load level and R-ratio
were efficiently calculated by interpolation process between known ε-N curves. In this
work, unidirectional (UD) and multidirectional (MD) [[±45/0]4/±45] E-glass/epoxy
laminate were analyzed. Based on obtained results, it was shown that the variability in
the ε-N curves estimated by the P-CLDs was comparable with that estimated from the
experimental data.
In addition, a reliability analysis was also carried out to estimate the probability of
failure of composite laminates under variable amplitude loading cycles, considering the
variability in the ε-N curves obtained from the developed P-CLDs. The reliability was
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estimated assuming a limit state equation based on the Palmgren-Miner’s rule through
the Monte Carlo simulation method.
The reliability analysis was evaluated for repeated block tests and spectrum fatigue
data using WISPER (WInd turbine reference SPEctRum) [31], WISPERX (shortened
version of WISPER) [31] and NEW WISPER [47] standardized load spectra for wind
turbine blades. Comparison with the experimental data shows that reliable fatigue-
life predictions of composite materials under variable amplitude loading cycles can be
efficiently obtained by using the proposed reliability analysis.
However, it was also shown that the low level of accuracy of the Palmgren-Miner’s
rule for predicting the fatigue lifetime of composite materials affects the applicability of
the proposed reliability model. This is due to the fact that the Palmgren-Miner’s rule
does not consider possible nonlinearities during the progressive damage of composite
materials under different fatigue loading conditions; therefore, the estimated fatigue limit
can take either higher or lower values than the one at failure.
3.3 Propagation of the uncertainties in multiaxial
fatigue-life criteria
3.3.1 Preliminary definitions on multiaxial stress states
As explained in Quaresimin et al. [55], when composite materials are subjected to
external cyclic loads, an internal plane stress state acting in each point O of the material
is caused, see Fig. 3.4. This stress state can be analyzed from a global point of view
by using a reference coordinate system xyz related to the entire laminate or from a
local point of view through a reference coordinate system 123 related to each ply of the
laminate.
In order to define the basic concepts of multiaxial stress states, assume that the
material is subjected to the following global synchronous sinusoidal stress state, which is
a simplification of the stress states in real structures:
σx(t) = σx,mean + σx,amp sin(ω · t)
σy(t) = σy,mean + σy,amp sin(ω · t− δy,x)
τxy(t) = τxy,mean + τxy,amp sin(ω · t− δxy,x)
(3.10)
In this global synchronous sinusoidal stress state, all global time series σx(t), σy(t)
and τxy(t) (i.e., global axial, transverse, and shear stresses, respectively) have the same
angular velocity, ω, but phase shifts δy,x and δxy,x, which are defined as the phase shifts
between σy(t) and σx(t) and between τxy(t) and σx(t), respectively. Based on this, and
as described in [55], the level of global multiaxiality can be determined by using the
following global biaxility ratios:
λC =
σy,amp
σx,amp
(3.11)
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Figure 3.4: Multiaxial stress states in composite materials
λT =
τxy,amp
σx,amp
(3.12)
where σx,amp, σy,amp and τxy,amp are the global axial, transverse, and shear amplitude
stresses, respectively.
However, because fatigue is a localized structural damage, the actual stress states
that lead to the local damage mechanisms in each ply can be hidden if the global stress
states are used. Hence, it is more convenient to use the local stress states in each ply,
which can be defined as a function of the global stress states, as follows:

σ1(t)
σ2(t)
σ6(t)
 =
 cos
2(θ) sin2(θ) 2 cos(θ) sin(θ)
sin2(θ) cos2(θ) −2 cos(θ) sin(θ)
− cos(θ) sin(θ) cos(θ) sin(θ) (cos2(θ)− sin2(θ))


σx(t)
σy(t)
σxy(t)
 (3.13)
where σ1(t), σ2(t) and σ6(t) are the local axial, transverse, and shear stresses, respec-
tively, and θ is the angle between the local reference coordinate system 123 with respect
to the global reference coordinate system xyz. Based on Eq.3.10 and Eq.3.13, the local
stress states can be also assumed as a synchronous sinusoidal stress state, as follows:
σ1(t) = σ1,mean + σ1,amp sin(ω · t)
σ2(t) = σ2,mean + σ2,amp sin(ω · t− δ2,1)
σ6(t) = σ6,mean + σ6,amp sin(ω · t− δ6,1)
(3.14)
where δ2,1 and δ6,1 are, in this case, the phase shifts between σ2(t) and σ1(t) and
between σ6(t) and σ1(t), respectively. Then, the level of local multiaxiality can be
determined by using the following local biaxility ratios:
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λ1 =
σ2,amp
σ1,amp
(3.15)
λ2 =
σ6,amp
σ1,amp
(3.16)
where σ1,amp, σ2,amp and σ6,amp are the local axial, transverse, and shear amplitude
stresses, respectively.
The complexity of the local multiaxial stress state is related to the similarities of the
different stress time series (i.e., σj(t) where j = 1, 2, 6), which can vary depending on the
global multiaxial loading conditions, the mechanical properties of the entire laminate, and
the orientation of each ply with respect to the applied loads. Assuming the synchronous
sinusoidal stress state presented in Eq. 3.14, this complexity in the local multiaxial stress
state can be evaluated by analyzing if the stress time series are in phase or out of phase
with each other through δ2,1 and δ6,1.
However, it is also possible that the stress time series do not follow a synchronous
sinusoidal behavior and that they are completely different from each other. In this
case, the degree of similarity can be evaluated using the following correlation coefficients
between the stress time series:
ρ1,2 =
cov(σ1(t), σ2(t))
sσ1(t), sσ2(t)
(3.17)
ρ1,6 =
cov(σ1(t), σ6(t))
sσ1(t), sσ6(t)
(3.18)
where ρ1,2 and ρ1,6 are the correlation coefficients between σ1(t) and σ2(t) and between
σ1(t) and σ6(t), respectively, cov mean co-variance, and sσ1(t), sσ2(t) and sσ6(t) are the
standard deviations of σ1(t), σ2(t) and σ6(t), respectively. These correlation coefficients
can vary from 0 to ±1, where the closer the coefficient is to either −1 or 1, the stronger
the correlation between the variables, whereas the closer the coefficient is to 0, the less
correlation between the variables.
3.3.2 Theoretical considerations of the proposed
probabilistic multiaxial fatigue model
Having defined the basic concepts on the multiaxial stress state, a probabilistic multiaxial
fatigue-life model is proposed in this section. In this model, the model uncertainty
in the P-CLD diagrams developed in section 3.2 are propagated in existing multiaxial
macroscopic fatigue failure criteria (MMFF) in order to estimate their model uncertainties,
XFFC .
As mentioned in section 3.1, different MMFF criteria have been suggested in the
literature since the 1970s, see summary in [55, 75]. All these MMFF criteria predict the
number of cycles to failure of fiber-reinforced composites under multiaxial stress states
by using known S-N curves as input data. In this study, three of these MMFF criteria
are analyzed: Hashin-Rotem (HR) [30]; failure tensor polynomial in fatigue (FTPF) [52,
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51]; and Kawai-Teranuma (KT) [38]. The FTPF and KT criteria were developed based
on adaptations of known static failure theories for fatigue by replacing the principal
static strengths with the principal fatigue strengths. The FTPF criterion is based on
the Tsai-Hahn tensor polynomial (see Eq. 3.19), and the KT criterion is based on the
Tsai-Hill static criterion, see Eq. 3.20, whereas the HR criterion was developed based on
two failure modes presented in unidirectional fiber laminates: the fiber mode and the
matrix mode, see Eq. 3.21.
(
σ1,amp
σ′1,amp(N)
)2
+
(
σ2,amp
σ′2,amp(N)
)2
− σ1,ampσ2,amp
σ′1,amp(N)σ′2,amp(N)
+
(
σ6,amp
σ′6,amp(N)
)2
= 1 (3.19)
(tension dominated)(
σ1,amp
σ′1,amp(N)
)2
+
(
σ2,amp
σ′2,amp(N)
)2
− σ1,ampσ2,amp(σ′1,amp(N))2
+
(
σ6,amp
σ′6,amp(N)
)2
= 1
(compression dominated)(
σ1,amp
σ′1,amp(N)
)2
+
(
σ2,amp
σ′2,amp(N)
)2
− σ1,ampσ2,amp(σ′1,amp(N))2
+
σ26,amp
(σ′6,amp(N)− µLσ′2,amp(N))2
= 1
(3.20)
(
σ1,amp
σ′1,amp(N)
)2
+
(
σ6,amp
σ′6,amp(N)
)2
= 1 (fiber mode)
(
σ2,amp
σ′2,amp(N)
)2
+
(
σ6,amp
σ′6,amp(N)
)2
= 1 (matrix mode)
(3.21)
where σ′1,amp(N), σ′2,amp(N) and σ′6,amp(N) denote the corresponding S-N curves
derived for the same loading conditions, R-ratio, than those of the actual stress state
σ1,amp, σ2,amp and σ6,amp, respectively. These S-N curves are assumed to follow the next
log-log form, which considers the applied stress level as a function of the number of cycle
to failure (i.e., log σ′j,amp = f(logN)) in order to facilitate the propagation of the fatigue
material uncertainty, as explain in section 3.2:
log σ′j,amp = logKoj −mj logN + j (j = 1, 2, 6) (3.22)
where j is the fitting error, which is assumed normally distributed with standard
deviation sj .
It is worth nothing that, in order to apply the different MMFF criteria (see Eq. 3.19-
3.21) and obtain a unique value of the number of cycles to failure N , a proportionality
between the stress time series σj(t) (j = 1, 2, 6) has to be assumed. Otherwise, for each
stress time series σj(t) (j = 1, 2, 6), a different value of N would have to be calculated
and the system would become indeterminate. The proportionality between the stress
time series can be done by assuming the synchronous sinusoidal stress state defined in
Eq. 3.14.
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The propagation of the P-CLD uncertainty in the MMFF is carried out by using the
first-order Taylor series defined in Eq. 3.7 and 3.8. In this case, the number of cycles to
failure N is assumed as the quantity z in Eq. 3.7. The function f refers to each MMFF
criterion (see Eq. 3.19-3.21) and the S-N curves σ′j,amp(t) (j = 1, 2, 6) are assumed
as the stochastic variables xi. The actual stress state σj,amp (j = 1, 2, 6) in the local
coordinate system of the laminate is assumed deterministic for all MMFF criteria as well
as the material constant µL used in the KT criterion.
As described above, S-N curves are needed to apply the different MMFF. Because
ε-N curves were used instead of S-N curves for the construction of the P-CLDs, a scaling
process between the ε-N curves and the S-N curves is needed. The scaling process can
be done by using Hooke’s law for unidirectional stress state (i.e., σ′1,amp = E1ε′1,amp,
σ′2,amp = E2ε′2,amp and σ′6,amp = G12ε′6,amp ). Then, assuming E1, E2, G12 and mj as
deterministic values, it can be shown that the uncertainties in the S-N curves, sσ′j,amp ,
and the uncertainty in the ε-N curves, sε′amp , are the same:
sσ′j,amp = sε′j,amp (3.23)
and that the intercept in the different S-N curves, logKoj, and the intercept in the
different ε-N curves, logKj, are related to each other as follows:
logKo1 = E1 logK1; logKo2 = E2 logK2; logKo6 = G12 logK6 (3.24)
Based on this and assuming no correlation between variables, Eq. 3.8 leads to
following equation, which can be used to estimate the model uncertainty in the different
MMFF criteria:
s2N =
( ∂f
∂σ′j,amp
)2
s2σ′j,amp (3.25)
where sN is the model uncertainty in the analyzed MMFF criterion denoted as XFFC
in Fig. 3.2. Note that Eq. 3.25 can be written in terms of sσ′amp , as follows:
sσ′amp = m
′ σ
′1/m′
amp
(K ′) 1−m
′
m′
sN (3.26)
where m′ and logK ′ (which is related to K ′ in Eq. 3.26) are the slope and the
intercept of the S-N curve obtained from the applied MMFF criterion.
In addition, if a variable amplitude loading condition is analyzed, the model uncer-
tainty sN has to be calculated for each bin of cycles obtained from the rain-flow cycle
counting. Then, these uncertainties can be propagated in cumulative damage models by
using the reliability analysis proposed in section 2.3 of Paper 1 (see Chapter 6).
3.3.3 Experimental data
The test data used in this study were taken from [50]. In that study, an extensive
experimental characterization of a multidirectional (MD) [0/(±45)2/0]T glass/polyester
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laminate was analyzed, in which the number of cycles to failure of coupons cut at 0◦, 15◦,
30◦, 45◦, 60◦, 75◦ and 90◦ under stress ratio R = 10,−1 and 0.1 and various maximum
normalized stresses were obtained. In the present work, the test data from 0◦, 45◦ and
90◦ coupons were used to build the P-CLDs in the axial, transverse, and shear directions
of the laminate, respectively, whereas the data obtained from the rest of the orientations
were used to validate the proposed probabilistic multiaxial fatigue-life model.
The specimens were tested under cyclic uniaxial loading conditions, which always
leads to synchronous sinusoidal stress states if the entire laminate is assumed as a unified
material. It can be shown that, for any θ and any R-ratio loading condition, σ1(t) and
σ2(t) are in-phase and δ6,1 is equal to 180.
3.3.4 Results and discussion
The parameters and the variability of the experimental ε-N curves needed to build
P-CLDs in the axial, transverse, and in-plane shear directions are presented in Table 3.1.
As shown in Table 3.1, for both axial and in-plane shear directions, the highest slog εamp
variability was reported at T-T loading cases (i.e., R = 0.1), whereas for the transverse
direction the highest slog εamp variability was reported at T-C loading cases (i.e., R = −1).
Table 3.1: Physical and statistical uncertainties on S-N curves in longitudinal, transverse
and in-plane shear directions at different stress ratios
R m logK s slogK CoV(s) CoV(logK) slog εamp Test n
(-) (-) (-) (-) (%) (%) (-)
Axial 10.0 0.05 -2.48 0.0169 0.0269 20.00 -1.09 0.0175 14
-1.0 0.05 -2.37 0.0117 0.0308 27.74 -1.30 0.0124 8
0.1 0.07 -2.35 0.0360 0.0782 21.82 -3.33 0.0374 12
Transverse 10.0 0.04 -3.12 0.0145 0.0247 21.82 -0.79 0.0151 12
-1.0 0.07 -2.65 0.0397 0.0696 18.57 -2.63 0.0409 16
0.1 0.08 -3.14 0.0169 0.0247 20.85 -0.79 0.0175 13
In-plane shear 10.0 0.06 -2.61 0.0273 0.0568 22,94 -2.18 0.0285 11
-1.0 0.05 -2.59 0.0324 0.0471 21.82 -1.81 0.0337 12
0.1 0.08 -2.76 0.0362 0.0545 21.82 -1.97 0.0377 12
Based on these probabilistic ε-N curves, the P-CLDs in the different directions can
be built by propagating the uncertainty in existing CLDs, as described in section 3.2.
However, in the present work, no P-CLDs are needed because all analyzed R−ratios
match with those of the probabilistic ε-N curves obtained experimentally, i.e., R = 0.1,
R = −1 and R = 10. By using Eq. 3.24-3.25, these experimental probabilistic ε-N curves
can be used to estimate the probabilistic S-N curves σ′j,amp(N) (j = 1, 2, 6) needed for
applying the different MMFF criteria in Eq. 3.19-3.21.
The model uncertainties in the evaluated MMFF criteria for different R−ratio and
multiaxiality levels λ1 and λ2 are presented in Table 3.2. As shown in Table 3.2, the
estimated variability in the different MMFF criteria is similar but much lower than
the variability obtained from the experimental data, which was estimated by using the
Maximum Likelihood method. The reliability level of these predictions seems to vary
with the multiaxility levels λ1 and λ2. For example, for multiaxiality levels higher than
one (i.e., λ1 and λ2 > 1), the estimated uncertainties are much lower than the ones fitted
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from the experimental data; whereas, for multiaxility levels lower than one (i.e., λ1 and
λ2 < 1), the estimated uncertainties are still low but closer to the fitted ones, especially
for the specimens tested in the transverse direction at θ = 15◦. These results can be also
analyzed graphically from Fig. 3.5-3.7 as ε−N curves, in which it is easier to observe
the difference between the experimental variability and the variability estimated from
the different MMFF criteria.
Table 3.2: Comparison between uncertainties propagated on the different MMFF criteria
and uncertainties fitted from experimental data for [0/(±45)2/0]T laminate
s′εamp(−)
R θ(◦) λ1(−) λ2(−) Test n Exp. FTPF HR KT
10 30 0.33 0.58 14 0.0172 0.0104 0.0097 0.0081
60 3.00 1.73 15 0.0175 0.0086 0.0081 0.0079
0.1 15 0.07 0.27 13 0.0211 0.0140 0.0174 0.0120
75 13.93 3.73 11 0.0182 0.0085 0.0084 0.0085
-1 30 0.33 0.58 14 0.0297 0.0170 0.0185 0.0148
60 3.00 1.73 11 0.0319 0.0121 0.0114 0.0112
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Figure 3.5: Comparison of propagated uncertainties in different MMFF criteria (i.e.
FTPF, HR and KT) and experimental data for [0/(±45)2/0]T laminate under R = 10.
Thick lines represent the mean, thin lines represent ±2 standard deviations from the
mean.
Moreover, the accuracy level of all MMFF criteria can be also analyzed from Fig.
3.5-3.7. As shown, the accuracy level of all MMFF criteria are similar each other but
with some small differences. For example, better predictions are obtained by the FTPF
criterion for coupons under R = 10 with 30◦ and 60◦ off-axis and under R = −1 with 60◦
off-axis, whereas better predictions are obtained by the KT criterion for coupons under
R = 0.1 with 15◦ off-axis and under R = −1 with 30◦ off-axis. However, in general, the
level of accuracy of the different MMFF criteria is acceptable but not high enough to
always guarantee the safety of the material. For example, nonconservative predictions
are obtained for those coupons under R = 0.1 with 15◦, see Fig. 3.6a.
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Figure 3.6: Comparison of propagated uncertainties in different MMFF criteria (i.e.
FTPF, HR and KT) and experimental data for [0/(±45)2/0]T laminate under R = 0.1.
Thick lines represent the mean, thin lines represent ±2 standard deviations from the
mean.
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Figure 3.7: Comparison of propagated uncertainties in different MMFF criteria (i.e.
FTPF, HR and KT) and experimental data for [0/(±45)2/0]T laminate under R = −1.
Thick lines represent the mean, thin lines represent ±2 standard deviations from the
mean.
Based on these results, an evaluation of the different advantages and disadvantages of
the proposed probabilistic multiaxial fatigue-life model is presented in the next section
in order to define how suitable the proposed model could be for designing wind turbine
blades against fatigue.
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3.4 Applicability of probabilistic multiaxial
fatigue-life models in wind turbine blades
In this section, an evaluation of the applicability of the proposed probabilistic multiaxial
fatigue-life model for the design against fatigue of wind turbine blades is given based on
the results obtained in previous sections. Before continuing, it is suggested to first read
the Paper 1 (see Chapter 6) in order to have more clarity with what is discussed in this
section.
The proposed probabilistic fatigue model was developed by propagating the variability
of the fatigue properties of the materials along deterministic multiaxial fatigue-life models.
This propagation was carried out specifically in existing constant life diagrams, existing
multiaxial fatigue failure criteria, and the Palmgren-Miner’s rule.
By propagating the variability in the material properties in existing constant life dia-
grams, probabilistic fatigue life diagrams, P-CLDs, were developed; which can efficiently,
accurate and reliably estimate probabilistic ε-N curves at any load level and R-ratio
without using any iterative process (see example in section 4.2 of Paper 1, Chapter
6). The developed P-CLDs themselves are useful tools for applications of composite
structures under constant amplitude cycle loading and uniaxial stress states because
probabilistic ε-N curves of materials under these loading conditions can be estimated;
however, they cannot be used directly for the design of wind turbine blades because these
structures are subjected to variable amplitude cycle loading conditions and multiaxial
stress states during their lifetime.
Based on this, it was shown that reliable fatigue-life predictions of composite materials
under variable amplitude loading cycles and uniaxial stress states can be efficiently
obtained with the proposed probabilistic fatigue model when the model uncertainty in
the developed P-CLDs are propagated in cumulative damage rules through a reliability
analysis. This could be observed from the study presented in sections 4.3 and 5.2 of
Paper 1 (see Chapter 6) on the estimation of the probability of failure of UD and MD
laminates under both repeated block tests and spectrum tests. The results from this study
showed good agreement between the probability of failure estimated from the proposed
probabilistic fatigue model and the one obtained from experimental data. However, it was
also shown that the applicability of the proposed reliability model depends on the level
of accuracy of the implemented cumulative damage rule. In this sense, because the level
of accuracy of the implemented Palmgren-Miner’s rule for predicting the fatigue lifetime
of composite materials can vary depending on the loading condition (as discussed in
section 5.2.1 in Paper 1, see Chapter 6), it is clear that new cumulative damage rules for
composite materials are still needed for better implementation of the proposed reliability
model in wind turbine blades.
Additionally, this study also showed that neither reliable nor accurate fatigue-life
predictions of composite materials under multiaxial loading conditions can be obtained
by propagating the model uncertainty in the developed P-CLDs in existing MMFF
criteria, see section 3.3.4. On the one hand, the first-order Taylor series seems not to
be suitable for propagating the P-CLD uncertainty in the MMFF criteria; therefore,
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another uncertainty propagation method should be used for this purpose in order to
obtain reliable fatigue predictions. On the other hand, the current MMFF criteria are
not accurate enough to predict the fatigue lifetime of composite materials because they
do not consider the actual physical failure mechanisms.
Moreover, as described in section 3.3.2, the application of the MMFF criteria can be
carried out if the different stress time series, σj(t) (j = 1, 2, 6), are proportional to each
other or follow a synchronous sinusoidal behavior. However, in reality, the wind turbine
blades are under complex loading conditions that create complex local stress states,
which are not proportional to each other. For example, Fig. 3.8 shows the correlation
coefficients ρ1,2 and ρ1,6 for a cross-section of a wind turbine blade under simulated
aeroelastic loading conditions. As shown, the correlation coefficients ρ1,2 are high all
around the cross-section. However, the correlation coefficients ρ1,6 are low in most of the
cross-section meaning that nonproportionality between σ1(t) and σ6(t) exists; therefore,
none of the MMFF criteria in Eq. 3.19-3.21 can be directly applied. This is because
different values of N would have to be calculated for each cycle bin of σ1(t) and σ6(t),
which would make each of the MMFF criteria in Eq. 3.19-3.21 indeterminate.
(a) ρ1,2 (b) ρ1,6
Figure 3.8: Correlation coefficients ρ1,2 and ρ1,6 in the SSP34 wind turbine blade at
30m blade span and wind speed of 16 m/s. The stress time series were calculated from
BECAS (BEam Cross section Analysis Software) [6]
In this sense, the stress time series could be re-estimated to make them proportional
to each other by using the following correlation variables, see Fig. 3.9:
σj,amp = ρ1,j
(σ1,amp
sσ1(t)
)
sσj(t) j = 2, 6 (3.27)
where ρ1,j is the correlation coefficient between σ1(t) and σj(t), j = 2, 6, whereas
sσ1(t) is the standard deviation of axial stress time series σ1(t) and sσj(t) is the standard
deviation of the stress time series σj(t).
However, if the correlation coefficient ρ1,j is lower than 1 (see Fig. 3.9-b), the high
amplitude cycles are eliminated. This can lead to even more inaccurate fatigue load
predictions, especially if ρ1,6 < 1 considering the fact that the presence of shear stress
components significantly affect the fatigue properties of the material [55].
Even though the simplicity of the proposed probabilistic multiaxial fatigue-life model
makes it attractive for easy implementation in numerical codes, it can be concluded that
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(a) Re-estimated σ2(t), ρ1,2 = −1.0 (b) Re-estimated σ6(t), ρ1,6 = −0.6
Figure 3.9: Comparison between stress time series obtained from BECAS and those
calculated from Eq. 3.19. These stress time series correspond to a point located in the
suction-side spar cap of the blade section shown in Fig 3.8.
its applicability for the design of wind turbine blades is currently not suitable due to the
existing limitations in the current cumulative damage theories and MMFF criteria. In
this sense, better cumulative damage theories and MMFF criteria that consider the actual
damage modes of composite materials during failure and better uncertainty propagation
methods in MMFF criteria could make the proposed probabilistic multiaxial fatigue-life
model applicable for these structures. In addition, the proposed model does not allow one
to predict the gradual property degradation of the structure, which is an important design
parameter for wind turbine blades because they must remain stiff to avoid, among others,
collision with the tower under extreme loading conditions and structural instabilities,
such as local or global buckling [60].
In this sense, the fatigue analysis of wind turbine blades must be carried out by
following another approach. One option is to implement phenomenological models which
do allow one to predict the stiffness and/or strength degradation of the material. However,
based on the author’s perspective, these models are also not suitable for wind turbine
blades because the property degradation is also predicted based on empirical relations and
not on the actual physical damage mechanisms developed in the material. In addition, a
nonfeasible experimental work must be done to characterize all possible laminates in the
wind turbine blades because the applicability of this approach is limited to the laminates
that were tested to develop the model.
Another option is to apply damage mechanics models. These models seem to be
suitable for the blade designing against fatigue because they allow one to predict the
fatigue lifetime and the property degradation of the material according to the actual
physical damage mechanisms. Hence, in the next chapter, a damage mechanics-based
multiscale approach is proposed for analyzing and designing these structures under fatigue.
Considering that the main limitation of the damage mechanics models is their computa-
tionally cost, the proposed multiscale approach is suggested to be implemented using a
2D finite-element-based cross-section analysis, thus simplifying the model complexity.
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Damage mechanics models
As discussed in the previous chapter, a potential approach for designing wind turbine
blades against fatigue is the implementation of damage mechanics models. These models
would allow predicting not only the catastrophic failure of the materials but also their
progressive property degradation. In this way, more realistic and accurate fatigue
predictions of wind turbine blades can be obtained compared with those estimated from
other fatigue models, such as the fatigue-life models discussed in Chapter 3.
In the first part of the present chapter, a multiscale approach for fatigue design of
wind turbine blades based on damage mechanics models is proposed. The proposed
multiscale approach is then implemented for a real wind turbine blade, in which the
effect of off-axis matrix cracks on the structural response of the blade is analyzed. In the
last part of the chapter, a micro-scale fiber-related damage initiation and progression
study for on-axis UD glass/epoxy laminates is presented, which is the first step toward
the development of future models that allow predicting possible failures in wind turbine
blades under cyclic loading.
4.1 Multiscale approach for fatigue design of wind
turbine blades
As explained in [68], the fatigue behavior of composite materials is characterized by
irreversible changes caused by different fractures, or breakage, of the material, such as
fiber breaks, fiber/matrix debonding, delaminations, and matrix cracks. The distribution
of these changes in the material is commonly known as damage. Some examples of
damage are multiple off-axis matrix cracks in multidirectional laminates or multiple fiber
breaks in unidirectional laminates.
In composite materials, the length scale in which the damage initiates and propagates
is not unique. In fact, as discussed in [68], the damage evolution is a multiscale process
whose length scales are defined by the microstructural configuration of the material
(i.e., matrix, reinforcements, etc.) and by the driving forces to which the material is
subjected. For example, in UD materials, which are made of long fibers orientated in the
same direction and embedded in a matrix, the damage initiates from breaks in the fibers
and propagates as interfacial fiber/matrix debonding that coalescence, thus creating
macro-cracks that further seem to lead to the final failure. Hence, the damage initiates
from a micro-length scale, related to the fiber diameter, and passes through a macroscale
length scale, related to the length of the macro-cracks.
These considerations suggest that the multiscale nature of damage and its effect on
the material degradation should be taken in account during the fatigue modeling of
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composite materials and, by implication, during the fatigue modeling of structures made
of this type of materials, such as wind turbine blades.
A common multiscale approach applied for composite wind turbine blades is schemat-
ically shown in Fig. 2.9. As shown in that figure, composite materials are often defined
as laminates made of several plies stacked with different fibers orientations. The plies
and the laminates are macro-scale entities with a thickness of order of magnitude of
millimeters. These macroscale entities can be assumed as an assembling of several smaller
structural elements, being the smallest one a fiber-matrix unit cell of order of magnitude
of micrometres, see Fig. 2.9. However, it is often more convenient to use as a structural
element a representative volume element (RVE) containing a representative sample of
damage [9]. As described above, the length scale in which the damage develops in
composite materials depends on the microstructural configuration of the material and on
the driving forces; therefore, the length scale of the RVEs can vary from a micro-length
scale to a macro-length scale.
Furthermore, the laminates are often bonded together by means of adhesive joints
to build subcomponents, such as spars, shells, and blade sections. Then, if any failure
takes place in a subcomponent, it is due to either the failure of the laminates, which
initiates from the RVE’s length scale and propagates toward the ply/laminate length
scale (see more details in section 4.2), or by the failure of the bondline, which is also
caused by damage accumulation at smaller length scales. Similarly, the subcomponents
are bonded together to obtain the final structure, e.g., a full wind turbine blade (see Fig.
2.9). Consequently, if the full structure fails, or its mechanical response degrades, it is
due to the propagation of the damage at all the smaller length scales (i.e., subcomponent,
macro, and micro).
In this sense, a multiscale approach based on damage mechanics models seem to
be suitable for the fatigue modeling of composite wind turbine blades for two reasons.
On the one hand, the damage mechanics models allow predicting the initiation and
progression of the damage in different length scales as well as its effect on the progressive
degradation of the material, which eventually leads to the final failure [63, 27, 42, 73];
understanding as final failure when the material exceeds the design limits for which it is
used (e.g., load-bearing limits, deformation limits, etc.). On the other hand, with the
multiscale approach, the predicted response of the material can be sequentially coupled
from a micro-length scale (i.e., material length scale) to a full-length scale (i.e., blade
length scale), thus giving a better description of the structural response of the blades.
The capabilities of the multiscale approach based on damage mechanics models were
recently studied by Mortesano et al. in [46], in which an interesting physics-based
multiscale progressive damage model was proposed to predict the durability of wind
turbine blades. In this study, the evolution of off-axis matrix cracks in different regions
of the blade structure was predicted by combining computational micromechanics and
continuum damage mechanics in a 3D finite element model.
However, because other damage mechanisms besides the off-axis matrix cracks can
develop at different length scales in this type of structures (e.g., delaminations, fiber breaks,
etc. [64]), additional damage mechanics models might be needed to fully predict the
structural fatigue response of the wind turbine blades. This could increase considerably
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the complexity of the model and the computational resource demand, making the
implementation of the multiscale progressive damage models in 3D finite element models
probably unfeasible.
Based on this, a damage mechanics-based multiscale approach using a 2D finite-
element-based cross-section analysis is proposed in the present study to analyze and
predict the fatigue behavior of composite wind turbine blades, see Fig. 4.1. By using
the 2D finite-element-based cross-section analysis, the entire blade is modeled as a
beam composed of several cross-sections [6]. This would allow saving computational time
compared with 3D finite element models because 2D models are carried out instead, which
simplifies the complexity of the blade in terms of geometry and material distribution
[7]. In addition, the accuracy of the 2D finite-element-based cross-section analysis when
predicting the stresses/strains is not compromised compared with the 3D finite element
models [6, 7], which provides confidence in the implementation of the damage mechanics
models regarding the estimation of the damage initiation and propagation, as described
later.
Figure 4.1: Multiscale approach for fatigue design of wind turbine blades based on
damage mechanics models.
In the proposed multiscale approach, the damage evolution of the real blade is
modeled by using two types of analysis once the geometry, material configuration,
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material properties, and loading conditions of the blade are defined (see Fig. 4.1): i) a 2D
finite-element-based cross-section analysis; and ii) a damage mechanics analysis. During
the 2D finite-element-based cross-section analysis, the state of the blade is estimated
using continuum mechanics theories (e.g., classical laminate theory), whereas during
the damage mechanics analysis, the evolution of the damage is estimated using damage
mechanics models, which can vary depending on the damage type to be analyzed. In
the present work, the 2D finite-element-based cross-section analysis is carried out using
BECAS (BEam Cross section Analysis Software) tool developed by DTU Wind Energy [6].
BECAS is a general-purpose cross-section analysis tool developed to analyze efficiently
and accurately the mechanical response of complex beam-like structures, such as wind
turbine blades. The damage mechanics models used in the present work to estimate the
damaged state of the blade are described in Chapter 7.
According to the 2D finite-element-based cross-section analysis, the real blade (full-
length scale) is modeled as a beam composed of several cross-sections by using a beam
finite element model, in which the beam finite element stiffness matrix is constructed
based on the different cross-section stiffness matrices (see more details in [6]). In order
to define the stiffness of each cross-section (subcomponent-length scale), the geometry,
laminate configuration, and material properties of the analyzed cross-section must be first
defined. Then, by discretizing the cross-section in finite elements, in which each element
represents either a laminate, a ply, a sandwich structure or a joint, the cross-section
stiffness is calculated using BECAS (see more details in [6, 24]).
The stress state of the cross-sections can also be estimated from BECAS knowing
the loading conditions at each cross-section. This cross-section stress state is used as
an input for the damage mechanics analysis, in which the regions where the damage
might develop are identified, and the damage initiation and propagation are calculated
for each evaluated loading condition (e.g., each applied cycle or block of cycles in case
of fatigue). This can be done because each cross-section finite element (macro-length
scale) is discretized in RVEs (micro-length scale or macro-length scale depending on the
damage type) containing a representative sample of damage. Moreover, because the local
stresses change as a result of the damage, a re-calculation of the stresses is carried out
and the stiffness properties of the damaged regions are evaluated.
Then, based on the degraded stiffness of the damaged regions, the stiffness of the
entire cross-section is updated using BECAS and, therefore, the stress-strain states
and possible failure characteristic of the cross-section can be also estimated. Once this
analysis is done for all blade cross-sections, the response of the full blade in terms of
failure characteristics, critical regions, stress-strain response, deflections and vibration
(i.e., natural frequencies) characteristics can be calculated using a beam finite element
model. All this process is schematically presented in Fig. 4.2 and explained in more
detail in Chapter 7.
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Figure 4.2: Flow chart of the proposed multiscale approach for fatigue design of wind
turbine blades based on damage mechanics models
4.1.1 Multiscale fatigue analysis assumptions for current
work
In the next sections, an implementation of the proposed multiscale damage-mechanics-
based approach for the fatigue analysis of a commercial wind turbine blade is carried
out. In this analysis, the following assumptions are made:
• The effect of the backing fiber bundles in the non-crimp UD materials, which was
described in section 2.4.1.2, is not considered. This means that only pure UD
materials are assumed.
• The effect of material imperfections (e.g., voids, inclusions, etc.) on the structural
response of the blade is not considered.
• Adhesive joints are not taken into account as perfect bonding is assumed.
Nevertheless, future models that take these possible additional assumptions into
account might be needed for better characterization of the structural response of the
blades.
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4.2 Damage evolution in multidirectional
composite laminates
As described in section 2.3, multidirectional laminates are used in the shear webs and
the aerodynamic shells of the wind turbine blades to improve the torsion and shear
strength of these structures and to prevent buckling. In fact, the spar caps are also
made of multidirectional laminates, even though most of the plies are unidirectional.
Because the transverse direction of the unidirectional plies is extremely weak due to the
poor matrix properties, few plies in the spar caps are orientated in 90◦, 45◦ and −45◦ in
order to prevent possible failures of the laminate in the transverse and shear directions.
Accordingly, because multidirectional laminates are used in most regions of the wind
turbine blades, predicting the damage initiation and progression in this type of laminate
is relevant in the fatigue analysis of these structures. In this section, a description of the
damage progression in multidirectional composite laminates is presented.
Multidirectional composite laminates are composite materials consisting of multiple
plies oriented in different directions and bonded together through the matrix, see Fig.
4.3. As exemplified above, this type of composite material is used in most engineering
applications because it provides better mechanical properties of the material in different
directions than the one provided by unidirectional laminates, whose mechanical properties
are high only in one direction.
The plies of a multidirectional laminate can be composed of short fibers, unidirectional
continuous fibers or woven fibers. For the case of multidirectional laminates consisting of
unidirectional continuous fibers, the laminate can be analyzed using a xyz orthogonal
coordinate system, as shown in Fig. 4.3. The orientations of the plies are indicated by
the angle θ with respect to the x-axis, which is positive in the counterclockwise direction.
The number of plies with the same orientation is denoted by a numerical subscript. For
example, the [04/903/455] laminate contains one group of four plies orientated at 0◦,
another group of three plies orientated at 90◦ and a last group of five plies orientated
Figure 4.3: Multidirectional laminates
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at 45◦. If the laminate is symmetric with respect to the midplane, a subscript s is used
to indicate the symmetry. For example, the laminate [04/904/04] can be re-written as
[04/902]s.
As explained in section 2.4.1.1, the fatigue damage evolution of the multidirectional
laminates made of pure UD fibers can be divided into three stages [58], according to the
different damage mechanisms that develop during the fatigue lifetime and their effect on
the laminate response, see Fig. 4.4 and 4.5.
In the first stage, a high drop of laminate stiffness is developed due to several matrix
cracks that initiate and propagate quickly along the fibers in the off-axis plies, see Fig.
4.4-a and Fig. 4.5. This type of crack is normally known as an off-axis crack. As the
number of cycles increases, the off-axis crack density increases until reaching a saturation
point in which the mechanical response of the laminate tends to a stable condition.
This phenomenon has been analyzed experimentally over many years [58, 72, 4, 54, 56].
Furthermore, different analytical and numerical models have been also proposed since
the 1970s in order to predict the degradation of the elastic properties of the material as a
function of density of off-axis cracks, e.g., [59, 29, 27, 45, 40, 74, 12]. In [12], for example,
an accurate analytical model that allows predicting the elastic property degradation of
any multidirectional symmetric laminate with off-cracks in different plies, considering the
interaction between all cracks, was proposed. Moreover, analytical models for predicting
the off-axis crack density evolution of multidirectional symmetric laminate under fatigue
load conditions as a function of the applied load level and the number of cycles have
recently been proposed in [11, 26]. With these models, it is now possible to predict the
elastic property degradation of multidirectional symmetric laminate with off-axis cracks
through the fatigue lifetime.
In the second stage of the damage evolution of multidirectional laminates, delamina-
tions between the different plies initiate when the saturation condition of the off-axis
cracks is reached, see Fig. 4.4-b. In this stage, the delaminations propagate almost
linearly, generating a stable drop of the stiffness, see Fig. 4.5. Extensive experimental
studies have been carried out since the 1980s in order to study the onset of delaminations
in different multidirectional laminates under quasi-static [16, 18, 49, 8, 32, 1, 66] and
fatigue [49, 32, 1] loading conditions. At the same time, different analytical models based
on shear lag [19, 5], variational [29, 57] and fracture mechanism [21, 82, 13] approaches
Figure 4.4: Damage progression of multidirectional laminates
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Figure 4.5: Stiffness degradation of multidirectional laminates
have been proposed for predicting the initiation and propagation of this type of damage
mechanisms. Recently, numerical models based on the use of cohesive zone models
(CZMs) in finite element analyses [10, 34, 17] have also been proposed, as an alternative
option to the analytical models.
In the third stage, the catastrophic failure of the material takes place as a result of the
rapid evolution of the damage in the 0◦ plies, see Fig. 4.4-c and 4.5. The damage in the
0◦ plies begins since the first stage when some fiber fails due to the statistical strength
distribution of the fibers and the high-stress concentration at the off-axis crack tips, see
Fig. 4.4-a. Then, new fiber breaks occur through the fatigue lifetime as a consequence
of stress redistributions caused by matrix/fiber debonds and by the delaminations, see
Fig. 4.4-b. This means that, even though the off-axis cracks and the delaminations are
not critical for the final failure, they do trigger the fiber breaks [53]. Finally, because
the 0◦ plies provide the structural load-bearing capacity of the laminate, the laminate
separation takes place when the damage in the 0◦ plies evolves rapidly and a critical
condition is reached. The damage initiation and propagation in the 0◦ plies under fatigue
loading conditions have been identified qualitatively through experiments since the 1980s
[67, 22]. However, there is still not a quantitative method that allows predicting this
type of damage along the fatigue lifetime and, therefore, predicting the final failure of
multidirectional laminates.
Based on the described fatigue damage evolution, Quaresimin et al. in [53] proposed
the following framework for designing composite structures made of multidirectional
laminates against fatigue:
1. The initiation and propagation of off-axis cracks (the crack density evolution),
2. The initiation and propagation of delaminations induced by off-axis cracks, and
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3. The failure of the fibers of the load-bearing plies.
However, because the multidirectional laminates used in wind turbine blades could also
consist of UD non-crimp fabric (NCF) plies orientated in different directions, additional
damage mechanisms to the ones mentioned above, and their effects on the laminate
response must be also considered. As described in section 2.4.1.2, the UD NCF materials
are made of bundles of normal UD fibers reinforced with backing fiber bundles. When
a tension-tension fatigue load is applied to this type of material, off-axis cracks in the
single backing fiber bundles initiate and propagate during the first loading stage causing
an increment of UD fiber breaks near those regions where the backing fiber bundles
touch the UD bundle [81, 36]. Consequently, an additional drop of stiffness to the one
presented in multidirectional laminates made of pure UD fibers occurs [81, 36].
In this sense, in addition to the framework described above for composite structures
made of multidirectional laminates with pure UD fibers, it is necessary to predict, among
others, the additional damage mechanisms developed in UD NCF in order to fully predict
the stiffness degradation and final failure of wind turbine blades, as follows:
• The initiation and propagation of off-axis matrix cracks (the crack density evolution)
in off-axis plies,
• The initiation and propagation of delaminations induced by the off-axis matrix
cracks,
• The initiation and propagation off-axis cracks in backing bundles, and
• The fiber-related damage at the load-bearing regions, such as UD bundles and
on-axis plies.
Based on this, a damage mechanics-based multiscale model for wind turbine blades
under fatigue loads considering the effects of matrix cracks in the off-axis plies is presented
in the next section as a contribution to the first step in the afore-described framework
for wind turbine blades. Later, in section 4.4, a study on the fiber damage initiation and
progression in on-axis pure UD glass/epoxy laminates under fatigue loading conditions is
presented according to the last step of this framework. This study is the first step toward
future models that allow predicting the failure in multidirectional laminates under cyclic
loading and, by implication, of structures made of this type of materials, such as wind
turbine blades.
Note that the effect of delaminations on the fatigue response of wind turbines blades
is not considered in the current Ph.D. thesis. This will be done in the near future
by the structural design and testing team at the DTU wind energy department, as a
continuation of this Ph.D. thesis. In addition, the damage mechanism developed in UD
NCF, such as off-axis cracks in backing bundles, is not considered in this thesis, either.
The understanding and modeling of these damage mechanisms is an ongoing research
at the material-length scale, which is being carried out at the composites and materials
mechanics section (COM) at the DTU wind energy department. The results of this
research are expected to contribute in the future improvement of the proposed multiscale
approach.
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4.3 Implementation of damage mechanics
models in wind turbine blades
Paper 2. Oscar Castro and Kim Branner (2018). Damage mechanics-based multiscale
model for wind turbine blades under fatigue: Part 1. Effect of off-axis cracks on the blade
stiffness degradation. In manuscript.
As part of the first step in the framework for designing composite wind turbine blades
described in section 4.2, Paper 2 (see Chapter 7) presents an analysis about the effects of
off-axis cracks on the structural response of wind turbine blades, which was carried out
by implementing the damage mechanics-based multiscale approach proposed in section
4.1.
Following the concept of the proposed multiscale approach, a damage mechanics
model developed by Carraro and Quaresimin [12] was implemented in the present model
to predict the material property degradation at the macro-length scale of the blade (i.e.,
laminate length scale) as a consequence of the presence of off-axis cracks. Subsequently,
the effects of this material property degradation on the subcomponent and full-length
scales of the blade were predicted using a 2D finite-element-based cross-section analysis.
The proposed multiscale model was applied in a 34m long blade designed for a wind
turbine with a power capacity of 1.5MW, with which the effects of the off-axis cracks
were observed at the macro-, subcomponent and full-length scales. The response of the
damaged blade at the full-length scales in term of deflections was also compared with
experimental deflections of this blade obtained from full quasi-static tests [28].
The obtained results showed that, by using the proposed multiscale approach, reliable
predictions of the structural response of the blade with the presence of off-axis cracks
are obtained. Moreover, it was found that the stiffness of the blade decreases as the
number of off-axis cracks increases until a saturation condition of the off-axis cracks at
the macro-length scale is reached. It was also found that the degradation level of the
blade stiffness varies along the blade and in the flap-wise and edge-wise directions. The
factors that might affect this stiffness variation in the blade, such as laminate thickness
and cross-section geometry, were also analyzed.
One of the advantages of using the proposed multiscale approach compared with
3D finite element models, for example, is its capability of providing high computational
efficiency during the processing stage because 2D finite-element-based cross-section
analysis is carried out instead. The potential of this computational efficiency will be
demonstrated in the second part of this study [14], in which an extended multiscale model
is proposed to predict the evolution of off-axis cracks in wind turbine blades under fatigue
loading conditions. This second part is an ongoing research, and the corresponding paper
is not included in this Ph.D. thesis.
The damage mechanics-based multiscale model proposed in this work for analyzing
the effect of off-axis cracks on the structural response of wind turbines blades lays the
basis for future extensions of this model in which other damage types developed this
type of structure, such as delaminations, fiber-related damage, and off-axis cracks in
backing bundles, are also included.
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4.4 Fatigue behavior of unidirectional composite
laminates
Paper 3. Oscar Castro, Paolo Andrea Carraro, Lucio Maragoni and Marino Quaresimin
(2018). Fatigue damage evolution in unidirectional glass/epoxy composites under a cyclic
load. Polymer Testing. Submitted.
In Paper 3 (see Chapter 8), the fiber-related damage initiation and progression
in on-axis UD glass/epoxy materials under longitudinal fatigue loading conditions is
analyzed. This work is an initial step in developing a model that allows predicting the
fatigue damage evolution and final failure of the load-bearing regions of multidirectional
laminates, as a contribution to the final step in the framework for designing composite
wind turbine blades described in section 4.2.
In this work, UD glass/epoxy specimens were tested under uniaxial tension-tension
fatigue loading conditions. The damage evolution of the material was evaluated, both
qualitatively and quantitatively, in terms of stiffness degradation and fiber breakage,
including initial fiber breaks, evolution of the density of broken fibers, and fragmentation
progression.
Qualitatively, it was found that the fiber damage evolution depends on the number of
cycles, the applied load level, the presence of imperfections, the number of broken fibers
during the first cycle, and the local fiber volume fraction. In fact, it was observed that
damage tends to propagate faster in matrix-rich regions, especially those close to the
scrim fiber.
Quantitatively, the probability of survival of the fibers (Psf ) along the fatigue lifetime
was obtained, which was calculated as the sum of the fiber segments without any break,
divided by the total number of fiber segments. It was found that, for low load levels,
Psf remains almost constant during the fatigue lifetime because the load is too low for
promoting debond; therefore, no (or few) new breaks appear after the first cycle, whereas
for high load levels, Psf decreases even when most of the fiber breaks seem to take
place during the first cycle. In addition, it was also observed that fiber fragmentation
occurs, but most broken fibers failed only once. This seems to be the main reason why
the material stiffness did not decrease considerably throughout the fatigue lifetime, as
most of the fragmentation lengths kept long; thereby, the fibers recovered their nominal
load-bearing capacity.
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CHAPTER 5
Contributions and conclusions
This thesis contributes to the development of new methods that allow obtaining accurate
and reliable fatigue-life predictions of composite wind turbine blades under fatigue load
conditions.
As a first step in this process, the different factors that are involved in fatigue of wind
turbine blades were identified (see Chapter 2) in order to specify the requirements of the
fatigue models to be developed and, consequently, select the types of fatigue models that
fit better with those requirements. Some of the identified factors were, for example, the
intrinsic fatigue behavior of composite materials, multiaxial stress states, variability of
loads, and the stochastic behavior of material properties.
Based on these factors, a probabilistic multiaxial fatigue-life model was proposed
in Chapter 3, in which the effects of the variability in the material properties on the
fatigue lifetime estimations were analyzed. The fatigue-life models were selected as a first
option in this project because of their simplicity and capabilities to be applied to any
type of laminate configuration under variable amplitude loading conditions, different load
conditions (e.g., tension-tension, tension-compression, etc.), and complex stress states
(i.e., multiaxiality), which made them seem suitable for wind turbine blades.
Even though accurate and reliable fatigue-life predictions were obtained using the
proposed probabilistic fatigue-life model when composite laminates under uniaxial and
constant amplitude loading conditions were analyzed (see Chapter 6), it was also shown
that probabilistic multiaxial fatigue-life models that consider the variability in the material
properties are still not suitable for wind turbine blades due to the low accuracy level of
the existing cumulative damage rules and multiaxial macroscopic fatigue failure criteria
(MMFFs), see Chapters 3 and 6. Consequently, we concluded that either improvements
to the existing cumulative damage rules and MMFF criteria should be done to make the
probabilistic multiaxial fatigue-life models suitable for wind turbine blades, or another
type of fatigue model should be used for analyzing the fatigue behavior of these structures.
Based on this, we decided to go further and work on another type of fatigue model
that would allow us to obtain accurate and reliable fatigue-life predictions in wind turbine
blades considering the aforementioned fatigue factors. In this sense, we decided to apply
damage mechanics models, with which not only the catastrophic failure of the composite
materials but also their progressive property degradation could be predicted, with the
advantage that this is done based on the actual physical damage mechanisms developed
in the material.
Hence, a new damage mechanics-based multiscale approach for wind turbine blades
under fatigue loading conditions was proposed in Chapter 4. With this multiscale
approach, the effects on the natural damage evolution in composite materials (and by
implication in composite structures) on the structural response of the blades could be
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analyzed. Moreover, the multiscale approach is suggested to be implemented using a 2D
finite-element-based cross-section analysis, which could provide a higher computational
efficiency than, for example, using 3D finite element models.
Based on the results obtained from a first implementation of the proposed multiscale
approach in which the effect of off-axis cracks on the structural response of the blade was
analyzed (see Chapter 7), it was shown that reliable predictions in wind turbine blades can
be obtained with the proposed multiscale model. Furthermore, parallel to this process, an
experimental-based analysis of the damage evolution in UD glass/epoxy materials under
fatigue loading conditions was carried out in agreement with the framework proposed
in the multiscale approach (see Chapter 8). This experimental study provides relevant
information that can be used for the development of future models about the fiber-related
damage evolution of multidirectional laminates and, therefore, possible failures in wind
turbine blades.
Accordingly, it was concluded that the proposed damage mechanics-based multiscale
approach is a potential option for predicting the fatigue response of wind turbine blades
because the initiation, propagation and effect of the different types of damage in wind
turbine blades could be estimated with this approach. Further efforts should then be
done in this direction in order to develop a damage mechanics-based multiscale model
that can fully predict the fatigue response of wind turbine blades under fatigue loading
conditions.
Probabilistic multiaxial fatigue-life models
In the first part of the project, the benefits of considering the variability in the fatigue
properties of composite materials during the fatigue lifetime estimation of wind turbine
blades were analyzed. For this, it was first necessary to develop probabilistic models that
allow taking this variability in the fatigue properties into account when predicting the
fatigue life of composite laminates under both uni-axial and multiaxial loading conditions,
and both constant and variable amplitude cyclic loading, in order to evaluate later their
applicability in wind turbine blades.
Based on this, it was shown that accurate and reliable fatigue-life predictions can
be obtained for composite laminates under uniaxial and constant amplitude loading
conditions when considering the variability in the fatigue properties of the material.
These predictions can be obtained using the probabilistic fatigue lifetime diagrams,
P-CLDs, developed in this project, with which probabilistic ε-N curves at any load level
and R-ratio for which no experimental data are available can be efficiently estimated
without using an iterative process. The developed P-CLDs can be used for designing
composite components and/or structures under uniaxial and constant amplitude loading
conditions, providing to the designer the option of evaluating any probability of reaching
a certain life at any combination of load level and R-ratio.
Moreover, it was also shown that reliable fatigue-life predictions regarding probability
of failure could be obtained for composite laminates under uniaxial and variable amplitude
loading conditions, taking the variability in the fatigue properties into account; however,
it was found that the accuracy of these predictions highly depended on the accuracy of
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the implemented cumulative damage rule. This could be concluded from the reliability
analysis for the fatigue-limit state proposed in this project, in which the number of cycles
to failure estimated by the developed P-CLDs were assumed as stochastic variables. In
this reliability analysis, a limit state equation based on the Palmgren-Miner’s rule was
used; however, due to the low accuracy level of this rule in composite materials, the
resistance in this limit state equation was assumed equal to the limit damage fraction
obtained from experiments. This means that, even though reliable estimations can
be obtained from the proposed reliability analysis, experimental data for each type of
analyzed load is needed to make the model accurate, which makes this analysis unfeasible
for wind turbine blades.
Furthermore, it was also shown that neither reliable nor accurate fatigue lifetime
predictions of composite materials under multiaxial loading conditions can be obtained
when the variability in the fatigue properties obtained from the developed P-CLDs are
propagated in existing multiaxial macroscopic fatigue failure criteria (MMFFs). The low
reliability in the predictions was found to be related to the implemented uncertainty
propagation method (i.e., the first-order Taylor series), which seems not to be suitable for
propagating the P-CLD uncertainty in the MMFF criteria. In addition, the low accuracy
in the predictions was found to be related to the used MMFF criteria themselves, which
are not accurate enough to predict the fatigue life of composite materials because they
do not consider the actual physical failure mechanisms in these materials.
In this sense, based on the low accuracy level of the existing cumulative damage
rules and MMFF criteria, it can be concluded that the proposed probabilistic multiaxial
fatigue-life model is still not suitable for designing and analyzing wind turbine blades.
Damage mechanics-based multiscale model
In the second part of the project, the benefits of considering the effects of the fatigue-
related damage in the structural response of wind turbine blades at different length
scales were analyzed. For that, a new damage mechanics-based multiscale approach was
proposed. This multiscale approach could provide high computational efficiency during
the processing stage of the analysis because it is implemented using a 2D finite-element-
based cross-section analysis. In this way, the complexity of the blade in terms of geometry
and material distribution is simplified, which would make it easier to implement different
models (if comparing with 3D finite element models, for example) for predicting the
effects of the different damage mechanisms developed in composite materials, such as
off-axis cracks in off-axis plies, delaminations, off-axis cracks in backing fiber bundles,
and fiber-related damage, on the structural response of the blade.
A first implementation of this multiscale approach was carried out in this project,
where the effect of off-axis cracks on the structural response of the blade was analyzed.
Based on the obtained results, it was shown that reliable predictions can be made
with the proposed multiscale model, which was demonstrated doing a comparison with
experimental deflections of a real 34m long blade at full-length scale. In addition, response
of the blade at different length scales (i.e., macro, subcomponent, and full-length), as a
function of the number of off-axis cracks, was also identified. Concerning this, it was
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shown that the degradation level of the blade can be affected by factors related to the
macrolength scale, such as the effect of the laminate thickness or the saturation state
of off-axis cracks but also by factors related to the subcomponent-length scale as, for
example, the cross-section geometry.
Accordingly, this first implementation of the proposed multiscale approach lays the
basis for future extensions of the model in which, for example, the evolution of the
off-axis cracks in wind turbine blades under fatigue loading conditions can be analyzed,
and the effects of other damage types, such as delaminations, off-axis cracks in backing
fiber bundles, and fiber-related damage can be included.
Moreover, because the fiber-related damage is one of the damage mechanisms that is
still not well understood in composite materials; therefore, there are no models that can
fully predict their evolution and effects on the laminates. Further, an experimental-based
analysis about the damage evolution in UD glass/epoxy materials under fatigue loading
conditions was also carried out in order to better understand the evolution of this type of
damage. Based on this analysis, it was qualitatively shown how the fiber-related damage
can be affected by different factors, such as the presence of manufacturing imperfections,
the local stress state developed due to previous fiber breaks, and especially by the local
fiber volume fraction, which makes the damage evolution more critical in regions with
high matrix content. In addition, the trend of the probability of survival of the fibers
along the fatigue life was obtained quantitatively. From this trend, it was also found that,
even though the fiber can fragment twice or more times, most of the damage fiber break
only once, which seems to be the main reason why the stiffness of the unidirectional
composite materials does not change considerably during the fatigue lifetime.
The results obtained from this fiber-related damage analysis are relevant for the
development of future damage mechanics models that can be included in the proposed
multiscale approach, with which the effects of the fiber-related damage on the structural
response and possible failure of wind turbine blades can be predicted. However, because
the results obtained in this study were based on observations on the specimen surfaces,
further experimental studies might be needed in order to confirm these findings in which
the 3D response of the material under the same evaluated loading conditions can be
analyzed.
General contributions and impact of the thesis
From my point of view, the most important contributions of this project are:
• Development of novel probabilistic constant life diagrams, P-CLDs, which take the
variability in the fatigue material properties into account.
• The possibility of estimating probabilistic ε-N curves at any load level and R-ratio
without carrying out an iterative process by using the proposed P-CLDs.
• Development of a reliability fatigue model that allows predicting the probability of
failure of composite laminates under variable amplitude loading cycles and uniaxial
loading conditions, considering the variability in the fatigue material properties.
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• Extensive analysis concluding that probabilistic multiaxial fatigue-life models are
still not suitable for designing and analyzing wind turbine blades.
• Development of a damage mechanics-based multiscale approach for wind turbine
blades under fatigue loading conditions.
• An implementation of the proposed damage mechanics-based multiscale approach
with which the effects of off-axis cracks on the structural response of wind turbine
blades can be predicted.
• Initial experimental studies as a basis for the development of future models that
allow predicting the fiber-related damage evolution in multidirectional laminates
and, therefore, possible failures in wind turbine blades.
Future work
Regarding fatigue life models (see Chapters 3 and 6), new multiaxial macroscopic fatigue
failure criteria (MMFF) based on the actual damage mechanisms developed in composite
materials might be useful to improve the applicability of this type of model in wind
turbine blades (and other types of composite structures). In addition, these new MMFF
criteria must also consider nonproportionality between the different stress time-series (i.e.,
σ1(t), σ2(t) and σ6(t)), which can occur in wind turbine blades during their operational
life.
In addition, the development of new cumulative damage rules for composite materials
must be carried out to improve the applicability of the fatigue-life models in wind turbine
blades because these structures are subjected to variable amplitude loading conditions.
Regarding the proposed damage mechanics-based multiscale approach (see Chapter
7), there is still a lot of work to be done. The next most immediate step is an extension
of the multiscale model presented in this work, with which the evolution of off-axis cracks
in wind turbine blades under fatigue loading conditions can be evaluated. With this
extended model, the critical zones in the different cross-section regions and along the
blade, where the off-axis cracks would develop, could be identified as well as the actual
response of the blade under this type of damage. All this should be done considering the
multiaxiality in the stress states and the variability in the fatigue behavior of composite
materials. This extended model is an ongoing study, which is expected to be made public
in the near future in [14].
Furthermore, some improvements to the proposed multiscale model must be done at
the different length scales of the wind turbine blades. At the micro- and macro-length
scales, an extension of the implemented damage mechanics model for predicting the
evolution and effects of off-axis cracks on multidirectional laminates must be done in
order to allow its application not only in symmetric cracked laminates but also in any
type of cracked laminate. In addition, the development of damage mechanics models that
allow predicting the evolution and effects of other types of damage, such as delaminations,
fiber-related damage, and off-axis crack in backing bundles, on multidirectional laminates
should be done. All these models must satisfy some requirements needed to be applied
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in wind turbine blades, e.g., multiaxiality in the stress states, variability in the fatigue
behavior of composite materials, damage initiation, and propagation under different
fatigue loading conditions (e.g., tension-compression, compression-tension, compression-
compression), and computational efficiency.
At the subcomponent and full-length scales, one of the current limitations is the lack
of experimental data at these length scales that allow validating all proposed fatigue
models. In this sense, fatigue tests at the subcomponent and full-length scales must
be carried out, in which the different developed damage types and their effects on the
structural response of the blade can be identified and quantified. For this, an additional
effort should be made in order to replicate in the laboratory the loads to which the blades
are exposed to in real operational conditions, in a fast and efficient way. Currently, DTU
Wind Energy, in cooperation with different industrial partners in the wind energy field,
and DNV GL are working in this direction through the BLATIGUE (fast and efficient
fatigue test of large wind turbine blades) project by developing advanced multiaxis
fatigue-testing methods and multiaxis fatigue exciters for large blades.
On the other hand, regarding the fiber-related damage in unidirectional composites
(see Chapter 6), the results found in this study related to the evolution of fiber breaks
along the fatigue life should be confirmed considering a 3D analysis of the bulk material
under the same loading conditions. In addition, considering the complexity of the damage
evolution in UD composites, it would be interesting to evaluate alternative methods that
not necessarily describe the entire damage evolution of the UD composite. An example
of this could be by using S-N curves of 0◦ plies (which already include all the actual
phenomena) considering the stress redistribution caused by other damage types, such as
delaminations, off-axis cracks in off-axis plies, or off-axis cracks in backing bundles.
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Abstract
A probabilistic model for estimating the fatigue life of laminated composite
materials considering the uncertainty in their mechanical properties is developed.
The uncertainty in the material properties is determined from fatigue coupon tests.
Based on this uncertainty, probabilistic constant life diagrams are developed which
can efficiently estimate probabilistic ε-N curves at any load level and stress ratio.
The probabilistic ε-N curve information is used in a reliability analysis for fatigue
limit state proposed for estimating the probability of failure of composite laminates
under variable amplitude loading cycles. Fatigue life predictions of uni-directional
and multi-directional Glass/Epoxy laminates are carried out to validate the
proposed model against experimental data. The probabilistic fatigue behaviour of
laminates is analyzed under constant amplitude loading conditions as well as under
both repeated block tests and spectral fatigue using the WISPER, WISPERX and
NEW WISPER load sequences for wind turbine blades.
Keywords: uncertainty, probabilistic, fatigue, mechanical properties, laminates,
composite
1 Introduction
The properties of materials are varying in their nature. This variation may be even higher
for composite materials due to the difficulty to do a highly controlled manufacturing
process for applications such as wind turbine blades. This variability in the material
properties together with the inherently random nature of other factors (e.g. loading,
geometry, environmental conditions, etc.) is reflected in the variability in the fatigue
behaviour of this type of materials. Nevertheless, fatigue life prediction methods are most
often based on deterministic material properties. This research explores what benefits can
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be gained in the fatigue lifetime estimation of composite materials by taking uncertainties
in their mechanical properties into account.
The uncertainty in the mechanical properties of composite materials is mainly
influenced by the uncertainty in their constituent elements (fibres and matrix) and in
the manufacturing process. Some of the main sources of uncertainty related to the
manufacturing process are the volume fractions of matrix and fibres, voids and porosity
of the matrix, bonding defects, ply misalignment, ply cracking, delaminations and cure
cycle [39, 10, 37, 8, 36, 35, 43, 23].
The uncertainties related to the mechanical properties can, in general, be classified
as aleatory and epistemic. The aleatory uncertainty, also denoted physical uncertainty,
refers to the inherent randomness in the different physical parameters such as static and
fatigue strengths. Whereas the epistemic uncertainty, also denoted systematic
uncertainty, appears due to limited data and knowledge of the problem. This type of
uncertainty can be related to experimental processes and modelling methods. Another
possible type of uncertainty is the error (e.g. gross-errors, instrumentation error, etc.),
which is often considered as part of the aleatory uncertainty.
The aleatory uncertainty of composite materials can be analyzed through two
approaches according to Sriramula and Chryssanthopoulos [41]: micro-scale and
macro-scale. At the micro scale, the macroscopic material properties and their
uncertainties are built up from the fibre and matrix properties [39, 3]. Whereas at the
macro scale, the uncertainty in material properties is determined by experimental tests
at coupon/component level [17, 45]. Some researchers also suggest the mesoscale (ply
or lamina level) as an advantageous scale to define the variability behaviour of the
mechanical properties [44].
Using the macro-scale approach, the uncertainties of static and fatigue properties of
composite materials have been quantified and then propagated in fatigue methods in
order to obtain probabilistic fatigue lifetime estimations. Liu and Mahadevan [25], for
example, suggested a damage accumulation model for laminated composites under
multi-axial stress states, which was extended to a probabilistic analysis by using the
Monte Carlo simulation and treating the material properties as random variables based
on experimental data. Kang et al. [18] also developed a probabilistic fatigue life
prediction model based on a damage accumulation process. In this work, the static
stress-strain curves and the developed fatigue damage accumulation curves of the
materials were assumed as random variables. Xiang and Liu [48] proposed a critical
plane-based model for multi-axial fatigue reliability analysis in which the identification
of the critical plane not only depended on the stress state but also on the material
properties. In this study, the uncertainties of the material properties as well as of the
ply configurations and volume fractions were assumed to have a coefficient of variation
of 0.05 and then were propagated by using the Inverse First-Order Reliability Method
2
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(IFORM). Dimitrov et al. [6] also developed a probabilistic fatigue life model for
laminated composites under multi-axial stress state. This model was based on the mean
value and the uncertainty of the mechanical properties of the individual lamina and
calibrated to test results using Bayesian inference, allowing the prediction of the fatigue
behaviour of a wide range of laminate configurations.
Most of these probabilistic fatigue life models are able to predict the fatigue
response of composite materials at any stress ratio and load level; however, they require
iterative processes that could make them slow. Kawai and Yano [22] recently developed
probabilistic constant fatigue life diagrams that allow efficiently predicting probabilistic
S-N curves without using any iterative process. The probabilistic constant life diagrams
were built based on the stochastic behaviour of the static strengths and the S-N curve
at the critical stress ratio of the laminates, which is obtained from experimental coupon
tests. Then, any probabilistic S-N curve can be predicted based on this information by
using a probabilistic scaling law. Nevertheless, these probabilistic constant fatigue life
diagrams were developed based on the two-segment anisomorphic constant life diagrams
[19], which do not describe well the sensitivity zone in which the mean stress changes
from tension-dominated level to compression-dominated level presented in
matrix-dominated off-axis and transverse laminated composites [20].
Moreover, less attention has been given on predicting the probabilistic fatigue lifetime
of composite materials under variable loading conditions.
The purpose of this paper is to investigate if reliable fatigue life predictions of
composite materials under constant and variable loading conditions can be obtained by
considering the variability in their mechanical properties and propagating it through
the fatigue life prediction method.
For that, the material properties and their uncertainties are estimated from
experimental coupon test data. We develop probabilistic constant life diagrams by
propagating these uncertainties in linear and non-linear constant life diagrams that
consider the fatigue behaviour of composite materials under any combination of tension
and compression loading conditions. The information given by the developed
probabilistic diagrams is used to carry out a reliability analysis using the Monte Carlo
simulation, with which the probabilistic fatigue response of the composite materials
under different types variable loading conditions is evaluated. The probabilistic fatigue
lifetime predicted by using the different probabilistic constant life diagrams is further
analyzed and compared with experimental data.
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2 Theoretical considerations
2.1 Assessment of uncertainty in ε-N curves
S-N or ε-N curves have been used for more than one century to predict the fatigue
behavior of materials based on an interpolation process between experimental constant
amplitude fatigue data. In the present work, ε-N curves (where ε is the normalized
stress respect to the static elastic modulus, ε = σ/E0) are used instead of S-N curves.
In the following, it is described how uncertainties in the ε-N curves are determined from
experimental data. These uncertainties are further propagated through the entire fatigue
lifetime estimation process.
The variability in the ε-N curves is estimated based on constant amplitude fatigue
coupon tests at different R-ratios, where the R-ratio is the ratio between the minimum
and maximum cyclic stress, R = σmin/σmax. A log-log ε-N curve based on the Basquin
equation that follows the form below is assumed to fit experimental data pairs (Nˆ1, εˆamp1),
(Nˆ2, εˆamp2), ..., (Nˆn, εˆampn) and model the fatigue behaviour of the material [45].
logN = logI− b logεamp+ Ôˆ (1)
where N is the number of cycles to failure, εamp is the normalized stress amplitude
respect to the static elastic modulus (i.e. εamp = σamp/E0) and Ôˆ is the fitting error. The
material parameters logI and b are the intercept and the slope of the curve respectively.
Based on Eq. 1, the following equation is considered from now onwards in order to
facilitate the propagation of the ε-N curve uncertainty in constant life diagrams (CLDs),
as described in section 2.2:
logεamp = logK−m logN + Ô (2)
where
logK = logI
b
; m= 1
b
; Ô= Ôˆ
b
(3)
It may be noted that Eq. 2 is only valid in the region between approximately 103 and
106 cycles, where a linear fatigue behaviour of the material in a log-log plot is expected.
The fatigue behaviour in the low-cycle regime or for stresses under an eventual fatigue
limit is not considered in this study.
In Eq. 2, the fitting error Ô is assumed normally distributed with standard deviation
sÔ. The parameters logK and m, and the parameter sÔ, are estimated by the Maximum
Likelihood method by maximizing the LogLikelihood function
L(logK,m,s2Ô ) =
∑n
j=1 log(p(log ˆεampj | log Nˆj ; logK,m,s2Ô )). The slope m is assumed
deterministic since it is usually strongly dependent on logK [6] and the parameters
logK and sÔ are assumed uncorrelated. The parameter slogK , which represents the
4
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physical uncertainty of the material properties, and the parameter ssÔ , which represents
the model uncertainty (i.e., the “unexplained” variance that cannot be attributed to
changes in the intercept of the ε-N curve), are estimated by using the covariance matrix
C, see e.g. [24], as follows:
C= [−H]−1 (4)
where H is the Hessian matrix of second order derivatives of the log-likelihood
function.
Based on this, the variability in the parameter logεamp, slogεamp , which represents
the total uncertainty in the ε-N curve, can be expressed as:
slogεamp =
√
s2logK +s2Ô (5)
Moreover, the variability in the normalized stress amplitude, sεamp , of an ε-N curve
can be approximated by the following expression:
sεamp ≈ |εamp(ln(10)slogεamp)| (6)
And the variability in the number of cycles to failure, sN , for a given normalized
stress amplitude εamp can be thus estimated by:
sN =
1
m
(K) 1−mm
ε
1/m
amp
sεamp (7)
2.2 Uncertainty propagation in constant life diagrams
In the following, we demonstrate how probabilistic constant life diagrams (P-CLDs)
are developed by propagating the above uncertainty in ε-N curves in modified constant
life diagrams. The developed P-CLDs provide a predictive tool for the estimation of
probabilistic ε-N curves for any R-ratio for which no experimental data is available and
provide the option of evaluating the response of the material under any percentage of
survival probability.
2.2.1 Modified constant life diagrams
Constant life diagrams (CLDs) provide a graphical representation of given fatigue lives
and their corresponding safe regime of constant amplitude loading at any R-ratio, see
Fig. 1. By using the CLDs, any S-N curve (or ε-N curve) at R-ratios in which
experimental data has not been taken can be estimated doing an interpolation process
as explained below. The CLDs are commonly divided in four regions: tension-tension
(T-T), tension-compression (T-C), compression-tension (C-T) and
5
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Figure 1: Common representation of deterministic constant life diagrams (CLDs) with four regions
shown from left to right: compression-compression (C-C), compression-tension (C-T), tension-
compression (T-C), and tension-tension (T-T).
compression-compression (C-C), which are bounded by radial lines that represent
known S-N curves (or ε-N curves) at R = −1, R→ 0 (e.g., R = 0.1), R→ ±∞ (e.g.,
R = 10) and at the static case R = 1, usually determined by experimental tests. Note
that R = 1 can indicate either tensile or compressive stress amplitude. Based on this,
any known S-N curve (or ε-N curve) can be estimated by doing an interpolation process
between the known S-N curves and the static strengths σDO (where D is X, Y and S
for on-axis, transverse and in-plane shear fiber direction respectively, and O is T and C
for tension and compression respectively).
The static strengths σDO in common CLDs (see a summary of common CLDs in
[46]) has been adopted due to the lack of information about the fatigue behaviour of
the material at stress amplitude close to zero and high stress mean loading conditions
(i.e. R→ 1). This assumption represents a deficiency of common CLDs that lead to
no accurate fatigue life predictions at R-ratios close to R = 1 at T-T and C-C loading
conditions, see e.g. [14]. This can be explained from a material point of view, in which
the damage mechanisms developed in the material under static loading conditions are
different than those developed under fatigue loading conditions. For example, Huther and
Brøndsted showed in [14] that the quasi-static mechanical properties of unidirectional
glass fiber reinforced composites are not influenced by the curing cycle. However, when
elevated temperatures are applied during the curing and higher residual stresses are
generated, the fatigue performance of the UD material decreases considerably.
Taking into account the implication of this deficiency in common CLDs, a modified
6
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Figure 2: Probabilistic constant life diagram (P-CLD). Thick lines represent the mean. Thin
lines represent the predictions limits corresponding to the desired number of standard deviations
from the mean.
CLD is proposed in this study, see Fig. 2. The proposed CLD is represented on the
εamp−R plane to provide a better visualization of the variability in the predicted fatigue
behavior, as described in section 2.2. In this CLD, the normalized static strengths εDO
(i.e., εDO = σDO/E0) in tension and compression are replaced by experimental ε-N curves
at R-ratios that tend to 1 from the left and the right (i.e. at T-T and C-C loading
conditions), respectively. In this way, the interpolation process at T-T and C-C regions
is carried out based only on fatigue input data, eliminating the need of using the static
strengths. Selecting ε-N curves at R-ratios closer to 1 (e.g. R = 0.9 and R = 1.1) will
allow covering a wider range of loading conditions.
By using the proposed CLD, any ε-N curve is determined as vertical lines proceeding
from the corresponding R′ ratio on the x-axis. As an example, the ε-N curve shown at
the upper-left corner of Fig. 2 corresponds to the ε-N curve represented as a vertical
dashed line emerging from the R′ ratio on the x-axis in the P-CLD diagram.
As shown in Fig. 2, the values of R-ratio vary depending on the load condition region.
For C-C region, for example, the R-ratio values increase from R→ 1+ to R→ +∞;
whereas for C-T region, the R-ratio values vary from R→ −∞ to R = −1. For T-C
region, the R-ratio values increase from R = −1 to R→ 0; and for T-T region, the R-
ratio values vary from R→ 0 to R→ 1−. They were plotted in this way to provide a
better visualization of the constant life lines.
Moreover, the mean value of the constant life lines is represented as thick lines,
whereas the number of standard deviation values from the mean are represented as thin
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lines. The behaviour of these constant life lines varies with each fatigue loading condition
(i.e. C-C, C-T, T-C, T-T) depending on the known ε-N curves used as input data and
on the implemented interpolation method.
In this work, two different interpolation methods are analyzed: piecewise linear
(PWL) and piecewise non-linear (PWNL). The PWL and PWNL methods were
implemented by Philippidis and Vassilopoulos [33, 34] and Vassilopoulos etal [47]
respectively, to create CLDs in which the interpolation process is carried out between
multiple sub-regions defined by known S-N curves. These CLDs have shown good
accuracy of the fatigue predictions compared with other CLDs, see e.g. in [47]. Based
on these CLDs, modified PWL and PWNL interpolation equations at T-T and C-C
loading conditions are developed in present work, see Appendix A.
It is worth mentioning that discontinuities at R=±∞ and R= 0 might appear if the
deterministic CLD used to build the P-CLD implements an independent interpolation
process at each loading condition region (i.e., C-C, C-T, T-C and T-T), as the PWL and
PWNL CLDs used in this work, see e.g., Fig. 2. In those cases, non-accurate estimations
might be obtained if the R−ratio to be analyzed, R′, is located between the known ε-N
curve at R→ ±∞ (e.g., R = 10) and R = ±∞, and between the known ε-N curve at
R→ 0 (e.g., R = 0.1) and R = 0. In this sense, the range of R−ratios affected by this
limitation can be minimized by using known ε-N curves at R−ratios as close as possible
to R=±∞ and R= 0.
2.2.2 Probabilistic constant life diagrams
Based on modified PWL and PWNL constant life diagrams, two different probabilistic
constant life diagrams, P-CLDs, were developed: probabilistic piecewise linear
(P-PWL) and probabilistic piecewise non-linear (P-PWNL). The P-CLDs were
developed by propagating the uncertainty in the ε-N curves in the deterministic CLDs
by using first-order Taylor series, see e.g. [13]. In this method, a quantity
z = f(x1,x2, ...,xNx) depending on Nx stochastic variables is linearized by
approximation to a first-order Taylor series expansion, as follows:
z−µz =
Nx∑
i=1
∂f
∂xi
(xi−µxi) (8)
where all higher-order terms are assumed to be negligible and µz = f(µ1,µ2, ...,µNx).
The variance of z is estimated by the expectation of the squared deviation (z−µz)2,
i.e. E[(z−µz)2] = s2z, which can be written as:
s2z =
Nx∑
i=1
( ∂f
∂xi
)2
s2i +2
Nx−1∑
i=1
Nx∑
j=i+1
∂
∂xi
∂
∂xj
sisjρij (9)
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where s2i = E[(xi−µxi)2] is the variance of xi and ρij is the correlation coefficient of
xi and xj .
For the construction of the P-CLDs, the normalized stress amplitude of an unknown
ε-N curve, ε′amp, is assumed as the quantity z in Eqs. (8) and (9). The function f and
the parameters xi depend on the interpolation method used by each deterministic CLD
in each of the four regions (i.e. T-T, C-C, T-C, C-T). For example, by using the modified
PWL diagram, any normalized stress amplitude ε′amp at a corresponding stress ratio R′
can be estimated by interpolating between the known normalized stress amplitudes εampi
and corresponding known stress ratios Ri, see Eq. 16 in Appendix A. Whereas by using
the PWNL diagram, the estimation of any ε′amp also depends on these parameters except
on Ri, see Eqs. 17-20 in Appendix A.
ε′amp,PWL = f(εampi,Ri,R′) (10)
ε′amp,PWNL = f(εampi,R′) (11)
The Ri and R′ ratios are assumed as deterministic values as their uncertainty is
typically small compared to the contribution from the other factors. Then, it can be
demonstrated that any normalized stress amplitude ε′amp can be estimated as a function
only of the known normalized stress amplitude εampi, which is considered as the stochastic
variable. Based on this, it can be shown that Eq. 9 leads to the following equation which
can be used to estimate the model uncertainty sε′amp in each region (i.e. at T-T, T-C,
C-T, C-C) of the selected CLDs:
s2ε′amp =
2∑
i=1
( ∂f
∂εampi
)2
s2εampi (12)
where ∂f/∂εampi is the partial derivative of the interpolation function used by each
CLD with respect to the known normalized stress amplitude εampi and sεampi is the
variability in the ε-N curves defined in Eq 6.
The variability in the number of cycles to failure, sN , for a given normalized stress
amplitude ε′amp from an interpolated ε-N curve can be estimated by Eq. 7.
2.3 Uncertainty propagation in cumulative damage models
The P-CLDs discussed in the previous section give an estimation of the variability in the
number of cycles to failure sN . This variability is the propagated physical uncertainty in
the fatigue capacity of materials subjected to uni-axial stress state and under constant-
amplitude loading. Applying the model based on multiple constant-amplitude tests to
variable amplitude loading requires a cumulative damage model (e.g. Palmgren-Miner’s
rule, [32, 26]) which is also associated with a certain model uncertainty.
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Several cumulative damage models have been suggested previously by different
authors, see summary in [9]. However, most of them are not well suited for design
purposes since they must be fitted to a specific loading condition to gain more accuracy.
Even though the level of accuracy of the Palmgren-Miner’s rule for predicting the
fatigue lifetime of composite materials under variable loading may be objected due that
it is based on the assumption of linear damage accumulation, this rule is considered in
the present study since it is currently the most widely used damage accumulation
model. Eventual inaccuracy in the Palmgren-Miner’s rule should not have a significant
impact on the outcomes of the present study where the proposed model only considers
the reliability level of the rule, as described further.
Based on the Palmgren-Miner’s rule, a reliability analysis using the Monte Carlo
simulation method was carried out to propagate the model uncertainties of the P-CLDs
in the cumulative damage model. Performing a reliability analysis, the probability of
failure, Pf , of the composite laminates corresponding to a specified structural requirement
is evaluated considering the uncertainties that may influence it. This methodology is
suggested for this analysis because it can be applied as a starting point for more detailed
analyses of composite structures under variable amplitude loading (e.g. wind turbine
blades, etc.), in which the probability of failure corresponding to a specified reference
period and its consequences in terms of costs may be of interest.
In a reliability analysis, the failure events are described by a functional relation called
limit state function g(x) [7]. In the present study, the following limit state function is
implemented, which relates the resistance (or structural requirement) r of the laminate
with the load effect q to which the laminate is subjected, as a function of the stochastic
variables x:
g(x) = r− q(x) = r−
∑
i
ni
Ni(x)
(13)
where ni is the number of cycles with a normalized stress amplitude εampi and stress
ratio Ri, and Ni is the number of cycles to failure at εampi and Ri.
As shown, the load effect q is assumed equal to the Palmgren-Miner’s cumulative
fatigue damage ∑ini/Ni, which assumes a proportionality of the damage fraction at
each stress level in a variable amplitude loading and then adding the damage fractions
for all the levels together. The actual number of cycles ni at each stress level is assumed
deterministic and determined as described in section 3.2, whereas the number of cycles
to failure Ni at each stress level is assumed stochastic with standard deviation sNi . For
uni-axial stress states the main value of Ni is determined by using Eq. 2 once the
corresponding ε-N curve is estimated by implementing any desired deterministic CLD,
whereas the standard deviation sNi is estimated by using Eq. 7 .
In addition, the resistance r is assumed deterministic and equal to the
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Palmgren-Miner’s limit damage fraction. This limit damage fraction is commonly
adopted equal to the unity (i.e. r = 1); however, several studies have shown that the
limit damage fraction may take other values for composite materials, especially under
variable-amplitude loading [45, 21, 5, 4]. According to these studies, the limit damage
fraction could be smaller or larger than the value of unity depending on the stress
amplitude, the R-ratio and the load sequence; however, it is still not well understood
how the limit factors affect the variable loading fatigue life of composites.
Based on this limitation, the resistance r is assumed equal to the experimental limit
damage fraction to make possible a comparison between the estimated and the empirical
probabilities of failure. The resistance r is calculated then using the following equation:
r =
∑
i
ni(exp)
Ni(x)
(14)
where ni(exp) are the experimental number of cycles at the time of failure for each
normalized stress amplitude εampi and stress ratio Ri, and Ni(x) are the stochastic
allowable number of cycles to failure calculated by using the P-CLDs.
Once q and r in Eq. 13 are established, the probability of failure Pf can be estimated
by:
Pf =
1
Nx
NX∑
j=1
1g(Xj)≤0 (15)
where Nx is the number of random trials and 1g(xj)≤0 is the zero-one indicator
function. In order to limit the uncertainty in the failure probability to a coefficient of
variation of less than 10%, a number of random trials equal to 100/P ′f was taken [40],
where P ′f is the expected probability of failure. The expected probability of failure was
assumed equal to P ′f = 5× 10−4, which is similar to what is expected from the IEC
61400-1 standard [15] for applications in wind turbines blades. The random trials were
carried out by generating pseudorandom, independent, Normally distributed samples
with zero mean and unit variance, which were then transformed to represent the
required statistical distributions of the random variables in the reliability model.
3 Experimental data
3.1 Materials
The test data used in this study were taken from the OptiDat database [29]. Tests on two
different Glass/Epoxy laminates were analyzed. The first one was an uni-directional (UD)
E-glass/epoxy laminate and the second one was a multi-directional (MD) [[±45/0]4/±45]
E-glass/epoxy laminate, both characterized by the Knowledge Centre - Wind turbine
Materials and Constructions (WMC). The ε-N curves at R=−1,10 and 0.1 were used in
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both cases to build the P-CLDs. In addition, for the UD material, ε-N curves at R= 0.9
and 1.1 were used as the ε-N curves at R-ratios that tend to 1 from the left and the right;
whereas for the MD material, ε-N curves at R= 0.5 and 2.0 were used for this purpose,
respectively.
Furthermore, experimental ε-N curves at different R−ratios were utilized to validate
the prediction capabilities of the developed P-CLDs and the propagated uncertainties in
the cumulative damage at the different loading conditions regions (i.e., C-C, C-T, T-C,
and T-T). For the UD material, experimental ε-N curves at R = 2.0,−2.5,−0.4 and 0.5
were used for this purpose; whereas for the MD material, experimental ε-N curves at
R = −2.5 and −0.4 were used in this sense. Unfortunately, no experimental ε-N curves
at C-C and T-T loading conditions were available to validate the predicted response of
the MD material in these regions.
3.2 Loading conditions
Different cycle loading conditions were analyzed in order to validate the output of the P-
CLDs and the cumulative damage model. Tests under constant amplitude cycle loading at
different R-ratios were used with the P-CLDs, while two different variable amplitude cycle
loading sequences were applied in evaluating the cumulative damage model: repeated
block tests (RBT) and spectrum tests.
The RBTs presented in OptiDat database [29] were a sequence of two types of
alternating constant amplitude cyclic load blocks, each under different R-ratios and
load levels, which were repeated until failure. Three R-ratios were evaluated:
R = −1,10 and 0.1. Three load levels were also evaluated referred to as level 1b, 2 and
3, which led to a mean lifetime of 5×103, 5×104 and 106 cycles respectively.
The summary of the RBTs analyzed in this study is presented in Table 1. The RBTs
were carried out for the MD material. The first column of the table indicates the letter
code used in OptiDat database [29] for the different RBTs. For example, the letter code
‘RBTC1b2’ corresponds to a RBT coded ‘C’, which has a first block at R = −1 and
level 1b, and a second block at R = −1 and level 2. The second and third columns of
the Table 1 indicates the R-ratios of the first and second block respectively. The fourth
and fifth columns indicate the load level in terms of the maximum normalized stresses,
εmax, which were assumed equal to the mean value of the maximum normalized stresses
applied during the experiments. Note that the normalized stress amplitude can be easily
compute as εamp = εmax(1−R)/2. The sixth and seventh columns correspond to the
block lengths, nlen, which are repeated until failure. The total amount of these cycles for
each Ri-ratio correspond to the actual number of cycles ni in Eq. 13.
Besides the RBTs, three types of standardized loading spectrum were analyzed for
the UD and MD materials: WISPER (W), WISPERX (WX) and NEW WISPER
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Table 1: Summary of analyzed repeated block tests for MD material. Data taken from OptiDat
database [29]
Test ID R1 R2 ε(R1)max ε(R1)max n(R1)len n
(R2)
len
(%) (%) (cycles) (cycles)
RBTC1b2 -1 -1 0.846 0.662 50 500
RBTD1b3 -1 -1 0.847 0.485 50 10.000
RBTE1b2 0.1 0.1 1.249 0.991 50 500
RBTF1b3 0.1 0.1 1.237 0.727 50 10.000
RBTG21b -1 0.1 0.672 1.235 500 50
RBTI1b1b 10 0.1 -0.116 1.230 50 50
(NW), see Fig. 3. WISPER (WInd turbine reference SPEctRum) is a standardized
loading spectrum developed by an international working group formed by 14 different
institutes and manufactures in 1988 [42]. It is based on flapwise blade bending data on
nine horizontal-axis wind turbines with blades made of different materials and with
different swept areas and installation sites. The spectrum is defined by 132,711 cycles
subjected mainly to T-T loading conditions, see Fig. 3-a. The cycles are grouped in 64
spectrum-load levels with the maximum at spectrum-load level 64 and the zero-load at
spectrum-load level 25 (defining the spectrum-load levels as non-dimensional range-sizes
obtained from a rainflow counting procedure on the analyzed spectrum). WISPERX is
a shortened version of WISPER in which all cycles with magnitude smaller than 17
(expressed in WISPER levels) are discarded, yielding a smaller sequence of 12,831
cycles [42]. NEW WISPER was developed in 2005 by a work group consisting of five
representatives from the wind energy industry [27]. It was developed to consider new
tendencies of the wind turbine technology based on an extensive database with more
than 2600 hours of measurements. The spectrum is composed by 47,733 cycles
subjected mainly to T-C and T-T loading conditions, see Fig. 3-b. The cycles are
grouped in 54 spectrum-load levels with the maximum at spectrum-load level 37 and
the minimum at spectrum-load level -17. All spectra are non-dimensional, which allows
scaling them to reach desired loading conditions by multiplying the spectrum-load
levels by a suitable factor.
The summary of the spectrum tests analyzed in this study is shown in Table 2. Both
UD and MD materials were evaluated under two load levels referred to as level 1 (L1) and
level 3 (L3), which lead to a mean lifetime of 103 and 106 cycles respectively [28] (note
that these load levels are different than the spectrum-load levels described previously).
Cycles at T-T loading condition with R-ratios higher than 0.5 were not considered for the
MD material case since the experimental ε-N curves used for the interpolation process in
this loading condition region are at R= 0.1 and 0.5. The effect of the suppressed cycles
on the fatigue life predictions is assumed negligible since they are few compared with the
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Figure 3: Spectrum load level-R-N matrix of (a) WISPER andWISPERX and (b) NEWWISPER
spectra
Table 2: Summary of analyzed spectrum tests for UD and MD materials. Data taken from
OptiDat database [29]
Material Test ID εmax nlen
(%) (cycles)
UD W-L1 1.195 132,711
UD W-L3 0.930 132,711
MD W-L1 1.296 132,544
MD W-L3 0.982 132,544
MD WX-L3 0.905 12,831
MD NW-L1 0.971 47,704
MD NW-L3 0.867 47,704
total number of applied cycles: 167 cycles for WISPER spectrum and 29 cycles for NEW
WISPER spectrum (i.e. 0.12% and 0.06% of the total number of cycles, respectively)
and the load levels are small compared with the ones attained at other load ratios, see
Fig. 3.
In Table 2, the first column indicates the analyzed material. The second column
indicates the letter code of the test, which relates the type of test (i.e. W, WX and NW)
with the load level (i.e. L1 and L3). The third column indicates the factors used to
scale the spectra, which were assumed equal to the mean value of the maximum stresses
applied during the experiment tests. The fourth column corresponds to the spectrum
length, nlen, which is repeated until failure. The total amount of these cycles for each
stress level in the spectrum correspond to the actual number of cycles ni in Eq. 13.
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Table 3: Variability in on-axis ε-N curves at different R-ratios estimated from fatigue coupon
tests for UD and MD materials.
R m logK sÔ slogK CoV(sÔ) CoV(logK) slogεamp Test n
(-) (-) (-) (-) (%) (%) (-)
UD 1.1 0.02 -3.15 0.0087 0.0223 27.59 -0.71 0.0093 8
10.0 0.01 -2.26 0.0206 0.0344 22.82 -1.52 0.0215 11
-1.0 0.09 -1.64 0.0362 0.0629 24.31 -3.83 0.0380 10
0.1 0.11 -1.76 0.0131 0.0228 19.08 -1.30 0.0135 15
0.9 0.07 -2.75 0.0233 0.0657 24.46 -2.39 0.0244 10
MD 2.0 0.03 -2.30 0.0104 0.0301 29.81 -1.31 0.0111 7
10.0 0.01 -2.24 0.0137 0.0354 25.55 -1.58 0.0145 9
-1.0 0.08 -1.80 0.0280 0.0289 18.57 -1.61 0.0288 16
0.1 0.09 -1.96 0.0249 0.0494 22.89 -2.52 0.0260 11
0.5 0.12 -2.00 0.0134 0.0717 38.06 -3.59 0.0147 5
4 Results
4.1 Uncertainty in the ε−N curves
The ε-N curve parameter m and logK and the corresponding coefficient of variation,
CoVm and CoVlogK , for the evaluated materials subjected to uni-axial fatigue loading
conditions at different R-ratios are presented in Table 3. According to Eq. 5 and
considering the slope m of the ε-N curves deterministic as described in section 2.1,
Table 3 also presents the variability in the intercept parameter K, slogK , the variability
of the residuals, sÔ, and the total variability of the ε-N curves, slogεamp . Note that these
uncertainties represent the uncertainty in the fatigue material properties (i.e. in the ε-N
curves) and that the uncertainties in the static material properties, in the load and in
the geometry were not taken into account in this work.
As shown in Table 3, the fitting residuals which represent the physical uncertainty due
to material variation seem to have the largest contribution to the total model variance
of the ε-N curves, since the variability of the residuals sÔ is almost identical to the total
variability of the model slogεamp , see Eq. 5. For both materials the highest slogεamp
variability was reported at T-C loading cases (i.e. R=−1).
4.2 Propagated uncertainties in constant life diagrams
Probabilistic constant life diagrams (P-CLDs) were developed by propagating the
uncertainty in the mechanical properties of the materials in deterministic CLDs, see e.g.
in Fig 4. As shown, the behaviour the fatigue life predictions of the developed P-PWL
and P-PWNL diagrams varies with each fatigue loading condition. For T-C loading
conditions, the fatigue life predictions of both P-CLDs are the same because they use
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Figure 4: P-PWL and P-PWNL constant life diagrams for UD material. Thick lines represent
the mean, thin lines represent ±2 standard deviations from the mean.
the same linear interpolation method in this region, as explained in Appendix A.
Whereas for the other loading conditions, both P-CLDs use different interpolation
methods leading to different fatigue life predictions. In the following, the validation of
predicted fatigue lifetime with respect to experimental data is presented.
4.2.1 Validation with experimental data
A comparison between the variability in the different ε-N curves of the materials
estimated by using the developed P-PWL and P-PWNL diagrams, s′logεamp , and the
variability obtained from the experimental ε-N curves by using the Maximum
Likelihood method, sexplogεamp , is presented in Table 4 and represented graphically in Fig.
4-6. In Fig. 4-6, the experimental and estimated probabilistic ε-N curves are plotted, as
an example, with 95.45% prediction limits (i.e., within two standard deviations of the
mean); however, other prediction limits can be used according to the design needs.
As shown in Table 4 and Fig. 4-6, the variability estimated by the P-CLDs is similar
to each other and comparable with the variability obtained from the experimental data.
In most of the cases, the estimated variability is lower than the experimental one except
for the UD material at R=−2.5.
In addition, the ability of the developed P-CLDs to predict accurate ε-N curves
depends on the material and varies with the loading conditions, see Fig. 5 and 6. For
the UD material, predicted ε-N curves are accurate at T-C and C-C loading conditions
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Table 4: Comparison between the variability in the ε-N curves estimated by using the P-CLDs,
s′logεamp ,
and the variability fitted from experimental data, sexplogεamp , for UD and MD materials.
sexplogεamp s
′
logεamp
R Test n P-PWL P-PWNL
UD 2.01 11 0.0273 0.0126 0.0212
-2.52 8 0.0185 0.0215 0.0230
-0.43 7 0.0320 0.0216 0.0216
0.54 9 0.0202 0.0129 0.0122
MD -2.55 4 0.0385 0.0274 0.0254
-0.46 14 0.0376 0.0297 0.0297
for both low-cycle (LCF) and high-cycle (HCF) fatigue, see Fig. 5-a and 5-b. For C-T
loading conditions, the P-PWL diagram predicts accurate values for all normalized stress
levels, whereas the P-PNWL diagram predicts accurate values only at LCF fatigue, see
Fig. 5-d. For T-T loading conditions, the accuracy level of the P-PNWL diagram is good
and higher than the accuracy level of the P-PWL diagram, see Fig. 5-c.
For the MD material, the levels of accuracy of the P-CLDs decreases compared to the
UD material, see Fig.6. For evaluated loading conditions (i.e. T-C and C-T), predictions
are more accurate at LCF regimens, being the ones obtained from the P-PWNL diagram
the most accurate in general.
4.3 Propagated uncertainties in cumulative damage models
4.3.1 Validation with experimental data for repeated block loading
The reliability level of predicted fatigue lifetime of MD coupons under different repeated
block loading tests (RBTs) described in section 3.2 is presented in Fig. 7. In most cases
the estimated variability is in good agreement with the variability in the experimental
data, except for the estimations of the RBTI1b1b tests which showed high variability.
Furthermore, different Palmgren-Miners limit damage fractions r were found in the
repeat block tests, see Fig. 7. The RBTF1b3 test presented the smallest limit damage
fraction (i.e. r = 0.40) and the RBTI1b1b test presented the highest one (i.e. r = 3.93),
whereas the RBTE1b2 test had a limit damage fraction r = 1.16 which was the closest
to the unity value.
4.3.2 Validation with experimental data for spectrum loading
The reliability level of estimated fatigue lifetime of the UD and MD materials under
different spectrum loading conditions described in section 3.2 is presented in Fig. 8.
The estimated variability was lower than the experimental variability for most of the
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Figure 5: Propagated uncertainties in predicted ε-N curves and experimental data for UD
material. Thick lines represent the mean, thin lines represent ±2 standard deviations from the
mean. Same legend for all figures.
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mean. Same legend for both figures.
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Figure 7: Comparison of estimated variability in Palmgren-Miner’s rule and experimental data
for repeated block tests for MD material.
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Figure 8: Comparison of estimated variability in Palmgren-Miner’s rule and experimental data
for spectrum tests for UD and MD materials.
evaluated cases. However, for W-L1, W-L3, WX-L3 and NW-L1 cases (see test ID in
Table 2) of the MD material the estimated variability and the experimental variability
were in very good agreement.
In addition, the predicted reliability levels were not considerably affected by the
different P-CLDs. For WISPER and WISPERX spectra the P-PWNL diagram
presented a slightly more variability than the P-PWL diagram, whereas for NEW
WISPER spectrum the variability of both P-CLDs was very similar to each other, see
e.g. in Fig. 9.
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Table 5: Estimated Palmgren-Miner’s limit damage fraction in spectrum tests for UD and MD
materials for developed P-CLDs.
r(−)
Material Test ID P-PWNL P-PWL
UD W-L1 0.24 0.08
UD W-L3 0.20 0.06
MD W-L1 2.40 1.77
MD W-L3 2.08 1.81
MD WX-L3 0.89 0.77
MD NW-L1 0.22 0.20
MD NW-L3 0.22 0.21
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Figure 9: Comparison of variability in Palmgren-Miner’s rule estimated by using different P-CLDs
and experimental data for spectrum tests.
On the other hand, different Palmgren-Miner’s limit damage fractions r were also
found in the spectrum tests, see Table 5. The limit damage fractions depended not only
on the type of test but also on the P-CLDs. For all spectra the r fractions related to the
P-PWNL diagram were much higher than that for the P-PWL diagram. Moreover, a big
difference between the calculated r-fractions for the UD and MD materials was found,
in which for W-L1 load level the r-fractions of the UD material were between 10 and 20
times smaller than that of the MD material as shown in Table 5.
It is worth mentioning that the estimated probabilities of failure obtained in all the
evaluated cases shown in Fig. 7-9 vary from 5×10−4 to 1, which are consistent with the
assumption made in section 2.3 regarding the expected probability of failure, P ′f , used to
calculate the number of random trials Nx.
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5 Discussion
5.1 Evaluation of the probabilistic constant life diagrams
The results presented in section 4.2 show that reliable fatigue life predictions of composite
materials subject to constant amplitude and uni-axial loading can be obtained by using
the proposed P-CLDs, which were developed by propagating the uncertainty in ε-N curves
in common constant life diagrams.
By using the developed P-CLDs, probabilistic fatigue lifetime estimations can be
efficiently calculated by doing an interpolation process between known ε-N curves, see
section 2.2. This means that the allowable number of cycles and their variability under
different load levels and R-ratios can be estimated instantaneously without using any
iterative process.
Comparisons of the estimated probabilistic ε-N curves and the experimental data in
Table 4 and Fig. 5 and 6 show a good agreement with each other. In most of the cases,
the predicted variability was lower than that predicted from the experiments, which
could be due to the fact that only the uncertainty in the mechanical properties of the
materials was taken into account. Deeper studies considering other uncertainty sources
during the manufacturing and testing process as those described in [28] (e.g. geometry,
fibre alignment, loading conditions, etc.) may lead to even more reliable fatigue life
predictions.
Moreover, the performance of the P-CLDs depends not only on the reliability level of
the predictions but also on their level of accuracy, understanding as level of accuracy the
closeness of the mean of the estimations to the mean of the experimental data. For T-T
and C-C loading conditions, for example, high level of accuracy was obtained by replacing
the static strengths for ε-N curves at R-ratios close to 1 (as described in section 3.1),
especially when the P-PWNL diagram was used, see Fig. 5-b and 5-c.
For T-C and C-T loading conditions, proposed P-CLDs also predict allowable number
of cycles with high level of accuracy for UD materials (see Fig. 5); however, the level
of accuracy seems to decrease for MD materials (see Fig. 6), especially at low-cycle
(LCF) fatigue and C-T loading conditions. This could be due to the fact that different
damage mechanisms are involved in both materials under fatigue loading conditions.
For UD materials, for example, fiber-bridged matrix cracking and interfacial debonding
between the fibers and the matrix seem to be the damage mechanisms that lead to the
final failure [11]; whereas for MD materials, transverse cracks and delaminations are the
driving damage mechanisms [38]. This makes the fatigue behavior of both materials
different and, therefore, creates the needed of designing further improved P-CLDs for
MD materials.
According to obtained results, a new P-CLD diagram that combines the prediction
capabilities of the P-PWL and P-PWNL diagrams at the different loading conditions in
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only one P-CLD could improve even more the accuracy level and the reliability level of the
predictions. For UD materials, for example, a good combination would be: a P-PWNL
diagram at T-T and C-C loading conditions; a P-PWL diagram at C-T loading conditions;
and either P-PWL or P-PWNL diagrams at T-C loading conditions since they are both
the same in this region. For MD material, the P-PWNL diagram seems to provide better
predictions at T-C and C-T loading conditions. Unfortunately, experimental data to
evaluate and validate the predictions capabilities of the P-CLDs was available only for
T-C and C-T loading conditions and, therefore no conclusions in this regards could be
obtained at T-T and C-C loading conditions.
In addition, note that Fig. 4-6 were plotted with 95.45% prediction limits, which
correspond to data values within two standard deviations of the mean (i.e.,µ±2s). This
was plotted in this way only as an example; however, the designer can used the
developed P-CLDs to evaluate the response of the material under any percentage of
survival probability depending on the desired application.
5.2 Evaluation of predicted probabilistic fatigue lifetime for variable
amplitude loading
Comparisons between the estimated probability of failure and the empirical cumulative
distribution functions presented in the section 4.3, show that reliable fatigue life
predictions of composite materials under variable amplitude loading conditions can be
obtained when the variability in ε-N curves is propagated in the Palmgren-Miner’s rule
through the Monte Carlo simulation.
The probability of failure estimated by implementing the proposed methodology
seems to be affected by the variability in the input ε-N curves (i.e. the experimental
ε-N curves). The higher accuracy of the variability in the input ε-N curves, the higher
reliability level of the fatigue life estimations. This can be observed by doing a
comparison between the results obtained from the repeated block tests and the ones
obtained from the spectrum tests. For the repeated block tests, the estimated
probability of failure was accurate in most of the cases (see Fig. 7) because the
estimations were carried out based on the variability in the experimental ε-N curves at
R = 0.1, −1 and 10 (i.e. based on the real variability), see Table 1. Whereas for the
spectrum tests, the estimated probability of failure was lower than the experimental one
in most of the cases (see Fig. 8) because the probabilistic ε-N curves at the R-ratios
that conform the evaluated spectra (see Fig. 3) were predicted by using the P-CLDs.
And, as described in section 5.1, the variability predicted by the P-CLDs can be lower
than the real one (see Fig. 5 and 6) because the P-CLDs only consider the uncertainty
in the ε-N curves.
The estimated probability of failure is also affected by the slopem of the ε-N curves as
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Figure 10: Experimental ε-N curves of MD material at R= 10 and R= 0.1
also discussed in [22]. The lower the ε-N curve slope, the greater effect on the estimated
reliability level. This can be observed, for example, with the high variability predicted in
the RBTI1b1 test case, see Fig. 7-b. The RBTI1b1 tests were carried out with alternating
R-ratios at R = 10 and R = 0.1 (see Table 1), being the slope of the known ε-N curve
at R = 10 much lower than that at R = 0.1, see Fig. 10. Even though the variability in
the known ε-N curve at R = 10 is lower than the variability in the known ε-N curve at
R= 0.1 (see Table 3), its effect on the predicted fatigue lifetime is much higher because
for any given loading level the failure could occur in a very wide range of cycles.
This effect of the slope of the ε−N curves on the predicted fatigue life is more critical
at R−ratios in the C-C loading region where the slopes are very low (see e.g. in Fig.
4). This explains why reliable predictions were obtained in general for the evaluated
spectrum tests (see. Fig. 8), since not R−ratios at C-C loading conditions are presented
in these spectra, see Fig. 3. Further improvements of the prediction capabilities of the
proposed reliability model at the C-C loading conditions are, therefore, needed in order
to obtain more realistic predictions at this fatigue loading region.
Furthermore, the effect of the selected P-CLD on the predicted reliability level is in
general small as shown in Fig. 9. The small differences between the predictions obtained
from the P-PWL and P-PWNL diagrams seem to depend on the loading conditions
(i.e. R-ratios) that the laminate is subjected to during the loading. For WISPER and
WISPERX spectrum loading, for example, the variability estimated by both P-CLDs is
a bit different because the laminate is subjected mainly to T-T loading conditions, in
which predictions obtained from the P-PWNL diagram are different than those obtained
from the P-PWL diagram, see e.g. in Fig. 4. Whereas for the NEW WISPER spectrum,
the variability estimated by both P-CLDs is similar to each other because many of the
R-ratios in the spectrum are in T-C (see e.g. Fig. 3-b) and the P-CLDs predict the same
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fatigue behavior under this loading condition, see e.g. in Fig. 4.
Moreover, the efficiency of predicting fatigue lifetime using the developed P-CLDs is
very useful for this type of analysis in which several load levels and R-ratios are involved
during the loading, see e.g. Fig. 3. By using the developed P-CLDs, probabilistic
ε-N curves for all load conditions in the spectrum can be instantaneously estimated
as described in section 5.1. This may be also useful for structural reliability analysis
and reliability-based structural design of composite structures under complex loading
conditions (e.g. wind turbine blades) in which complex geometries, layups and different
types of materials are also involved.
5.2.1 Comments about the accuracy of Palmgren-Miner’s rule for composite
materials
The level of accuracy of the Palmgren-Miner’s rule for predicting the fatigue lifetime of
composite materials is still questionable in the composite field since it does not consider
possible non-linearities during the progressive damage of the material when it is subject
to different fatigue loading conditions. Even though the understanding of the level of
accuracy of the Palmgren-Miner’s rule in composite materials is not the aim of this
paper, few comments in this regard can be made based on obtained results.
The results presented in Fig. 7-8 and Table 5 show that the Palmgren-Miner’s fatigue
limit r can take either higher or lower values than the one at failure, which agrees with
several studies about the effect of the load sequence on variable loading fatigue life of
composites [2, 49, 12, 16, 31, 1].
Kawai et al showed in [21], for example, that the Palmgren-Miner’s rule predicts
satisfactorily the fatigue failure of woven fabric carbon/epoxy laminates under alternating
R-ratios, R1 and R2, with an accuracy of a factor of two, i.e. 0.5 < r < 2. However,
this range seems not be applicable to unidirectional and multi-directional E-glass/Epoxy
laminates according to the results found in present work, in which values of r out of this
range were obtained for the RBTC1b2 and RBTI1b1b block tests, see Fig. 7. Moreover,
a similar behavior was also obtained for the spectrum tests as shown in Table 9.
Even though most of the r-limits estimated in this work by using Eq. 14 were in
good agreement with the predicted Miner’s sum presented in [30], it is not possible to
establish a clear statement of the level of accuracy of the Palmgren-Miner’s rule for
composite materials based on analyzed experimental data. Further studies that consider
the damage evolution of composite materials with different layup configurations and
under different loading conditions are still needed in order to get a better understanding
of the accuracy of the Palmgren-Miner’s rule for these materials.
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6 CONCLUSIONS
6 Conclusions
The fatigue behaviour of composite materials could be highly affected by the variability in
the material properties and in other factors, such as loading, geometry and environmental
conditions. In this paper, we analyzed the benefits of considering the variability in the
ε-N curves during the fatigue lifetime estimation of composite laminates. Uni-directional
and multi-directional Glass/Epoxy laminates under different stress ratios, load levels and
cycle loading conditions were analyzed.
We developed probabilistic fatigue lifetime diagrams, P-CLDs, by propagating the
variability of the ε-N curves in existing linear and non-linear constant lifetime diagrams.
By using the developed P-CLDs, probabilistic ε-N curves at any load level and R-ratio
could be efficiently estimated without using any iterative process. It was shown that the
variability in the ε-N curves estimated by the P-CLDs is comparable with that estimated
from the experimental data. Moreover, compared with common CLDs, better predictions
at T-T and C-C loading conditions were obtained with the developed P-CLDs because
they use experimental ε-N curves at R-ratios that tend to 1 from the left and the right
to carry out the interpolation process instead of the static strengths. In addition, it
was found that the probabilistic piecewise non-linear diagram provides more accurate
estimations than the probabilistic piecewise linear diagram.
We also carried out a reliability analysis for fatigue limit state in order to estimate
the probability of failure of composite laminates under variable amplitude loading
cycles, considering the variability in their mechanical properties. By applying the
Monte Carlo simulation method, the reliability of the laminate is determined using a
limit state equation based on the Palmgren-Miner’s rule. The limit equation contains as
stochastic variables the number of cycles to failure related to the different load level
and R-ratio in the loading, which are estimated by using the developed P-CLDs. The
reliability analysis was evaluated for repeated block tests and spectrum fatigue data
using WISPER, WISPERX and NEW WISPER standardized load spectra for wind
turbine blades. By doing a comparison with experimental data, this study showed that
reliable fatigue lifetime predictions of composite materials under variable amplitude
loading cycles can be efficiently obtained by using the proposed reliability analysis.
Further research should be done in order to consider the uncertainty in other factors
that may affect the fatigue behavior of the composite materials such as the geometry and
the loading conditions. Moreover, probabilistic fatigue analysis of composite under multi-
axial stress state may be also of interest within the framework of an industrial application,
such as wind turbine blades. Finally, further studies regarding the application of the
Palmgren-Miner’s rule in composite materials are also needed to improve the accuracy
of theoretical calculations.
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A Appendix
A simplified version of the Piecewise Linear CLD developed by Philippidis and
Vassilopoulos [33, 34] and a modified version of the Piecewise Non-Linear CLD
developed by Vassilopoulos etal [47] are presented in this section. The proposed
versions do not consider the static strengths during the interpolation process at T-T
and C-C loading conditions. Instead, experimental ε-N curves at R-ratios that tend to
1 from the left and the right, R→1− and R→1+, are used as input data as described in
section 2.2.
A.1 Modified Piecewise Linear CLD
Any ε-N curves at any R-ratio, R′, located between any two known ε-N curves at R-
ratios, Ri and Ri+1, can be estimated by using the following simplified version of the
Piecewise Linear CLD:
ε′amp =
εamp,i(ri− ri+1)
(ri− r′) εamp,iεamp,i+1 +(r′− ri+1)
(16)
where ε′amp is the normalized stress amplitude corresponding to R′, ε′amp,i and ε′amp,i+1
are the normalized stress amplitudes corresponding to Ri and Ri+1 respectively, and
r′ = (1+R′)/(1−R′), ri = (1+Ri)/(1−Ri) and ri+1 = (1+Ri+1)/(1−Ri+1).
A.2 Modified Non-Piecewise Linear CLD
In the following modified version of the Piecewise Non-Linear CLD, the expressions used
to estimate ε-N curves at R-ratios at C-T and T-C loading conditions (i.e. −∞≤R′≤−1
and −1≤R′ ≤ 0 respectively) remain as the ones suggested by Vassilopoulos etal in [47].
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However, new expressions are proposed to estimate ε-N curves at R-ratios at C-C and
T-T loading conditions.
A.2.1 C-C loading conditions:
R→1+ ≤R′ ≤R→±∞
ε′amp =
(1−R′)
R′2
(
εR→±∞amp (R→1+−R′)+εR→1+amp
( R2→1+
1+R→1+
))
(17)
where εR→±∞amp and εR→1+amp are the normalized stress amplitudes corresponding to the
ε-N curves at R→±∞ and R→1+ respectively.
A.2.2 C-T loading conditions:
R→±∞ ≤R′ ≤−1
ε′amp =
(1−R′)
R′2
(εR−1amp
2
( 1−R′
1+R→±∞
)
−εR→±∞amp R2→±∞
( 1+R′
1−R2→±∞
))
(18)
where εR−1amp is the normalized stress amplitude corresponding to the ε-N curve at
R=−1.
A.2.3 T-C loading conditions:
−1≤R′ ≤R→0
ε′amp =
εR→0amp (1−R′)
−2R′
(
ε
R→0
amp
ε
R−1
amp
)
+(1+R′)
(19)
where εR→0amp is the normalized stress amplitude corresponding to the ε-N curve at
R→0.
It worth mentioning that Eq. 19 is equivalent to the equation used by the Piecewise
Linear CLD at the T-C region. This can be easily demonstrated by substituting εamp,i,
εamp,i+1, Ri, Ri+1 in Eq. 16 for εR→0amp , ε
R−1
amp, R→0 and R−1, respectively.
A.2.4 T-T loading conditions:
R→0 ≤R′ ≤R→1−
ε′amp =
ε
R→1−
amp (1−R′)R3→1−
R′3(1−R→1−)+(R3→1−−R′3) ε
R→1−
amp
ε
R→0
amp
(20)
where εR→1−amp is the normalized stress amplitude corresponding to the ε-N curves at
R→1−.
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Abstract
A damage mechanics-based multiscale approach for wind turbine blades under
fatigue loading conditions is proposed in this study. In this approach, damage
mechanics fatigue models are used to predict the initiation and propagation of the
damage at the micro/macro-length scales. Then the effect of this damage is
efficiently propagated at the subcomponent and full-length scales of the blade by a
using a 2D finite-element-based cross-section analysis. The proposed multiscale
approach is used in this first paper to analyze the effects of off-axis cracks on the
stiffness degradation of these structures, as a first step in the development of a
model that allows predicting the entire fatigue response of wind turbine blades.
The effects of the off-axis cracks are analyzed at the macro, subcomponent, and
full-length scales of the blade. The ability of the proposed multiscale approach for
making reliable predictions is demonstrated at the different length scales by doing
comparisons against experimental and analytical data related to different types of
laminates and a full commercial wind turbine blade.
Keywords: wind turbine blades, fatigue, multiscale approach, damage mechanics,
stiffness degradation, off-axis cracks
1 Introduction
Wind turbines are still growing in size and it is expected to see turbines with blades
above 100 m soon. The high investments related to the installation and operation of
these enormous turbines demand more accurate and reliable lifetime prediction methods
that ensure an operational life of minimum 20-30 years, while at the same time continuing
to decrease the cost of energy.
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During this operational lifetime, the wind turbine blades, which are the largest
rotating component of the wind turbines, are subjected to complex loading conditions
as a result of the combination of gravity, inertia, and aeroelastic forces. As the blades
rotate during operation, the combination of these forces changes with the time, which
leads to cyclic loading conditions that induce fatigue in the blades. This is why the
design against fatigue is one of the most important requirements during the design of
these structural members. However, the current fatigue design requirements suggested
by the IEC 61400-1 international standard [21] and certification guidelines [13] are still
based on methods developed for metals and the blades are mainly made of composite
materials. In this sense, this paper deals with a new fatigue method for wind turbine
blades which considers the actual fatigue behavior of composite materials.
A variety of models have been proposed to analyze the fatigue behavior of
composite materials, which can be categorized into three groups [12]: fatigue-life
models, phenomenological models, and damage mechanics models. The fatigue-life
models predict the cumulative damage and fatigue lifetime of the composite materials
based on empirical relations; however, they do not consider any physical damage
mechanisms inside the material and do not provide either any detail about the material
property degradation. The phenomenological models predict the material property
degradation regarding stiffness and/or strength. Nevertheless, the evolution laws used
by these models for predicting the property degradation are based on macroscopically
observable properties and not on the physical damage mechanisms. Moreover, the
applicability of the phenomenological models is limited to the laminates that were
tested to develop the model. Contrary to previous models, the damage mechanics
models predict the fatigue lifetime and the material property degradation of the
composite materials by correlating the physical damage mechanisms to macroscopically
measurable material properties. However, these models require much more
computational resources than the fatigue-life and phenomenological models.
Most of the published studies regarding fatigue in full wind turbine blades are based
on fatigue-life models [34, 28, 52, 45, 22, 11] due to their simplicity. In fact, the
prediction methods suggested by the IEC 61400-1 international standard [21] and
certification guidelines [13] are also based on this type of model. In [52, 22, 11], for
example, the fatigue lifetime of wind turbine blades under different loading conditions
was predicted by applying fatigue-life models. In these studies, Goodman diagrams
were implemented to quantify the interaction of mean and alternating stresses on the
fatigue lifetime of the structure. These diagrams assume a symmetric and linear fatigue
behavior of the material from tension to compression, which leads to inaccurate
estimations for composite materials whose fatigue response is different under tension
and compression due to, among others, buckling of fibres under compression loads,
misalignments between plies, etc. Moreover, these models do not predict the stiffness
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degradation of the blade, which can be a critical design variable for these structures
because collisions with the tower and structural instabilities, such as local or global
buckling, should be prevented along their lifetime [13].
Moreover, only one study has applied phenomenological models for predicting the
fatigue response of full wind turbine blades [41]. In this study, the fatigue lifetime of a
wind turbine blade under different loading conditions was estimated based on a stiffness
degradation technique developed in [40]. In this technique, the Hashin’s failure criterion
[20] was used to estimate the failure of the different plies and, based on that, evaluate the
accumulated fatigue damage of the blade. However, the use of this type of failure criteria
might lead to inaccurate estimations especially under multiaxial loading conditions, as
shown in [9], due to lack of any physical basis. Furthermore, even though the technique
implemented in this study was based on the material stiffness degradation, the stiffness
degradation of the entire blade was not estimated.
In this sense, if the aim is to predict the stiffness degradation and final failure of
wind turbine blades under different fatigue loading conditions, it is first necessary to
identify the different fatigue damage mechanisms developed in the material and then
predict how these damage mechanisms affect the structural response of the blades. This
should be done considering the fact that the length scale in which the damage initiates
and propagates in composite materials is not unique [44] and vary depending on the
microstructural configuration of the material (i.e. matrix, reinforcements, etc.) and on
the driving forces that the material is subjected.
As discussed in [43], a better description of the structural response of wind turbine
blades could be obtained if a multiscale approach is implemented, in which the effects
of the damage progression at different length scales, such as the microscale (material),
macroscale (test specimen), subcomponent scale (blade sections, spars, shell, etc.), and
full scale (wind turbine rotor blade) are sequentially coupled.
Based on the above considerations, the implementation of damage mechanics models
in a multiscale approach might lead to more accurate and reliable fatigue-life predictions
of wind turbine blades because the damage mechanics models would allow predicting
the damage evolution and its effects on the material response at different length scales
[42, 17, 30, 49]. In addition, as explained above, the multiscale approach would allow
coupling all these effects to predict the full structural response of the blade and its final
failure.
The ability of this type of model for predicting the damage evolution in wind turbine
blades and its effect on the final structure response was recently demonstrated in [32].
In this study, a physics-based multiscale progressive damage model was proposed for
predicting the evolution of off-axis matrix cracks in different regions of the blade and
their effects on the blade tip flap-wise displacement evolution by combining computational
micromechanics and continuum damage mechanics in a 3D finite element model.
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The off-axis matrix cracks are one of the first damage mechanisms that take place
in multidirectional composite laminates, which are the main materials used in the wind
turbine blades. Normally, the multidirectional laminates used in these structures consist
of unidirectional UD non-crimp fabric (NCF) plies orientated in different directions. The
NCF materials are made of bundles of normal UD fibers reinforced with backing fiber
bundles, which provide the UD material slightly higher strength in other directions and
easier handling. When the multidirectional laminates are made of pure UD fiber, the
stiffness degradation of the material is caused mainly by the onset and propagation of
the off-axis matrix cracks together with the onset of delaminations between the different
plies [39]. However, when the UD fibers are reinforced with backing fiber bundles, the
initiation and propagation off-axis cracks in backing bundles provide an additional drop
of the stiffness, as described in [54, 23]. Moreover, the structural load-bearing capacity of
the multidirectional laminates is determined by the UD fibers located in the on-axis plies,
in which different damage mechanisms, such as fiber breakage, fiber/matrix debond, fiber
fragmentation, etc. can be developed and lead to the catastrophic failure of the laminate
[10].
Consequently, in order to predict the stiffness degradation and the final failure of wind
turbine blades it is necessary to predict, among others, the following damage mechanisms
developed in multidirectional laminates made of NCF plies:
• The initiation and propagation of off-axis matrix cracks (the crack density
evolution) in off-axis plies,
• The initiation and propagation of delaminations induced by the off-axis matrix
cracks,
• The initiation and propagation off-axis cracks in backing bundles, and
• The fiber-related damage at the load-bearing regions, such as UD bundles and
on-axis plies.
It is worth mentioning that above framework is an expansion of the framework for
designing composite structures against fatigue made of pure UD fibers proposed by
Quaresimin in [35], in which the damage mechanisms caused by the presence of backing
fiber bundles are not considered. Further studies about the behavior of multidirectional
laminates made of NCF plies could improve this framework.
Modelling all above damage mechanisms developed in this type of multidirectional
laminate to obtain the full fatigue response of the blades would increase considerably the
computational resource demand if 3D finite element models are used; which would make
the implementation of multiscale progressive damage models unfeasible for wind turbine
blades.
4
2 MULTISCALE DAMAGE MECHANICS APPROACH
In the present study, a damage mechanisms-based multiscale approach implemented
by using 2D finite-element-based cross-section analysis instead of 3D finite element
models is proposed for analyzing and predicting the fatigue behavior of composite wind
turbine blades. By using a 2D finite-element-based cross-section analysis, the full blade
is modeled as a beam composed of several cross-sections; which simplifies the
complexity of the blade regarding geometry and material distribution compared with
the 3D finite element models [4] and allows saving considerably computational time [3].
Moreover, the 2D finite-element-based cross-section analysis also provide confidence in
the implementation of damage mechanisms models because their accuracy when
calculating stresses/strains is comparable to that obtained from 3D finite element
models [4].
Accordingly, the aims of the paper are, first, to describe the proposed damage
mechanisms-based multiscale approach and, second, apply this multiscale approach in
order to analyze the effect of the off-axis cracks on the stiffness degradation of wind
turbines blades. As a second part of this paper, the evolution of the off-axis cracks
evolve in the wind turbine blade under fatigue loading conditions is analyzed [8]. This
study is the first step towards future models that allow predicting the full fatigue
response of wind turbine blades, in which the effect of other damage mechanisms, such
as delaminations, off-axis cracks in backing bundles, and fiber-related damage, are also
considered.
2 Multiscale damage mechanics approach
In the present section, a new multiscale approach based on damage mechanics models
is proposed for analyzing and predicting the fatigue behavior of composite wind turbine
blades. In the first part of the section, a general description of the proposed multiscale
approach is presented; whereas in the second part, a description of the damage mechanics
model used to predict the effect of off-axis cracks on the stiffness degradation of wind
turbine blades is given.
2.1 General approach description
Wind turbine blades normally consist of subcomponents made of composite materials due
to the high strength-to-weight ratio of these materials. Some of these subcomponents
are, for example, spar caps, shear webs, leading-edge, and trailing-edge panels, which are
often bonded together by means of adhesive joints. These subcomponents are subjected
to different loading conditions during the wind turbine service life, which causes different
damage types on the material and, therefore, a change in the structural response of the
blades.
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Figure 1: Damage mechanics-based multiscale model for wind turbine blades under fatigue
implemented by using a 2D finite-element-based cross-section analysis.
Some of these damages can be detected visually, such as delaminations, laminate
failure in compression and adhesive joint failure between skins [43]. However, other
types of damage might develop at other length scales in the different materials used in
the wind turbine blades, as discussed in [44]. For example, fiber-matrix debonding can
develop at micro-length scales in unidirectional laminates; whereas, off-axis matrix cracks
can appear at macro-length scales in multidirectional laminates.
Hence, the initiation and propagation of damage in composite wind turbine blades
can be assumed as a multiscale process that might initiate and propagate from a micro-
length scale (material) and/or a macro-length scale (test specimen), passing through the
subcomponent-length scale (spars caps, shells, shear webs, etc.), and ending at the full-
length scale (wind turbine rotor blade). This means that, if the full structure fails or its
mechanical response degrades, it might be due to the propagation of the damage at all
the smaller length scales.
In order to consider this multiscale damage evolution process in wind turbine blades
during the fatigue analysis of these structures, a damage mechanics-based multiscale
approach using a 2D finite-element-based cross-section analysis is proposed in the present
study (see Fig. 1).
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In the proposed multiscale approach, the damage evolution of the real blade is
modeled by using two types of analysis (see Fig. 1): i) a 2D finite-element-based
cross-section analysis; and ii) a damage mechanics analysis. During the first analysis,
the blade is modeled as a cantilever beam composed of several cross-sections by using
BECAS (BEam Cross-section Analysis Software) tool developed by DTU Wind Energy
[4]. BECAS is a general-purpose cross-section analysis tool developed to analyze
efficiently and accurately the mechanical response of complex beam-like structures, such
as wind turbine blades. During this analysis, the response of the blade can be predicted
from the full-length scale to the macro-length scale or vice versa. Then, based on the
estimated state of the blade at the macro-length scale, a damage mechanics analysis is
carried out in which the initiation and propagation of the damage are estimated.
Subsequently, the effects of the estimated damage on the structural response of the
blade at the different length scales are sequentially coupled by using the 2D
finite-element-based cross-section analysis (i.e., by BECAS).
In this sense, the proposed model initiates by defining the geometry, material
configuration, material properties and applied loading conditions of the blade, which
can be assumed undamaged in this first step.
Based on this input information, the beam finite element model of the blade (full-
length scale) is carried out using Frans, which is an extension beam finite element code of
BECAS. By using Frans, the beam finite element static equilibrium equations are given
as [4]
Kˆuˆ= fˆ (1)
where uˆ is the vector of the three displacements u and rotations r with respect to the
x, y, and z axis (being z the longitudinal beam axis) of the b nodes of the beam finite
element assembly; fˆ is the vector of the three external forces fˆ and external moments mˆ
with respect to the x, y, and z axis of the b nodes of the beam finite element assembly;
and Kˆ is defined as
Kˆ=
nb∑
e=1
Kˆe =
nb∑
e=1
∫ Le
0
BˆTeKsBˆedz (2)
where the summation is related to a typical finite element assembly with nb number
of elements, in which the element e has a length Le. Whereas, Kˆe is the beam finite
element stiffness matrix, which is a function of the cross-section stiffness matrix Ks and
the strain-displacement matrix Bˆe. More details about the beam finite element model
can be found in [4].
As seen in Eq. 2, the stiffness matrix of the different cross-sections, Ks, must be
first estimated in order to develop the beam finite element model. For that, the number
of cross-sections to consider during the model along with their geometry and material
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configuration must be defined. Once this is done, the stiffness matrix of the different
cross-sections can be estimated using BECAS.
In BECAS, each cross-section is discretized in finite elements and its stiffness matrix
Ks is obtained according to the virtual work principle explained in [15], which leads to
the following equation:
Ks = (WTGW)−1 (3)
where G is a system matrix that depends, among others, on the material constitutive
matrices, Qe′ , defined at the different cross-section elements, e′; whereas W is a vector
containing the warping displacements u, the internal strains ψ and the corresponding
Langrange multipliers λ. More details about the estimation of the cross-section stiffness
matrix can be found in [4, 15].
Furthermore, each finite element of the discretized cross-section (see Fig. 1) represents
either a laminate, a ply, a sandwich structure or a joint. The 3D stress/strain components
at each of these elements can be calculated using BECAS [4], if the cross-section forces
and moments are known. The cross-section forces and moments can be obtained, for
example, from aeroelastic simulations.
Note that, so far, an analysis of the undamaged state of the blade has been carried out
from the full-length scale to the macro-length scale using continuum mechanics theories.
However, as described above, the damage in the wind turbine blades might initiate at
different length scales depending on the microstructural configuration of the material and
on the driving forces. This suggests, on the one hand, that the finite elements in the
cross-sections discretized by BECAS must be further discretized in structural elements
in which the damage evolution can be analyzed and, on the other hand, that this damage
evolution analysis should be done by using damage mechanics models.
In this sense, the discretization of the cross-section finite elements can be done using
representative volume elements (RVEs), in which a sample of the damage can be
contained [5]. The shape and length scale of the RVEs can vary depending of the
damage type to be analyzed. For example, micro axisymmetric multi-cylinder RVEs
were used in [56] to study the progression of failure from broken fibers; whereas, a
macro RVE of a segment of a laminate containing one crack was used in [7] to study the
effect of off-axis matrix cracks on composite laminates.
Having discretized the cross-section finite elements in RVEs, the regions where the
damage might develop can be identified taking into account the stress states of the
undamaged cross-section obtained from BECAS. The identification of this regions is
done by using damage mechanics models, which can vary according to the damage type
to be analyzed.
In this work, the damage type studied is the off-axis matrix cracks and the damage
mechanics models used to model how this type of crack evolves and affects the structural
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response of the wind turbine blades are described in section 2.2.
Back to the general model description, whatever the type of damage to be analyzed,
a re-calculation of the stresses at the RVE level must be carried out because the local
stresses might change as a result of the damage. Moreover, the damage also might cause
a degradation in the stiffness of the damaged RVEs and, therefore, a degradation in the
stiffness properties of the damaged cross-section finite elements and in the cross-section
itself. Then, the degraded cross-section matrix stiffness, Ks,dam, can be calculated using
BECAS through Eq. 3. Because BECAS specifies the material properties at each element
of the cross-section finite element discretization, the Ks,dam matrix must be calculated
after the material properties of the damaged cross-section finite elements, Qe′,dam, are
updated.
Once this process is done for all cross-sections, the degraded beam finite element
stiffness matrix, Kˆe,dam, can be calculated using the beam finite element model (i.e. by
Frans) through Eq. 2. In addition, the response of the full blade in terms of failure
characteristics, critical regions, stress-strain response, deflections, and vibration (i.e.,
natural frequencies) characteristics can also be calculated using the beam finite element
model.
In the case of the fatigue loading conditions, in which it is expected that the damage
propagates as the number of load cycles are applied, the method described above can be
used to estimate the propagation of the damage and its effect on the structural response
of the blade over time. In this sense, for each applied cycle (or block of cycles), it must
be checked if there are damaged cross-section elements. If so, the calculation of the
stress/strain states must be calculated based on the stress re-distribution due to the
presence of damage. Then, the propagation of the damage can be calculated along with
the corresponding stiffness degradation. All this process is schematically presented in
Fig. 2
In this work, the proposed damage mechanics-based multiscale approach for wind
turbine blades under fatigue loading conditions is implemented to analyze the effect of
off-axis matrix cracks on the structural response of a commercial wind turbine blade.
During this analysis, the following assumptions are made:
• The effect of the backing fiber bundles in the non-crimp UD materials is not
considered. This means that only pure UD materials are assumed;
• The effect of material imperfections (e.g. voids, inclusions, etc.) on the structural
response of the blade is not considered; and
• Adhesive joints are not taken into account as perfect bonding is assumed.
In addition to these assumptions, the effects of other types of damage, such as
delaminations or damage in the load-bearing plies on the structural response of the
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Figure 2: Flow chart of the proposed multiscale approach for fatigue design of wind turbine blades
based on damage mechanics models
blade are not considered in this work. All of these assumptions may cause omissions of
possible additional stiffness drops in the blade, which must be considered in future
extensions of the model proposed in this work.
In the next section, a description of the damage mechanics model implemented in
this work to predict the stiffness degradation of the blade as a function of off-axis cracks
is presented.
2.2 Stiffness degradation model for matrix-cracked laminates
One of the main causes of the stiffness degradation in multidirectional laminates is the
initiation and propagation of matrix cracks along the fibers in the off-axis plies [39],
normally called off-axis cracks. This phenomenon has been analyzed experimentally over
many years in different studies, e.g., [39, 46, 2, 36, 37]. These studies have showed
that the development of the off-axis cracks initiates during the early fatigue lifetime and
propagates quickly as the number of cycles increases until reaching a saturation point in
which the mechanical response of the laminate tends to a stable condition.
Based on these studies, different analytical and numerical models have been proposed
in order to predict the degradation of the elastic properties of the material as a function
of the off-axis crack density, e.g., [38, 19, 17, 31, 29, 50].
Considering some limitations of these models, Carraro and Quaresimin [7] proposed an
10
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Figure 3: Representative volume element, RVE, assumed in the present work.
accurate analytical model based on a bi-dimensional optimal shear lag analysis (as defined
in [33]), which allows predicting the elastic property degradation of any multidirectional
symmetric laminate with off-cracks in different plies. This model was then extended in
order to account for the interaction between all off-axis cracks [7].
According to Carraro and Quaresimin [7], any symmetric laminate made of 2n− 1
plies made of unidirectional (UD) fiber-reinforced composites, each orientated to θi angle
respect to the global x−axis and with thickness hi, can be analyzed using this model
(see Fig. 3). In this model, symmetry conditions are applied in the middle of the nth
ply and only the n plies of the superior half of the laminate are considered. Moreover,
each damaged ply can have different number of off-axis cracks; however, it is assumed
that all off-axis cracks in each ply are equally spaced. Hence, a segment of the laminate
containing a crack spacing lk in the kth ply is assumed as the representative volume
element (RVE), see Fig. 3. This RVE is periodically repeated along the direction x(k)2 ,
where x(k)1 , x
(k)
2 , and x
(k)
3 is the material coordinate system of the cracked ply rotated an
angle θk around the z-axis of the global coordinate system x,y,z. Note that, in this case,
the damage length scale corresponds to the total thickness, h, of the laminate, meaning
to a macro-length scale.
Based on the superposition of solutions method suggested by Tsai and Daniel in
[48], Carraro and Quaresimin [7] assumed that, if no interaction between cracks in the
different plies is considered, the compliance matrix of the damaged laminate, [Sdam], can
be calculated as the sum of the compliance matrix of the undamaged laminate, [S0], and
the sum of the contributions [∆S(ρk)] for each cracked ply, as follows:
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[Sdam] = [S0]+
n∑
k=1
[∆S(ρk)] (4)
where ρk is the off-crack density in the k-th ply, which is defined as ρk = 1/lk. The
contributions [∆S(ρk)] for each cracked ply can be calculated as
[∆S(ρk)] = [S(k)(ρk)]− [S0] (5)
where [S(k)(ρk)] is the total compliance matrix of the laminate assuming cracks only
in the kth ply.
According to Carraro and Quaresimin [7], the [S(k)(ρk)] compliance matrix can be
calculated as follows:
[S(k)(ρk)] = [R][T (θk)]−1[R]−1[Sˆ](i Ó=k)[Ω(ρk)](i Ó=k) (6)
where [Sˆ](i Ó=k) is the compliance matrix of any ith ply excepted the kth ply, [T (θk)]
is the rotation matrix of the kth ply to the global coordinate system, [R] is defined as
[R] =

1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 2
 (7)
and [Ω(ρk)] are the stresses of any ith ply averaged over the entire volume of the
ply in the coordinate system of the cracked kth ply corresponding to the global loading
conditions σg = {1,0,0}T ,{0,1,0}T ,{0,0,1}T , as follows (see more details in [7]):
[Ω(ρk)] =

γ
(i)
k,x(ρk) γ
(i)
k,y(ρk) γ
(i)
k,xy(ρk)
λ
(i)
k,x(ρk) λ
(i)
k,y(ρk) λ
(i)
k,xy(ρk)
β
(i)
k,x(ρk) β
(i)
k,y(ρk) β
(i)
k,xy(ρk)
 (8)
On the other hand, Carraro and Quaresimin [7] found that, if the interaction between
cracks in different plies is considered, the compliance matrix of the damaged laminate,
[Sdam], can be calculated as follows:
[Sdam] = [S0]+
n∑
k=1
([∆S(ρk)] · IM) (9)
in which the contributions [∆S(ρk)] for each cracked ply are affected by the following
IM matrix, which contains unknown global stress σx,k and σxy,k to be calculated as
explained in [7].
IM =

σx,k
0
σxy,k

∣∣∣∣∣∣σg = {1,0,0}T

σx,k
0
σxy,k

∣∣∣∣∣∣σg = {0,1,0}T

σx,k
0
σxy,k

∣∣∣∣∣∣σg = {0,0,1}T
 (10)
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Once the compliance matrix of the damaged laminate [Sdam] is calculated using Eq.
4 for the no-interaction case, or Eq. 9 for the interaction case, the degraded mechanical
properties of the damaged laminate, such as the in-plane Young’s modules in the axial
and transverse directions, Ex and Ey, the shear modulus, Gxy, the Poisson’s ratio, νxy,
and the traction-shear coupling coefficients, can be easily calculated as a function of the
ρk density.
In order to apply this damage mechanics model in the multiscale approach for wind
turbine blades proposed in this study, it must be assumed that the blade to be analyzed is
made of symmetric laminates because the applied damage mechanics model can be only
used in this type of laminate. This assumption might affect the stiffness matrix of the
different cross-sections and the bend-twist coupling effects in the blade [14]. However,
according to the knowledge of the authors, currently, there is no model that accurately
predicts the effect of off-axis cracks on the response of any type of cracked multidirectional
laminate. Therefore, further damage mechanics models that can be applied in a generic
cracked multidirectional laminate are needed to overcome this limitation.
Based on this assumption, the RVE shown in Fig. 3 would correspond to segments
of the representative laminates, l′, in the discretized cross-section containing a crack
spacing lk in the kth ply, as shown in Fig. 4. because the damage mechanics model
assumes cracks equally spaced in the laminate, the degraded compliance matrix of each
of the damaged representative laminates in the cross-section, [Sdam,l′ ], can be calculated
using Eq. 4 for the no-interaction case, or Eq. 9 for the interaction case. In addition,
determined [Sdam,l′ ], the degraded stiffness matrix of each of the damaged representative
laminates in the cross-section, [Kdam,l′ ], can also be calculated as [Kdam,l′ ] = [Sdam,l′ ]−1
Moreover, in order to estimate the degraded cross-section matrix Ks,dam, an
equivalent discretization of the cross-section has to be done because, in BECAS, the
materials properties are specified at each cross-section finite element e′ and the damage
mechanics model provides the degraded compliance matrix [Sdam,l′ ] (or the degraded
stiffness matrix [Kdam,l′ ]) of the entire representative laminate l′. In this sense, each
group of cross-section finite elements e′ contained in the representative laminate l′ is
replaced by finite elements e′′ contained in an equivalent representative laminate l′′ (see
Fig. 4). Note that each cross-section finite elements e′ represents a different ply in the
undamaged representative laminate l′; whereas, each cross-section finite elements e′′ is
part of the equivalent representative laminate l′′. This means that each e′′ element has
either a stiffness matrix [Kdam,l′ ], if the equivalent representative laminate is damaged
(which can be calculated using Eq. 4 or Eq. 9), or a stiffness matrix [K0,l′ ], if the
equivalent representative laminate is undamaged (which can be easily calculated using,
for example, the Classical Laminate Theory [24]). In this way, each cross-section is now
discretized in a number of finite elements e′′ and its degraded cross-section matrix can
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Figure 4: Cross-section mesh before and after the damage is estimated.
be calculated as described in Eq. 3.
Furthermore, Carraro and Quaresimin [7] showed that an improvement in the
accuracy of the predictions can be obtained if the interaction between the off-axis
cracks in different plies is accounted. However, the fact of taking into account this
interaction between cracks requires an additional step in the model because the IM
matrix presented in Eq. 10 has to be calculated. This additional step demands an
additional computational effort which could be increased considerably when analyzing
all the representative laminates in a cross-section and, even more, in all cross-sections of
the blade.
In this sense, because one of the goals of the proposed damage mechanics-based
multiscale model is to make efficient predictions, the interaction between off-axis cracks
in different plies is not considered in the present work. Nevertheless, the capabilities
of the no-interaction model used in this work to accurately predict the response of the
material as a function of the off-axis crack density is demonstrated in section 4.1. This
savings in computational resources will become more relevant in a future when other
types of damage, such as delaminations and fiber-related damage, are included in the
proposed multiscale approach.
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3 Validation and implementation
3.1 Validation of the applied damage mechanics model
The validation of the applied damage mechanics model is carried out at the macro-length
scale (i.e., material length scale) based on data presented in the literature, see section 4.1.
Symmetric multidirectional laminates with cracks in only one ply [46, 47, 26, 27], and
symmetric multidirectional laminates with cracks in multiple plies [55], are analyzed.
In all cases, the elastic properties of the damaged laminate are normalized with the
corresponding elastic properties of the undamaged laminate and plotted as a function of
the density of off-axis cracks.
3.2 Implementation of the proposed multiscale approach
In order to show the capabilities of the cross-section beam model used in the proposed
damage mechanics-based multiscale approach and the capabilities of the multiscale
approach itself, the structural response of a 34m long blade designed for a wind turbine
with a power capacity of 1.5MW is analyzed as a function of the off-axis crack density.
The effect of the off-axis cracks on the degradation properties of the blade cross-
sections was evaluated varying the values of ρk from 0 crack/mm to 5 crack/mm in all
off-axis plies. Assuming that all off-axis plies in the blade have the same crack density is
indeed no real because the damage might develop differently along the blade depending
on the material configuration and the internal forces; however, this allows analyzing what
would be the maximum effect of this type of damage on the structural response of the
blade. Nevertheless, the evolution of the off-axis cracks in the different blade regions and
their consequences on the structural blade response by considering the effect of fatigue
loading conditions will be presented as the second part of this work [8].
Furthermore, the stiffness degradation of the blade as a function of the off-axis crack
density was evaluated in terms of blade deflections, see section 4.2. For that, the proposed
multiscale approach was implemented to model a static test carried out to the blade at
DTU Risø Campus [18], in which the blade deflections caused by quasi-static loads applied
at four load points along the blade were measured. The bending moment distribution
caused by the applied loads corresponded to a bending moment distribution obtained
from aeroelastic simulations, which took into account all relevant Design Load Cases
(DLCs) suggested by the IEC 61400-1 international standard [21]. More details about
the experimental setup modeled in this analysis can be found in [18].
Moreover, an evaluation of the capabilities of the 2D finite-element-based cross-section
analysis implemented in the proposed multiscale model to make reliable estimations of
damaged blades at the full-length scale was carried out by doing a comparison between
the estimated analytical blade deflections and the experimental ones, see section 4.2.
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In order to build the beam finite element model, cross-sections located every 2m from
the root (i.e., 0m span) to the tip (i.e., 34m span) of the blade were analyzed. The
airfoil characteristics were modeled according to manufacturer specifications. However,
some modifications in the materials and laminate layups were carried out according to
the assumptions made in the applied damage mechanics model (see section 2). On the
one hand, as discussed in the previous section, the blade was assumed to be made of
symmetric laminates. For that, special attention was given to each laminate in the
different cross-sections regions (i.e. spar caps, trailing-edge, leading-edge, shear webs,
shell panels) in order to keep as similar as possible the assumed symmetric laminates to
the original ones.
On the other hand, because the applied damage mechanics model only considers
multidirectional laminates made of unidirectional (UD) plies, biaxial and triaxial plies
used in the blade were replaced by [+45/− 45] and [0/+ 45/− 45] UD laminates
respectively; which was done keeping the thickness of the original plies. The mechanical
properties of all UD plies were assumed equal to the mechanical properties of the UD
material used by the manufacturer in the blade. By doing this, it was found a good
agreement between the mechanical properties of the original biaxial and triaxial plies
and the ones of the assumed UD laminates. Moreover, the adhesive material used in the
blade by the manufacturer was omitted in the model in agreement with the
assumptions made in section 2.
Furthermore, a 2D finite element mesh in BECAS was developed for each of the
cross-sections using linear four node elements Q4 (see examples in Fig. 5); whereas, four
node beam finite elements with cubic Lagrangean interpolation functions were used in
the beam finite element model.
4 Results
4.1 Validation at macro-length scale
The damage mechanics model applied in the proposed multiscale approach was validated
by using experimental and analytical data taken from the literature related to matrix-
cracked symmetric multidirectional laminates.
Tong et al. [46], for example, presented results about the effect of off-axis cracks in the
90◦ plies of a quasi-isotropic glass/epoxy [0/90/−45/+45]s laminate on the degradation
of its mechanical properties. A comparison between the degraded Young’s modulus and
Poisson’s ratio estimated by the damage mechanics model applied in current work and the
ones obtained from the experiments reported by Tong et al. [46] is presented in Fig. 6-a.
As shown in this figure, a good agreement between the estimated and experimental results
was obtained for values of ρk less than 0.6 cracks/mm; however, from this value, some
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Figure 5: Cross-section finite element mesh examples developed by BECAS [4] at: (a) 0m blade
span, and (b) 4m blade span. Reference, elastic, shear, and mass center positions, and elastic
axis orientations. And cross-section regions: spar caps (Caps), shear webs (Webs), leading-
edge (LE), trailing-edge (TE), lower and upper trailing-edge panels (LTE-Panel and UTE-Panel
respectively), and lower and upper leading-edge panels (LLE-Panel and ULE-Panel respectively).
differences can be seen between the results. These differences are due to the occurrence
of off-axis cracks at the −45◦ and +45◦ plies during the experiments, which took place
when the crack density at the 90◦ plies was between 0.6 and 0.8 cracks/mm [46]. As a
result of these cracks at the −45◦ and +45◦ plies, the laminate suffered an additional
property degradation; which was not considered in the current analysis because the crack
densities at these plies were not reported in [46].
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Figure 6: Comparison between the material property degradation of matrix-cracked symmetric
laminates estimated by the applied damage mechanics model and the results reported by: a)
Tong et al. [46]; and b) Katerelos et al. [26].
Moreover, Katerelos et al. [26] presented results about the effect of off-axis cracks
on the longitudinal Young’s modulus of a [0/45]s laminate. The degradation of the
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Figure 7: Comparison between the material property degradation of [0p/90p/±45p]s laminates
with ρ2 = ρ3 = ρ4 = 2 cracks/mm estimated by the applied damage mechanics model and the
model developed by Zhang and Herrmann [55].
Poisson’s ratios νxz and νyz of this laminate was also reported by Katerelos et al. [27],
which were estimated by using an analytical model developed by Kashtalyan and Soutis
[25] for unbalanced symmetric [0/θ]s composite laminates. As shown in Fig. 6-b, a
good agreement between the applied damage mechanics model and the experimental and
analytical results reported in [26, 27] was achieved.
Furthermore, the capabilities of the applied damage mechanics model for predicting
the material response of symmetric laminates with off-axis cracks in different plies was
evaluated against the results reported by Zhang and Herrmann [55] about
carbon/epoxy [0p/90p/±45p]s laminates with different values of p. As shown in Fig. 7,
for the longitudinal Young’s modulus Ex, and the Poisson’s ratios νyx and νxy, a good
agreement between the results estimated from the applied damage mechanics model
and the ones reported in [55] was obtained; whereas for the transverse Young’s modulus
Ey and the shear modulus Gxy, an acceptable agreement between the two models was
achieved. The small differences in the Ey and Gxy results may be due to the fact that
the applied damage mechanics model does not consider the interaction between cracks
in different layers. Indeed, as shown in [7], a better agreement was obtained for the Ey
case when the interaction between cracks was accounted in the damage mechanics
model used in this work.
However, despite these small differences, it can be concluded that the applied
damage mechanics model predicts well the behavior of cracked symmetric laminates,
even though the interaction between cracks in different layers is not considered. An
extended validation of the applied damage mechanics model can be found in [7].
Additionally, note that this validation is made at a macro-length scale and that, in the
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case of wind turbine blades, the response of the material can be affected by the presence
of, for example, material imperfections, backing fiber bundles, adhesive joints, etc. Even
though these factors are not considered in this work (as described in section 2.1), future
experimental studies that allow evaluating their effect on the damage evolution of off-axis
cracks from the macro-length scale to the full-length scale may be useful to improve the
proposed multiscale model.
In the next section, the results about the effect of the off-axis cracks estimated by
the applied damage mechanics at the macro-length scale on the structural response of a
wind turbine blade obtained using the proposed multiscale model are presented.
4.2 Structural response of damaged wind turbine blades
The effects of the matrix crack density ρk on the cross-section stiffness degradation in
the edge-wise and flap-wise directions of the analyzed blade are presented in Fig. 8.
In this figure, the edge-wise and flap-wise stiffness of the damaged blade cross-sections,
Eedgewise and Eflapwise respectively, are normalized with the corresponding stiffness of
the undamaged blade cross-sections, E0,edgewise and E0,f lapwise respectively, and plotted
as a function of the off-axis crack density.
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Figure 8: Blade cross-section stiffness degradation as a function of the off-axis crack density ρk
in the: (a) edge-wise direction; and (b) flap-wise direction.
As shown in Fig. 8, for all analyzed cases, the cross-section stiffness decreases as the
off-axis crack density ρk increases until a saturation condition is reached.
Moreover, the level of the stiffness degradation seems to change along the blade and
also within the in-plane of each cross-section. This can be seen in Fig. 8, in which the
value of both edge-wise and flap-wise stiffness of all analyzed cross-sections vary from
one cross-section to another. In addition, it can also be observed that, for the same value
of ρk, the flap-wise stiffness seems to degrade more than the edge-wise stiffness in each
cross-section.
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On the other hand, as shown in Figs. 9 and 10, the way in which the cross-section
stiffness degrades is reflected in the structural response of the blade. In Fig. 9, for
example, it can be seen that the higher the off-axis crack density, the higher the total
blade deflection, utotal, as a result of the decrease in the cross-section stiffness, being the
total blade deflection utotal defined as
u2total = u2edgewise+u2flapwise (11)
where uedgewise and uflapwise are the blade deflections in the edge-wise and flap-wise
directions respectively. However, when the off-axis crack saturation condition is reached,
it seems that the blade deflection does not increase more. This level of deflection can be
assumed as the maximum one caused by this type of damage since it was assumed that
all off-axis plies in the blade have the same off-axis crack density (as described in section
3.2).
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Figure 9: Comparison between the total blade deflection, utotal, obtained from the experiment
test reported in [18] with the ones obtained from the proposed damage mechanics-based multiscale
model for different values of the off-axis crack density.
Furthermore, a similar behavior is also observed in Fig. 10, where the effects of the
off-axis cracks on the blade displacements, u, and curvatures, r, in the edge-wise, flap-
wise, and torsional directions of the blade (i.e., uedgewise, uflapwise, utorsional, redgewise,
rflapwise, and rtorsional) are presented. As shown in Fig. 10, the different displacements
and curvatures of the blade also increase as the off-axis crack density increases until the
saturation condition is achieved. These effects of the off-axis cracks seem to be significant
for most of displacements and curvatures of the blade except for the torsional curvature,
in which there is no appreciable change with the increase in ρk (see Fig. 10-f).
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Figure 10: Effect of off-axis crack density on the degradation of: a) edge-wise deflection; b) flap-
wise deflection; c) torsional displacement; d) edge-wise curvature; e) flap-wise curvature; and f)
torsional curvature of the blade.
Additionally, as observed in Fig. 9, the total deflections of the blade for different
values of ρk estimated using the proposed damage mechanics-based multiscale model
are consistent with the total deflections obtained from the static test reported in [18].
This can be concluded because the experimental deflection is between the minimum and
maximum analytical deflections caused by off-axis cracks, which correspond to ρk = 0
crack/mm and the crack saturation condition respectively.
5 Discussion
The results presented in section 4 show that reliable estimations about the effect of off-
axis cracks on the structural response of wind turbine blades can be obtained by using
the proposed damage mechanics-based multiscale approach. In this section, an analysis
about these results at the macro, subcomponent, and full-length scales is presented.
5.1 Material property degradation (macro-length scale)
Comparisons of the property degradation at the macro-length scale estimated using the
damage mechanics model [7] implemented in the proposed multiscale approach and the
experimental and analytical data reported in the literature showed a good agreement
with each other (see section 4.1). By using this damage mechanics model, the effects
of the off-axis cracks on the change in the mechanical properties of the material (i.e.,
Young’s modules, shear modulus, and the Poisson’s ratios) are accurately predicted for
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different types of multidirectional symmetric laminates.
One of these effects is related to the laminate thickness and the number of damaged
off-axis plies in the laminate. As shown in Fig 7, the thinner the laminate and the lower
number of damaged off-axis plies in it, the lower the change in the material properties.
The capability of the implemented damage mechanics model to predict this
phenomenon is especially important when analyzing the behavior of wind turbine
blades, whose laminate thickness and layups vary along the blade and at each region of
the different cross-sections (e.g., spar caps, shear webs, etc.), as discussed in the next
sections.
Another effect that can be predicted by the implemented damage mechanics model is
the off-axis crack saturation condition that multidirectional laminates could experience
under quasi-static and fatigue loading conditions, see example in Fig. 6-b. Under quasi-
static loading conditions, the mechanical properties of the laminates change considerably
for low values of the off-axis crack density; however, when the saturation condition of
multiple off-axis cracks with near-regular spacing is achieved, the mechanical properties
of the material tend to a stable-state in which no further significant changes occur [51, 50].
The capability of the implemented damage mechanics model to predict this phenomenon
in laminates under quasi-static loading conditions was extensive demonstrated in [7].
Moreover, in the case of laminates under fatigue loading conditions, a similar
saturation condition of the off-axis cracks has also been identified in several studies
[2, 53, 1, 36, 37]. Normally, the off-axis cracks initiate and propagate in the laminate
during the early stages of the fatigue lifetime causing the main drop of stiffness.
However, as the applied number of cycles increases and the saturation condition is
reached, the stiffness tends to a stable-state and new damages, such as delaminations,
start developing [53, 37].
The evolution of the off-axis cracks as a function of the applied number of cycles has
been recently modeled in [6, 16], in which this crack saturation condition has also been
predicted. In fact, the damage mechanics model implemented in the proposed multiscale
approach was used by Carraro et al. in [6] to account for the retribution of stresses as
a result of the occurrence of off-axis cracks in laminates under fatigue. That is why the
evolution model developed by Carraro et al. in [6] will be used in the second part of this
work [8] for predicting the off-axis crack evolution in wind turbine blades under fatigue
loading conditions.
In the next section, the effects of the damage at the macro-length scale discussed in
this section on the structural response of the blade at the subcomponent-length scale are
analyzed.
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5.2 Cross-section stiffness degradation (subcomponent-length scale)
By using the proposed damage-based multiscale approach, the effects of the different
matrix-crack-related phenomena developed at the macro-length scale, such as the
laminate thickness effect and the crack saturation condition, on the structural response
of the blade at the subcomponent-length scale are reflected.
An example of this can be observed in Fig. 8, where both the edge-wise and flap-
wise stiffness of all analyzed cross-sections decrease as the off-axis crack density increases
until a saturation condition is achieved. As the blade is made of several multidirectional
laminates, this saturation condition at the subcomponent scale can be related to the
saturation condition of the off-axis cracks at the macro-length scale discussed in the
previous section. Following this damage connection between the different length scales,
it would be interesting to analyze experimentally if the delaminations driven by tensional
loads, as the ones found in skin and main spar flanges at the subcomponent-length scale
in [43], also initiate and propagate when the off-axis crack saturation condition is reached
(as at the macro-length scale [53, 37]). In addition, it would be also interesting to analyze
how other types of damage presented in wind turbine blades [43], such as delaminations,
adhesive joint failure, splitting along fiber, etc., contribute to the cross-section stiffness
degradation.
Moreover, as shown in Fig. 8, the cross-section stiffness degrades differently along
the blade. One of the factors that seems to affect this stiffness degradation level is the
laminate thickness of the different cross-section regions. To analyze this factor, Fig. 11-a
presents the laminate thickness of the different cross-section regions normalized with the
maximum thickness of the corresponding region along the blade for the cross-sections
analyzed in Fig. 8. As shown in Fig. 11-a, the 30m span cross-section has the lowest
thickness in all cross-section regions compared with the other airfoil cross-sections (i.e.,
excluding the 0m span cross-section which has a tubular cross-section geometry), and,
as shown in Fig. 8, it is the airfoil cross-section that degrades the least. This agrees
with what was discussed in the previous section at the macro-length scale, in which the
laminates with less thickness seem to be less degraded.
Furthermore, another factor that seems to affect the stiffness degradation level along
the blade is the cross-section geometry. As shown in Fig. 8, the 0m span cross-section
(i.e., the blade root) is the cross-section that degrades the least of all cross-sections. This
may be due in part to the thickness of its cross-section regions, which are thin compared
with the same regions in other cross-sections (except for the leading-edge (LE) which,
as shown in Fig. 5, is a small region in the cross-section and thereby does not affect
considerably its stiffness). Moreover, the stiffness degradation level of this cross-section
seems to be also affected by its geometry, which is tubular and, therefore, can provide a
higher stiffness than airfoil geometries.
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Figure 11: (a) Normalized laminate thickness and (b) off-axis ply fraction in the laminate for the
different cross-section regions: spar caps (Caps), shear webs (Webs), leading-edge (LE), trailing-
edge (TE), lower and upper trailing-edge panels (LTE-Panel and UTE-Panel respectively), and
lower and upper leading-edge panels (LLE-Panel and ULE-Panel respectively).
In addition, another factor that might affect this stiffness degradation level is the
number of damaged plies in the different cross-section regions. However, this variable
seems not to influence as much as, for example, the laminate thickness. This can be
deducted from Fig. 11-b, which presents the fraction of off-axis plies (which are also
assumed damaged in this work, see section 3.2) in the different regions of the cross-
sections analyzed in Fig. 8. One example of this is the 30m span cross-section, which has
the highest number of off-axis plies in the shear webs and in the trailing-edge, and it is
the airfoil cross-section whose stiffness is the least degraded, see Fig. 8. Another example
of this is the 8m span cross-section, whose percentage of off-axis plies in all cross-section
regions is lower or comparable to the ones from the other cross-sections; however, it is
one of the cross-sections that degrades the most.
On the other hand, as shown in Fig. 8, the cross-section stiffness degrades more
in the flap-wise direction than in the edge-wise direction. This may due to the area
moment of inertia of each cross-section because the centroid of many of the cross-section
regions (e.g., leading-edge, trailing-edge, leading-edge panels, and trailing-edge panels)
are located farther from the y-axis than from the x-axis causing that the area moment
of inertia around the y-axis is higher than the one around the x-axis. Consequently, the
stiffness in the edge-wise direction becomes higher than the one in the flap-wise direction.
In the next section, the effects of the damage at the macro and subcomponent-length
scales on the structural response of the blade at the full-length scale are analyzed.
5.3 Blade stiffness degradation (full-length scale)
The ability of the proposed damage mechanics-based multiscale approach for wind turbine
blades to predict reliable estimations about the effect of the damage developed at the
macro-length scale on the structural response of the blade at the full-length scale is
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demonstrated in section 4.2.
As discussed in the previous sections, the increasing of off-axis cracks causes a
degradation in both the material properties and the cross-section stiffness until a
saturation condition is achieved. These damage effects are also reflected in the blade
response at the full-length scale (see Figs. 9 and 10), in which the deflections, torsional
displacements, and curvatures of the blade increase with the increase of the off-axis
crack density until the saturation condition is reached, from which no more appreciable
changes occur.
Note that the blade displacements and curvatures when the saturation state is
achieved would correspond to the maximum blade displacements and curvatures caused
by the occurrence of off-axis cracks because the same crack density was assumed for all
off-axis plies. In this sense, for example, the increase in the deflection between the
undamaged state and the maximum one obtained when the saturation condition is
reached corresponds to 28.56% in the edge-wise direction and 25.90% in the flap-wise
direction, according to the results showed in Figs. 10-a and 10-b respectively.
These results seem to be consistent with the ones reported by Mortesano et al. in
[32], in which the effects of the off-axis crack evolution in different regions of a wind
turbine blade under quasi-static loading conditions were estimated combining
computational micromechanics and continuum damage mechanics in a 3D finite element
model. In this work [32], an additional flap-wise deflection of approximately 10% was
found under the applied loading conditions; however, the crack saturation state was not
reached in all off-axis plies in the blade at the end of the numerical model, meaning
that even higher flap-wise deflections could be reached.
The possibility of estimating the maximum blade deflection caused by the presence
of off-axis cracks in the blade may be important during the design of these structures
because it would allow predicting the occurrence of possible collisions with the tower, or
possible instabilities, such as local or global buckling; which are, in fact, design
requirements requested by current standards [21] and certification guidelines [13].
However, it must be also considered, among other factors, the off-axis cracks evolution
in the wind turbine blade under fatigue loading conditions in order to make more
reliable and accurate designs, as analyzed in the second part of this work [8].
On the other hand, the reliability of the predictions obtained from the proposed
multiscale approach can be observed in Fig. 9, in which a comparison between the
estimated total deflections of the blade as a function of the off-axis crack density and the
experimental deflection reported in [18] is presented. As shown in Fig. 9, the analytical
and experimental results are consistent each other because the experimental deflection
is located between the minimum estimated deflection corresponding to the undamaged
state of the blade and the maximum one corresponding to the off-axis crack saturation
state. This might indicate that, under the applied loading conditions, the real blade
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could experience a degradation of its stiffness as a result of the development of off-axis
cracks.
Nevertheless, it is worth noting that some differences between the analytical and
experimental results can occur because the modeled blade layup was altered by assuming
symmetric multidirectional laminates, which could provide some changes in the estimated
blade stiffness. In addition, other factors that could also induce additional changes in
the predicted blade behavior, such as the occurrence of both adhesive joints and other
damage types, were also omitted.
Finally, the proposed damage mechanics-based approach is an efficient alternative
to 3D finite element models for structural analysis of wind turbine blades because a
2D finite-element-based cross-section analysis is carried out instead. This efficiency of
the proposed approach is demonstrated in the second part of this work [8], where the
effects of applied loading cycles obtained from time series analyses on the initiation and
propagation of the off-axis cracks in wind turbine blades are studied, along with the
fatigue structural response of the blade itself.
6 Conclusions
In this paper, a new damage mechanics-based multiscale approach implemented by using
a 2D finite-element-based cross-section model was proposed for analyzing and predicting
the fatigue behavior of composite wind turbine blades. The relevance of this approach
lies in considering the natural damage evolution of composite materials on the structural
response of the blades, which is expected to improve the accuracy and reliability in the
fatigue-life predictions of these structures.
As a first step in the implementation of this multiscale approach, the effect of
off-axis cracks on the structural response of the blade was analyzed. Based on this
analysis, it was found that the stiffness of the different cross-sections and, consequently
the stiffness of the entire blade, decreases as the number of off-axis cracks increases.
However, when a saturation condition of the off-axis cracks is reached at the
macro-length scale, a stoppage in the degradation of the blade stiffness at the
full-length scale is also reached. Furthermore, it was found that the degradation level of
the blade stiffness varied along the blade and in the flap-wise and edge-wise directions.
This variation in the stiffness degradation level seemed to be affected by mainly the
cross-section geometry and the laminate thickness of the different cross-section regions.
Moreover, it was shown that reliable predictions can be obtained with the proposed
multiscale model, which was demonstrated doing a comparison between the estimated
structural response of the blade and the one obtained from experiments at the full-
length scale. Furthermore, this approach also provides a high computational efficiency
because 2D finite-element-based cross-section models are carried out as an alternative of
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3D finite element models. The importance of this saving in computational resources is
demonstrated in the second part of this work, in which the evolution of the off-axis cracks
in the blade under fatigue loading conditions, and the blade response itself, are analyzed.
In fact, the potential of implementing 2D finite-element-based cross-section analysis in
damage mechanics-based multiscale approaches will be even more relevant when other
damage types, such as delaminations, fiber-related damage, and off-axis cracks in backing
bundles, are included in the model.
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Abstract
In the present work, the initiation and progression of the fiber damage in
on-axis UD glass/epoxy materials under fatigue loading conditions are studied.
Uniaxial tension-tension fatigue tests at different load levels were carried out to
monitor the fiber damage evolution through the fatigue lifetime. The damage
evolution was quantified by initial fiber breaks, evolution of the density of broken
fibers, and fragmentation progression. Through qualitative and quantitative
analyses, it is shown how the fiber damage evolution depends on the number of
cycles, the applied load level, and the number of broken fibers during the first cycle.
In addition, it is also analyzed how the damage affects the stiffness variation of the
material.
Keywords: fatigue damage, damage evolution, glass/epoxy materials, broken fibers
1 Introduction
Fatigue life estimation of composite materials has been a demanding research field in
the last 40 years, as most structures made partially or totally of these materials in the
industry, such as wind turbine blades, are subjected to cyclic loadings. These composite
structures are mainly made of multidirectional laminates consisting of unidirectional
(UD) plies with different orientations. The stiffness degradation of these laminates is
principally caused by the onset and propagation of matrix cracks in the off-axis UD
plies together with the initiation and propagation of delaminations between the different
plies. Nevertheless, their structural load-bearing capacity is determined by the on-axis
UD plies, which have higher fatigue strength than the off-axis ones. Accordingly, if the
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objective is to predict the fatigue stiffness degradation and failure of multidirectional
laminates, it is necessary to predict [25]
• the initiation and propagation of off-axis cracks (the crack density evolution),
• the initiation and propagation of delaminations induced by off-axis cracks, and
• the failure of the fibers of the load-bearing plies.
Carraro et al. [4] presented a procedure for predicting the crack density evolution,
whereas an approach and preliminary results for the prediction of delamination onset
were shown in [5]. In the present work, the attention is focused on the fiber-related
damage mechanisms under on-axis fatigue loadings, as a fundamental step toward the
prediction of the final fatigue life of a multidirectional laminate.
The progressive fiber failure process under cyclic loads is a rather complex issue,
mainly when considering that, in multidirectional laminates, this process interacts with
the damage in the off-axis plies such as transverse cracks and delaminations. Therefore,
for the definition of a reliable predictive tool for such a complicated phenomenon, it is
first necessary to understand how the different fiber-related damage mechanisms initiate
and evolve until reaching the final failure.
The on-axis fatigue behavior of UD laminates under tension-tension loading
conditions has been studied over many years [29, 8, 9]. The different damage
mechanisms involved in this type of material under these loading conditions have been
identified qualitatively through experiments in these studies. Damage in the on-axis
UD laminates initiates from the first applied cycle when multiple fiber breaks occur.
These breaks can occur in different fibers (isolated) or along individual fibers (i.e.,
fragmentation) due to the statistical strength distribution of the fibers. When the
fiber/matrix interface is relatively weak (e.g., in some glass/epoxy materials),
fiber/matrix debondings initiate at the fiber crack tip due to the high shear stress
concentration on the fiber in the vicinity of the break. The debonds start growing with
the number of cycles redistributing in this way the load in the neighboring fibers. When
a weak segment in one of the neighboring fibers is overloaded, it may fail and give rise
to new debonds and so on. In some cases, isolated fiber breaks coalesce due to matrix
cracks. The coalescent mechanism has led to the belief that the final failure comes from
a critical fracture plane within a localized zone caused by coalescence between many
isolated fiber breaks [7, 1]. However, there is no experimental evidence so far that
proves that this is, in fact, the damage mechanism that leads to the final failure in
on-axis UD composites under fatigue loading conditions.
Nevertheless, based on the previous damage description of the UD composites, it
is clear that the progressive fiber breaking is an important phenomenon in the failure
process. This is why this topic received quite a lot of attention and was studied by
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several researchers since the 1970s, considering the behavior of single and multiple fibers
embedded in a matrix. The breaking progression of single fibers under static loadings
has been analyzed experimentally [23, 21, 32, 18] and analytically [15, 6, 16] in different
studies. An important analytical study was that developed by Hui et al. [16], in which
exact equations for the evolution of fiber fragments in single fibers loaded under increasing
strain, whose strength follows a Weibull distribution, were developed.
However, as fibers are not used as single fibers in real composites but as multiple
fibers embedded in a matrix, different experimental [14, 19, 30, 3, 1, 28] and analytical
[27, 2, 14, 22] studies have been carried out in order to understand how the fiber breaking
initiates and evolves in a group of fibers until reaching the final failure by considering
the effect of the fiber interaction. Smith [27] proposed, for example, a probabilistic
model that relates the Weibull probability strength distribution function of single fibers
with the probability of failure of a composite material made of multiple parallel fibers
subjected to quasi-static tension loading conditions. However, Aroush et al. [1] showed
by experimental observations with specimens made of 125 single fibers that the model
proposed by Smith [27] overestimates the critical number of broken fibers needed to lead
the final failure of the material. Moreover, the maximum number of fiber breaks in a
cluster of broken fibers observed by Aroush et al. in [1] agreed well with the ones observed
by Swolfs et al. in [28], where a total of about 5500 UD fibers in the cross-section of
[90/0]s laminates were analyzed.
All previous studies focused on the fiber-breaking progression of the on-axis UD
composites under quasi-static loading conditions; fewer studies have considered the fiber-
related damage progression under fatigue loading conditions [24, 10, 11, 12, 13, 17, 33].
In recent years, for example, Garcea et al. [10, 11, 12, 13] have worked on the evaluation
of the fiber-related damage evolution in notched [90/0]s carbon/epoxy laminates by using
synchrotron X-ray computed tomography. From this evaluation, it was found that only
few fibers failed in the bulk composite within the 0◦ plies, which normally occurred as
isolated events rather than as clusters of broken fibers. It was showed, indeed, that most
fibers failed along 0◦ ply splits originated at the notch tips, due mainly to the presence
and failure of bridging fibers.
Moreover, Zangenberg et al. [33] established a damage progression scheme for UD
non-crimp fabric (NCF) under fatigue tensile loading conditions. The NCF materials
consisted of UD fiber bundles reinforced with off-axis backing fiber bundles to provide
a higher strength, ease of handling, and lower manufacturing costs compared to pure
UD fibers. Recently, the damage progression scheme established by Zangenberg et al.
[33] was expanded by Jespersen et al. [17] based on observations made through a 3D
x-ray computed tomography analysis. These observations showed that the fiber breaking
phenomena were located mainly in regions where the 0◦ fibers intersect the backing
bundles.
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Although these studies provide valuable information for further improvements in the
ability to predict the fiber-related damage in multidirectional laminates, it is still not
clear how this type of damage evolves from the first cycle through the fatigue lifetime
and leads, possibly, to the final failure. In addition, it is worth mentioning that the
works cited above deal with non-purely UD configurations, also in the presence of a
notch [10, 11, 12, 13], for which it was shown that the fiber-related damage in the bulk
material was negligible. As a consequence, “the mechanism for fatigue fiber failure in the
bulk composite, and its effect on residual strength is not understood” [12] at present, as
well as its evolution from the first cycle to the final failure.
In this frame, the purpose of this work is to investigate the microscale fiber-related
damage initiation and progression throughout the lifetime of plain on-axis UD
glass/epoxy laminates under tension-tension fatigue loading conditions. For that,
uniaxial fatigue tests under different load levels were carried out, monitoring with
optical microscopy the microscale damage evolution throughout the fatigue life. The
damage evolution was evaluated, both qualitatively and quantitatively, in terms of
initial fiber breaks, evolution of the density of fiber breaks and fragmentation
progression. As previously mentioned, gaining a clear understanding of these
phenomena is fundamental for the development of reliable design tools. Accordingly,
this work is meant as the first step toward the definition of a procedure for the
prediction of fiber-related damage evolution and failure in UD and multidirectional
laminates under cyclic loading.
2 Material and Methods
In the present study, unidirectional (UD) laminates made of glass UT-E500 fibers by
Gurit and epoxy RIM-235 resin by Momentive, with lay-up [0]6, were infused and tested.
17 mm wide, 195 mm long, and 1.8 mm thick specimens were obtained from panels of 200
x 300 mm fabricated by vacuum resin infusion, cured for three days at room temperature
and then post-cured at 60◦C for 12 hours. On both ends of the specimens, rectangular-
shaped carbon-epoxy tabs with 30 mm length and thickness of 3 mm were bonded using
epoxy adhesive.
The UD glass/epoxy specimens were tested under uniaxial tension-tension fatigue
loading conditions using a MTS 858 hydraulic machine. The tests were performed in load
control with maximum cyclic tensile stresses σx,max of 200, 300, 320, and 340 MPa with
an R-ratio (i.e., ratio between the minimum and maximum cyclic stress, R= σmin/σmin)
of 0.05. The tests were repeated twice for each load level, except for σx,max = 200MPa
case, for which only one test was carried out.
The damage evolution of the material was monitored in terms of stiffness
degradation and fiber breaks. The stiffness of the specimens was monitored using an
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Figure 1: Schematic of the observation paths.
MTS632.29F-30 extensometer with a 25 mm initial length. In order to monitor the
damage evolution in terms of fiber breaks, the top surface of the specimens was
carefully polished. The polishing process started with P180 sandpaper and ended with
a 0.1µm SiO2 suspension. The choice of observing the damage development by means
of surface microscopic analyses is due the fact that, only with an optical microscope,
micro- and sub-microscale details, such as debonds and matrix micro-cracks and shear
bands, can be revealed (see, for example, [26, 20]). On the other hand, this limits the
observation to a surface and not a volume of the material, thus losing the 3D evolution
of damage. This could be overcome by combining optical microscopy with computed
tomography (CT) analyses, which were not carried out in the present work.
During the test, the load was regularly interrupted (i.e., 1, 10, 100, 1000, etc. cycles),
and the specimen was removed from the hydraulic machine to be observed with an optical
microscope. Around 150 pictures were taken on the polished surface at each interruption,
each corresponding to small areas of 0.23 x 0.17mm2. The small areas were located along
two 20 mm long observation paths, located far from the tabs, across the mid-length of
the specimens (see Fig. 1). From the pictures, around 1000 fibers per specimen were
analyzed and the number of initial fiber breaks, the evolution of the density of broken
fibers, and the fragmentation evolution were quantified throughout the fatigue life.
3 Results and Discussions
In this section, the results obtained from the fatigue tests are analyzed from qualitative
and quantitative points of view. In the qualitative analysis, different damage scenarios
observed in terms of fiber breaks, fragmentation, increasing opening, matrix yielding,
and debonding are described; whereas, in the quantitative analysis, a discussion about
the stiffness and the evolution of the density of broken fibers during the fatigue life is
presented.
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Figure 2: Material damage evolution under σx,max = 300MPa, specimen No 1.
3.1 Qualitative description of damage scenarios
The damage scenarios observed from the different specimens were in agreement with
those described in [29, 8, 9]. For all specimens, the fatigue damage initiated during the
first cycle when some fibers failed at the weakest locations (see Fig. 2-4). This fiber
breaking occurred at applied maximum stresses lower than the static stress to failure of
the fiber due to the statistical strength distribution.
Close to the fiber breaks, shear yielding or fiber/matrix debonding developed due
to high shear stresses in the interface region. These progressive mechanisms result in
a redistribution of stresses in the area close to the fiber break causing either arrest or
continuation of the damage process depending on the applied load level.
For the lower load levels (i.e., σx,max = 200MPa and 300MPa)), matrix yielding was
observed at the fiber crack tip (see Fig. 2). As shown in Fig. 2, the extension of the
yielded zone, characterized by the presence of shear bands in the matrix, propagated
along the fatigue life as a result of the energy dissipation, which also contributed to the
increase of crack opening. In fact, as shown in Fig. 2, the fiber crack, initiated at the
first cycle, became increasingly visible as the number of cycles increased. However, for
lower load levels, no fiber/matrix debonding was observed throughout the fatigue life.
This could indicate that the debonds stopped growing at a short distance from the fiber
breaks because the threshold needed to continue propagating was not reached. As no
debonds growing occurred, the local stresses in the neighboring fibers did not sensibly
change and no, or few, new fiber breaks occurred (see Figs. 2 and 3).
In contrast, for higher load levels (i.e., σx,max = 320MPa and 340MPa), it was
possible to observe fiber/matrix debonds growing from some fiber breaks right after the
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Figure 3: Material damage evolution under σx,max = 300MPa, specimen No 1.
first cycle, in addition to the matrix yielding at the tip of the fiber break (see Fig. 4). As
the debonds grew, a redistribution of the stresses in the neighbor fibers took place, and
some of them failed when the local strength of their weak segments was exceeded (see
Fig. 4). Moreover, it was observed that weak segments along the fibers were sometimes
related to the presence of local defects (see examples in Fig. 5).
Furthermore, even though the propagation rate of the debonding was not quantified
in this study, it was observed that the debond propagation rate was not uniform. For
example, different debond lengths between the two crack tips of the same broken fiber
were observed in some cases as well as a non-axisymmetric debond growing in
individual fibers (see Fig. 6). This can be because the debond growth depends on the
local interfacial properties between the fibers and the matrix, which can vary
statistically from one location to another, as well as on the position of the neighboring
fibers. In fact, as discussed in [34], the shorter the distance between the broken fiber
and the neighboring fiber, the higher the energy release rate (ERR), and, as a
consequence, the debond lengths can reach higher values. This can be seen in the fiber
fragmented twice in Fig. 6 and the one also fragmented twice in Fig. 7, in which the
7
Figure 4: Material damage evolution under σx,max = 320MPa, specimen No 2.
Figure 5: Effect of fiber defects on the probability of fiber breaks.
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debonds extended from the two breaks are longer on the side near the neighboring
fibers than on the opposite side where there is a high matrix content.
Figure 6: Fiber fragmentation and irregular debond growing.
As shown in figures 6 and 7, another observed damage mechanism was the
fragmentation of single fibers. However, this phenomenon was not so common, and the
damage was seen to progress mainly by the failure of new fibers, as quantified in the
next section.
Moreover, in some cases, a tendency of crack coalescence was also observed in
correspondence of neighboring fiber breaks, and a short debond grew from the fiber
crack tip (see Fig. 7). This agrees with what was discussed in [35], where it was found
that short debond cracks tend to kink out into the matrix and grow toward the
neighboring fibers, thus enhancing the local stress and causing possible breakages in the
neighboring fibers (as shown in Fig. 7).
The coalescence of isolated fiber breaks has been considered in previous studies [1, 28]
as one of the main damage mechanisms that lead to the final failure of the material.
Aroush et al. in [1] showed, for example, that a critical fracture plane is created in
specimens made of 125 single fibers when a critical cluster of broken fiber coalesce, which
triggers the catastrophic failure of the composite. However, it is still not clear how
many coalescence fiber breaks are needed to create the critical fracture plane. In fact,
it is not clear either if this critical fracture plane is the final failure mechanism or if it
leads to another more critical mechanism (e.g., instable splitting) that does lead to the
final failure. Unfortunately, in this work, it was not possible to identify the final failure
mechanism because the evaluated coupon specimens failed with parallel splitting in the
fiber direction initiated from the tabs as a result of the high-stress concentrations in these
regions.
In addition to all these observations, it was also found that the propagation of the
9
Figure 7: Coalescence of fiber breaks.
damage was not uniform along the observation region. In fact, the damage propagated
easier in regions with high concentration of matrix, especially in those regions near the
scrim fiber used to hold the primary longitudinal fibers in place during fabrication and
handling. This can be seen in Fig. 8, which shows a comparison between the damage
progression in regions close and far to the scrim fiber for different load levels. As shown
in Fig. 8, under the same load level, the number of fiber breaks, fragmented fibers,
coalescence of fiber breaks, and debond lengths is always higher in those regions near
the scrim fiber. These observations agree well with those presented in [17] regarding UD
non-crimp fabric reinforced polyester composites, in which it was also found that the
fiber breaks typically emanate from the matrix-rich regions close to the backing fibers.
As shown in Fig. 8(a) and 8(c), in the regions close to the scrim fibers, the debonds
tend to grow faster toward the matrix-rich areas where the scrim fibers are located.
The increase of the local stresses due to this fast debond growing, along with stress
perturbation due to the out-of-plane fiber waviness in these regions, is reasonably the
main reasons for the greater number of fiber breaks, fragmented fibers, and coalescence
of fiber breaks.
3.2 Quantitative analysis of damage progression
From the qualitative analysis reported in the previous section, it is clear that the
number of fiber breaks during the first cycle and its evolution during the fatigue
lifetime are significant parameters to be considered in predictive models for UD
glass/epoxy composites under fatigue loading. In this section, a quantification of the
initial fiber breaks and the progressive appearance of new breakages both in different
fibers (isolated) and along individual fibers (i.e., fragmentation) during the fatigue life
10
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Figure 8: Comparison between the damage progression in regions close and far to the scrim fiber
for different load levels: (a) and (b) σx,max = 320MPa; (c) and (d) σx,max = 340MPa.
is presented. In addition, the effect of the progressive damage on the material stiffness
is also analyzed.
To quantify the damage state, the specimens were removed from the testing machine
and observed under the microscope, scanning the polished front surface along two lines
with a length of 20 mm (see Fig. 1). Along these lines, consecutive pictures were taken,
the longitudinal dimension of which is referred to as Lf .
The first important result that can be drawn from this analysis is the probability of
survival (Psf ) of a fiber segment with length Lf . This was calculated as the sum of the
fiber segments without any break, divided by the total number of fiber segments, for each
specimen. The resulting probability of survival is plotted in Fig. 9, as a function of the
number of cycles. For the specimen tested at 200 MPa, the curve is flat, meaning that
all the breaks occur at the application of the first cycle, and no new breaks form in the
remaining part of the life. In fact, as mentioned in the previous section, this load level is
too low for promoting debond propagation, as well as to initiate new independent fiber
breaks. For the other stress levels, a decreasing trend can be observed, even if, again,
most of the damage is created by the first load cycle. However, in these cases, damage
11
Figure 9: Evolution of the survival probability along the fatigue lifetime.
evolves during the fatigue lifetime, and this leads to the possible failure after a certain
amount of cycles, when a critical state is reached.
Furthermore, the broken fibers may show only one break (within the length Lf ), or
more. In this sense, according to [31], the fragmentation phenomenon in UD composites
can be analyzed in terms of a normalized density of breaks in the same fiber, defined as
ρfb = nfb · rf/Lf (1)
where nfb is the number of breaks in a single fiber, rf is the fiber radius, and Lf is
the length of the observation area. In the present work, rf is equal to 8.66µm, and Lf
can vary depending on the length of the selected observation area.
Based on the experimental observations, the evolution of the number of fibers with a
given ρfb normalized with the total number of observed fibers, nf,ρfb/nf,total, along the
fatigue life is shown in Figs. 10 and 11. In these figures, nf,ρfb/nf,total is plotted as a
function of ρfb for different applied load levels. It should be noted that the total number
of fibers, nf,total, taken into account for each analyzed case was around 1000 fibers, which
is a representative sample size if assuming a confidence level of 95% and a margin of error
of 3%.
As shown in Figs. 10 and 11, the lower is the density of fiber breaks, the higher is
nf,ρfb/nf,total ratio for all applied number of cycles, N . This means that, over fatigue
life, one break is the most likely number of breaks in damaged fibers and that the
fragmentation of single fibers (i.e., two or more breaks in a single fiber) occurs less
frequently. This is in agreement with the observations described in section 3.1.
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Figure 10: Normalized number of fibers with a given ρfb, nf,ρfb/nf,total, versus normalized
density of fiber breaks, ρfb, along the fatigue life for: (a) σx,max = 200MPa and rf/Lf = 0.02;
(a) σx,max = 300MPa and rf/Lf = 0.03.
Figure 11: Normalized number of fibers with a given ρfb, nf,ρfb/nf,total, versus normalized
density of fiber breaks, ρfb, along the fatigue life for: (a) σx,max = 320MPa and rf/Lf = 0.02;
(a) σx,max = 340MPa and rf/Lf = 0.02.
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Figure 12: Stiffness versus number of cycles for different load levels and specimens.
Concerning the laminate stiffness, Fig. 12 shows the stiffness curve normalized with
the stiffness at the first cycle, E1/E1(1st−cycle), as a function of the number of cycles for
all cases analyzed in this study.
As shown in Fig. 12, regardless of the load level, the stiffness does not seem to
decrease substantially. This is reasonably due to the fact that most of the broken fibers
have only one break (see Figs. 10 and 11). Thus, few fibers are fragmented and that
the fragmentation length is long. As a consequence, a part from a small region close to
the fiber break, the fibers recover their nominal load-bearing capacity and their damage
affects only marginally the laminate stiffness. This indicates that, in terms of modelling,
it may not be necessary to precisely estimate the fiber breaks to predict the stiffness of
composite laminates, at least for low densities of fiber breaks.
4 Conclusions
In this study, experimental-based qualitative and quantitative analyses of the damage
initiation and progression in UD glass/epoxy materials under tension-tension fatigue
longitudinal loading conditions were presented.
In the qualitative analysis, it was shown that the fatigue damage initiates during
the first cycle when some fibers fail as a result of the statistical distribution of the
fiber strength. Then, from these fiber breaks, either yielding of matrix or fiber/matrix
debonding develop depending, among others, on the applied load level. For lower load
levels, shear bands in the matrix take place at the fiber crack tip and fiber/matrix debonds
stop growing at a short distance from it. This causes that no, or few, new fiber breaks
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in the neighboring fibers occur as the number of cycles increases. For higher load levels,
in addition to the matrix yielding, fiber/matrix debonds sometimes grow from the fiber
crack tip, often reaching neighboring fibers. This results in a redistribution of stresses
causing further fiber breaks and, therefore, new matrix yielding or new fiber/matrix
debonding throughout the fatigue lifetime. Additionally, it was shown that the damage
does not propagate uniformly along the materials. In fact, in regions near the scrim fiber
bundles the damage was seen to develop with a higher rate.
From the quantitative point of view, it was possible to obtain the trend of the
probability of survival of the fibers, it being decreasing for stress levels higher than 200
MPa, even if most of the damage seemed to be due to the first load application (i.e.,
first cycle). It was also shown that fiber fragmentation occurs, even if most fibers have
only one break. As a consequence, the stiffness did not change throughout the fatigue
lifetime, as most of the fibers maintain, or recover, their nominal load-bearing capacity,
a part from a small ineffective length.
As these conclusions are based on observations obtained on a laminate surface, further
experimental studies may be needed involving the 3D analysis of the bulk material under
the same loading conditions to confirm the findings of the current study.
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